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1. Amari And The Night Brothers (B.B. Alston)                                             $17.99   $14.39 
Amari’s search for her missing brother leads her into a world of magic … and danger. But before she can 
find him, she must learn the truth about herself. A 12-year-old girl from the housing projects discovers 
her brother was more than he seemed … And so is she. Age 10+ Fantasy-Magic-Mystery-Supernatural

2. Amira’s Suitcase (Vikki Conley and Nicky Johnston)                             $24.99   $19.99
It begins with a tiny seed growing inside a suitcase. With Amira’s care, the tiny seed starts to sprout. 
Find out what happens when kindness flourishes . . . Amira’s Suitcase is a gentle, thought-provoking 
tale about friendship and hope. Friendship-Belonging-Feelings/Emotions-Hope

3. An Emotional Menagerie: Feelings From A-Z (Compilation)               $29.99  $23.99 
An Emotional Menagerie is an emotional glossary for children. A book of 26 rhyming verses, arranged 
alphabetically, that bring our feelings to life - Anger, Boredom, Curiosity, Dreaminess, Embarrassment, 
Fear, Guilt, and more. The text transforms each emotion into a different animal to provide a clear and 
engaging illustration of its character: how it arises; how it makes us behave and how we can learn to 
manage its effects. Feelings/Emotions

4. Anzac Day (Jane Pfeiffer)                                                                                $26.99   $21.59
On April 25 every year Anzac Day is marked with a public holiday. It is a day when people remember all 
the men and women who have served in the armed forces. In this book learn all about The First Anzacs 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Anzacs the Dawn Service the Anzac Day March after the March the 
spirit of Anzac Day Anzac Day around the world and Anzac Day 2020.

5. Beneath The Trees (Cristy Burne)                                                                 $14.99   $11.99
Cam and Sophie feel like they’ve been travelling forever to get to the rainforest and the river and their 
cousins. They just want to see a platypus in the wild, but with the rain tipping down and the river 
turning wild they can’t see a thing. Until suddenly, they can. A platypus is just below them, and it needs 
help! But when their rescue attempt goes horribly wrong, it’s not just the platypus that needs saving . . 
.Age 9+  Adventure-Courage-Leadership

6. Big Nate Graphic Novel: Big Nate: In Your Face Graphic Novel 
(Lincoln Peirce)                                                                                                                                $17.99   $14.39
When you’re a sixth-grade dynamo like Nate Wright, life comes at you fast. Whether it’s a soccer ball to 
the head or another teacher tirade, surprises lurk around every corner. In the latest Big Nate collection, 
Nate’s friends issue the ultimate insult: they point out all the ways he resembles his arch-nemesis, Gina. 
Nate also scores a new job as an intern at Klassic Komix, and his master plan to carpet-bomb the school 
with Valentine’s Day cards goes seriously sideways. And when Nate gets dragged into a cringe-worthy 
party for the dreaded Mrs. Godfrey, what could possibly go wrong? With laughs, adventures, and jokes 
galore, In Your Face! will make your head spin. Age 9+ Graphic Novel-Humour For all titles in this series 
type BIG NATE GRAPHIC NOVEL into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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7. Billie And The Blue Bike (Ambelin Kwaymullina)  $24.99   $19.99
Billie wants the blue bike and she asks her Mum to buy it for her — but her Mum has no money to spend on a bike. She asks Uncle 
Jack and he won’t give her the money either, but he will help her save up to buy the bike herself. She can work for him for $10 per 
week for 10 weeks to save the $100 for the bike. But Billie is impatient, and she tries washing cars and even enters her dog Spike in 
a dog contest — neither of which works out. She eventually she goes back to Uncle Jack and saves the money in 10 weeks — and 
she is able to purchase the bike! Billie and the Blue Bike is a fun and engaging way to introduce young children to financial literacy 
knowledge, and is written for Indigenous children in particular. Responsibility-Finance-Money-Saving Maths Year 2 Number and 
Algebra

8. Bindi (Kirli Saunders And Dub Leffler)  $16.99   $13.59 
Meet 11-year-old Bindi. She’s not really into maths but LOVES art class and playing hockey. Her absolute FAVOURITE thing is 
adventuring outside with friends or her horse, Nell. A new year starts like normal - school, family, hockey, dancing. But this year 
hasn’t gone to plan! There’s a big art assignment, a drought, a broken wrist AND the biggest bushfires her town has ever seen! Age 
9+ Verse Novel-Country-Climate Change-Nature-Aboriginal Studies

9. Code Name Bananas (David Walliams)  $22.99   $18.39
1940. Britain is at war with Nazi Germany. Eleven-year-old Eric spends his days at the place that makes him most happy: London 
Zoo. And there’s one animal in particular he loves: Gertrude the gorilla. With bombs falling all over London, Eric must rescue 
Gertrude. Together with his Uncle Sid, a keeper at the zoo, the three go on the run. But while hiding out at the seaside they uncover 
a top-secret Nazi plot…Age 9+ Humour-World War 2- Animals-Gorillas

10. Detective’s Guide To Ocean Travel, The (Nicki Greenberg)  $17.99   $14.39
The first middle-grade novel from award-winning author Nicki Greenberg, this book is a classic whodunnit mystery set aboard a 
grand ocean liner in the 1920s. With first-class glitz and glamour and a deliciously plotted intrigue featuring an uppity stage star, a 
missing diamond, a leopard and a loveable cast of child sleuths, The Detective’s Guide to Ocean Travel is an exciting romp on the 
high seas, perfect for fans of Murder Most Unladylike and The Good Thieves. Age 9+

11. D’Lila Rue #1: Introducing D’Lila Rue (Nette Hilton and Anne Yi)  $14.99   $11.99
Meet D’Lila LaRue, whsoe charm and pizzazz will leave readers wanting more! D’Lila LaRue lives in the smallest house with the 
neatest fence and the rosiest garden in the street with her trusty sidekick, Nanny-Anny (who is probably very old but it doesn’t 
matte.  D’Lila and Nanny-Anny share many fun-filled adventures, whether it’s by building an award-winning rose garden, becoming 
an artist, or attending a favourite play. Even if things don’t go exactly to plan...Age 7+ AUSTRALIAN Grandparents-Art-Adventure

12. Dragon And Her Boy, The (Penny Chrimes)  $15.99   $12.79
A story of a the very last living dragon, stuck living in a tunnel under London, and the boy who unintentionally finds himself as her 
protector. When Stick discovers there is a dragon living underneath the streets of London, he finds himself unintentionally drawn 
into an epic adventure and a quest -- but how can he find a place for a dragon to live in London when dragons aren’t supposed to 
exist? And with foes at every corner who want to exploit the dragon for themselves, it’s going to take a daring plan for Stick to find 
a safe place for his dragon -- and for himself. Age 9+ Dragons-Adventure-Quest 

13. Early One Morning (Mem Fox and Christine Davenier)  $19.99   $15.99
Early one morning on the farm, a boy sets out to find his breakfast. Where could it be? In the tractor? In the haystack? With the 
sheep? With the ponies . . .? Little readers will delight in the story’s guessing game and following the boy on his ramble around the 
farm. Family Unit-Farms-Rural-Food 

14. Flying Angel, The (Vicki Bennett and Tull Suwannakit)  $24.99   $19.99
World War II. 1945. A group of nurses is handpicked to rescue injured soldiers from the frontline in Papua New Guinea, and transport 
them safely back home to Australia. Known for their courage and compassion, the soldiers call them... the Flying Angels. This is a 
story inspired by the life of one remarkable nurse, Sister Marie Eileen Craig. Australian History-War-World War 2-Nursing-Bravery-
Compassion-Courage

15. Golden Tower, The (Belinda Murrell)  $16.99   $13.59
Transported to the land of Tuscia, Sophie accidentally saves the daughter of a wealthy family and is swept along on their journey 
to the Golden Tower. Now she is the only one standing between sisters Isabella and Bia and the terrible fate their stepmother has 
planned. Sophie doesn’t think she is brave enough, but with the help of a talking cat, a stableboy and some very tiny mischief 
makers, she might be able to save the day. Age 9+ Fantasy-Adventure-Magic-Parallel World

16. Hat Full Of Secrets, The (Karl Newson and Wazza Pink)  $16.99   $13.59
Henry’s got a secret... a big one! And he doesn’t know what to do with it. Grandpa suggests he should keep it under his hat - and 
he’s got just the hat for the job. When Henry puts it on he discovers that Grandpa has some secrets of his own! But what of Henry’s 
secret? Will he finally put it under his hat? Age 6+ Family-Grandparents-Memories-Imagination

17. Hello And Welcome (Gregg Dreise)  $24.99   $19.99
A wonderful companion to Gregg Dreise’s highly acclaimed My Culture and Me, this joyful picture book celebrates Australia’s 
Indigenous heritage and the diversity we enjoy today. Hello and welcome to our corroboree. Hello and welcome to our gathering. 
Father Sky, Mother Earth, together here with me. Different colours, different people, together in harmony. Aboriginal Studies-
Culture-Inclusion-Welcome
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18. Iceberg (Claire Saxby and Jess Racklyeft)  $24.99   $19.99
In the final freeze of an Antarctic winter, green tails wave across a star-full sky, as if to farewell endless nights. If this world looks 
empty, look closer ... Penguins trek across the ice to their winter homes. As the temperature warms, birds fly above on their long 
migrations. And with the advent of summer, beneath an iceberg, the sea is teeming with life. Ocean, sky, snow and ice - minute 
greens and giant blues - dance a delicate dance in this evocative portrayal of the life cycle of an iceberg. Environmental Issues-
Climate Change-Icebergs-Antarctica-Nature

19. I Promise (Lebron James and Nina Mata)  $24.99   $19.99
NBA champion and superstar LeBron James pens a slam-dunk picture book inspired by his foundation’s I PROMISE program that 
motivates children everywhere to always #StriveForGreatness. Just a kid from Akron, Ohio, who is dedicated to uplifting youth 
everywhere, LeBron James knows the key to a better future is to excel in school, do your best, and keep your family close. I Promise 
is a lively and inspiring picture book that reminds us that tomorrow’s success starts with the promises we make to ourselves and 
our community today. Aspiration-Determination-Belief-Community-Rhyming Text

20. Joe And The Stars (Phil Cummings and Connah Brecon)  $24.99   $19.99
In the red dust, where the sky is wide, Joe loves watching the stars. He marvels at their mystery and wonder. But when his family 
moves to the city... the stars are hard to see. Will Joe find a way to make them shine again? A twinkling tale of resilience, family and 
friendship. Moving House-Rural-Resilience-Loss-Separation-Acceptance-Community-Family Unit-Space

21. Kensy and Max #7: Take Down (Jacqueline Harvey)  $16.99   $13.59
After winning the National STEM Championships, Kensy, Max and a team of students from Central London Free School are ready to 
compete for the international trophy in Singapore. But when Granny Cordelia is poisoned, the twins no longer feel like celebrating. 
They still have a duty to their team though, and everyone seems to think they’ll be safe in a country halfway around the world. It 
turns out that Singapore is rife with mysteries. Soon Kensy and Max have uncovered a much larger case than anyone counted on. 
And this time, it’s personal. Age 9+ Adventure-Mystery-Spy-Twins-Intrigue For all titles in this series type KENSY AND MAX into the 
search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

22. Little People, Big Dreams: Malala Yousafzai (Isabella Sanchez Vegara and Manal Mirza)  $19.99   $15.99
When Malala was born in Mingora, Pakistan, her father was determined she would have every opportunity that a boy would have. 
She loved getting an education, but when a hateful regime came to power, girls were no longer allowed to go to school. Malala 
spoke out in public about this, which made her a target for violence. She was shot in the left side of her head and woke up in 
hospital in England. Finally after long months and many surgeries, Malala recovered, and resolved to become an activist for girls 
education. Now a recent Oxford graduate, Malala continues to fight for a world where all girls can learn and lead. This powerful 
book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical photos 
and a detailed profile of the activists life. 

23. Luna (Holly Webb and Britta Teckentrup)  $14.99   $11.99
Hannah knows there is something special about the wooden bear cub puppet from the moment she buys it at a Christmas market. 
So when the puppet gets broken, she cries herself to sleep. Age 8+ Hardback Time Travel-History-Bears

24. Main Abija My Grandad (Karen Rogers)  $24.99   $19.99
This book has the memories I had of my grandfather from when I was small until he left us. He taught me many things about culture 
and country. I’m happy to pass this story on to my family and to put it in this book.’ With luscious artwork and a lyrical text in Kriol 
and English, celebrated Ngukurr artist Karen Rogers evokes the world of her childhood in a remote part of the Northern Territory. 
Her story is a beautiful celebration of a special relationship, showing how culture is passed on from generation to generation. 
Aboriginal Studies-Culture-Family-Dual Language-Kriol-Country

25. Maybe (Chris Haughton)  $27.99   $22.39
Three little monkeys, and their big monkey, are sat high up on their branch in the forest canopy. “Ok, monkeys! I’m off,” says the big 
monkey. “Now remember. Whatever you do, do NOT go down to the mango tree. There are tigers down there.” Mmm ... mangos! 
think the little monkeys. They LOVE mangos. Hmm ... maybe ... maybe they could just look at the mangos? That’d be ok, right? 
Cautionary Tale

26. Mo And Crow (Jo Kasch and Jonathan Bentley)  $24.99   $19.99
Mo lived alone and he liked it that way. He had a house to protect him. And a wall. Mo trusted his wall. It kept everything out he 
wanted kept out. A beautiful story about breaking down barriers and discovering the joys of friendship, from the brilliant creative 
team of Jo Kasch and award-winning illustrator Jonathan Bentley. Isolation-Friendship

27. Ninja Kid 7: Ninja Toys! (Anh Do and Anton Emdin)  $15.99   $12.79
 Grandma has invented the COOLEST thing evera GLOVE that can bring toys to life! But when the glove is stolen, Nelson and Kenny 
have to find a way to get it back... before a CRAZY TOY ARMY takes over the WHOLE TOWN! Age 7+ AUSTRALIAN Mystery-Humour-
Ninjas-Investigation For all titles in this series type NINJA KID into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

28. Olive (Edwina Wyatt)  $24.99   $19.99
Lilah’s beloved cat dies and all she’s left with is an olive tree to remember her by. Seasons pass and the tree grows but Lilah is too 
grief stricken to see its beauty and connection to Olive. Until, one day, in the safety of the tree’s branches, and with the help of a 
stray cat, Lilah is ready to remember. Death/Bereavement-Pets-Grief
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29. Peace (Miranda Paul and Esteli Meza)  $29.99   $23.99
From a hello and pronouncing your friend’s name correctly to giving more than you take and saying I’m sorry, this simple concept 
book explores definitions of peace and actions small and big that foster it. An inspiring look at things we can all do to bring peace 
into our lives and world. Harmony-Empathy-Compassion-Kindness-Friendship-Peace-Harmony Day

30. Perfect Parent Project, The (Stewart Foster)  $16.99   $13.59
All Sam wants is a family of his own, a home instead of a ‘house’ and parents he knows will still be there when he wakes up. Because 
Sam has been in and out of foster care his whole life and he can’t imagine ever feeling like he truly belongs. Then his best friend 
Leah suggests that rather than wait for a family to come to him, he should go out and find one. So begins The Perfect Parent 
Project - a heart-warming and unforgettable story that follows Sam on his journey to find his perfect family, with surprising and 
unexpected results. Age 10+ Family Unit-Adoption-Humour

31. Plantastic! A-Z Of Australian Plants (Catherine Clowes and Rachel Gyan)  $29.99   $23.99
Did you know that there are plants that eat insects? Plants whose seeds spread in poo? Plants that move when you touch them? 
And plants that grow on other plants? Plantastic! presents 26 of Australia’s most unique and incredible native plants. Discover and 
identify native plants found in your local park, bushland, or even in your very own backyard. With its perfect balance of fun facts, 
activities, adventurous ideas and gorgeous illustrations, Plantastic! will prove just how fantastic Australia’s native plants really are!

32. Rainforest Book, The (Charlotte Milner)  $24.99   $19.99
Embark on a journey through the enchanting world of the rainforest in Charlotte Milner’s beautifully illustrated The Rainforest 
Book.Sweep aside the liana vines, hop over the giant roots of the kapok tree, and follow the sound of the howler monkey as you 
venture into the tropical rainforest. Find out about some of the amazing animals that live there, learn about the enormous variety 
of life-giving plants, and discover why the Amazon rainforest is known as the ‘lungs’ of our Earth.In this beautiful book, Charlotte 
Milner continues to highlight the important ecological issues faced by our planet, following on from The Bee Book, The Sea Book, 
and The Bat Book. Did you know that over half of our planet’s wildlife live in the rainforest? And that at least 2 metres of rain falls in 
the rainforest every year? The world’s rainforests are packed with amazing animals and plants, from the deadly poison dart frog, to 
the stinky rafflesia flower - there is plenty to discover!As our planet’s climate crisis becomes even more critical, The Rainforest Book 
is the perfect way to introduce little nature-lovers to this enchanting yet threatened world. This celebration of the rainforest shows 
children just how important it is, and reminds them that it is up to us to care for our planet and its wildlife.

33. Raja Street (Myo Yim)  $25.99   $20.97
Junya loves to sit at his window and watch the goings-on in Rajah Street. He watches the clouds passing overhead, kookaburras 
singing and skateboard riders zipping by. Today he is waiting for Wednesday. Wednesday is when the garbage trucks come, and 
garbage trucks are his favourite. Imaginative illustrations help capture the world through a three-year-old’s perspective in this 
quirky slice-of-life story. Community-Family-Routine-Imagination-Time

34. School Of Fish #1: Fintastic Four: Graphic Novel (Louis Shea)  $15.99   $12.79
There’s a new kid at Shipwreck Primary! But there’s also something fishy about her. Can Finn the Shark and his buddies work 
out who she is, and could she possibly be the answer to their problems with Blake the bully? With Great White Shark teachers, 
treacherous undersea races and dangerous fishermen nearby, it’s never a dull moment in this School of Fish! An hilarious new 
underwater graphic novel. It will have you hooked! Age 6+ AUSTRALIAN Bullying-Humour-Friendship

35. Star Of Anise (Jane Jolly and Di Wu)  $24.99   $19.99
The hawker’s wagon jingled and jangled as it came down the track … Annie and Arthur have been eagerly awaiting Bhagwan 
Singh’s next visit. What wondrous things will he have in his cart this time, among the silk and soap, spices and shirts? As the hawker 
makes his camp for the night, the children savour spun sugar and food from the Punjab, discovering the secret star anise. A gentle 
story about embracing different traditions, based on the stories of Sikh hawkers in Australia in the late 1800s. Australian History-
Migration-Multicultural-Trade-Culture 

36. Stunt Kid #1: Stunt Kid Seriously Stacks It! (Jack Heath and Max Rambaldi)  $17.99   $14.39
Levi is pretty sick of starring in Dad’s stupid TV show, Kid Kablam. Because Levi is the kid who gets KABLAMMED! So far he’s been 
knocked down, blown up, and attacked by wild animals. And Dad has one more scene planned-the most dangerous stunt so far. 
Can Levi survive this final stunt without seriously stacking it? Age 9+ Humour 

37. Unboring Exploring! Thrilling Stories By Young Australian Adventurers (Compilation)  $16.99   $13.59
Quests, treasure, sidekicks, sworn enemies, daring deeds, unbelievable escapes... and so much more! The collection includes 12 
intrepid tales, comics, and poems written by young Australian writers between the ages of 8 and 12, alongside a contribution from 
a beloved children’s author yet to be announced. This book was conceived and created by young authors through the Early Harvest 
publishing program at 100 Story Building. Age 9+ Short Stories-Exploration-Explorers-Discovery-Adventure 

38. Violet Veil Mysteries #1: Case Of Grave Danger, A (Sophie Cleverly and Hannah Peck)  $16.99   $13.59
Violet Veil wants nothing more than to prove her worth and become her father’s apprentice at Veil & Sons Undertakers. And one 
rain-soaked night she gets her chance when she meets a boy, Oliver, who is wandering around the graveyard. Only, the last time 
Violet saw Oliver, he was indoors and very much dead, waiting to be buried. Victoria has just found her first case, and it doesn’t 
get bigger than this: can she, with the help of her dog, Bones, help Oliver solve his own ‘murder’? Age 9+ Mystery-Murder-Thriller-
Detective 

ORDER ONLINE NOW!
www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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39. Way Of The Weedy Seadragon, The (Anne Morgan and Lois Bury)  $24.99   $19.99
Can you imagine a strange and colourful fish that looks like a dragon? It can’t fly or breathe fire, but it is an excellent dancer! The 
weedy seadragon is an amazing underwater fish with a talent for camouflage, weird eating habits and a unique courtship dance. 
But its habitat and future are threatened. This enchanting story takes you under the sea to meet this mysterious sea creature, and 
reveals its weird and wonderful ways. Written by Anne Morgan, and beautifully illustrated by Lois Bury, The Way of the Weedy 
Seadragon invites you to dive into the astonishing lives of one of the world’s most curious sea creatures.

40. World Between Blinks, The (Amie Kaufman and Ryan Graudin)  $16.99   $13.59
Jake and Marisol are cousins. Jake’s great at leaving things behind - his mum’s a diplomat, and he never settles anywhere for long. 
His latest friends and new favorite places are lost with depressing regularity. Marisol’s great at finding things - she’s American and 
she’s Bolivian, and this cross-cultural childhood has taught her to pay attention to details. She’s got such an eagle eye, and she’s 
so gifted at finding things, that sometimes she even wonders if things find her. Together, Jake and Marisol are about to discover 
The World Between Blinks. The place where everything we lose - from the front door keys to ancient cities buried under hot desert 
sands - eventually appears. The trick’s going to be finding a way home. Before they’re lost forever. Age 8+ Parallel World-Fantasy

AUSTRALIAN PICTURE BOOKS (41-) 

41. An Amazing Australian Road Trip (Jackie Hosking and Lesley Vamos)  $24.99   $22.50
A rambunctious romp of a family road trip around Australia looking for the right place to celebrate Aunty’s birthday with a cake. 
An everyday Aussie family leaves their Melbourne home, makes for the Great Ocean Road and finds themselves on the journey of 
a lifetime to every state and territory of Australia. They visit many iconic places along the way and although it wasn’t their original 
intention, they experience the whole gamut of landscapes, climates and wonders that Australia has to offer. Australia-Australiana-
People and Places-Landscape-Holiday-Travel-Family Unit

42. Anemone Is Not The Enemy (Anna McGregor) $24.99   $19.99 
Anemone lives alone in the rock pool. The tide comes in and the tide goes out. All Anemone wants is a friend, but friends are hard 
to make when you accidentally sting everyone who comes near you.Perhaps Clownfish has a solution to the problem ... Friendship-
Problem Solving-Humour-Environment-Danger-Hierarchy-Ocean-Tide

43. At The Dog Park (Moira Court)    $24.99   $19.99 
In lively rhyming prose, Moira Court captures all the fun and diversity of the dog park - ‘This dog is loud, this one is quiet. This dog 
is tiny, this one’s a giant.’ Each illustration is created using layered woodblock prints, screen-printing and collage. Children will love 
identifying their favourite dog breeds and what dogs they have seen at the park while learning about opposites. Differences-
Opposites

44. Bedtime Is Boring (David Campbell and Daron Parton)  $17.99   $16.20
Billy Bunny REALLY doesn’t want to go to bed. He’s NOT tired! Not even a little bit. It may be bedtime, but Billy is NOT going quietly... 
See if Billy wins the bedtime battle. Family Unit-Bedtime-Humour-Feelings/Emotions

45. Bird In The Herd, The (Kathryn Apel and Renee Treml)  $24.99   $22.50
Look! A herd of cows. There’s a bird in the herd that stalks as it walks, eating slugs and the bugs that the herd stirred. What else can 
you see as you follow the cheeky bird? Take a romp around an Aussie farm in this rhyming picture book perfect for early childhood. 
Rhyming Text

46. Blue Flower (Sonya Hartnett and Gabriel Evans)  $24.99   $22.50
A young child describes her qualms about going to school and how hard she finds asking the teacher for help, how she feels 
shy about making friends, not being funny or a fast runner. But through her love of art, a conversation with her mother and 
her observations about nature she comes to see that being different might not be a bad thing after all. Difference-Acceptance-
Individuality-School-Feelings/Emotions-Shyness-Worry

47. Can You Do This? (Michael Wagner and Heath McKenzie)  $19.99   $18.00
Sometimes, when you’re the littlest in the family, you can feel a bit second-rate. I mean, everyone knows that big kids are better at 
everything. Like, EVERYTHING! I mean, they are . . . aren’t they? Sibling rivalry reaches dizzying new heights in this action-packed 
picture book from two of Australia’s best-loved storytellers. Sibling Rivalry-Competition

48. Dog (Shaun Tan)  $19.99    $15.99 
Once we were strangers, legs bent the wrong way, rough voices falling to the wind ... But in our hearts we wanted more than this. 
In our hearts, we knew there was more. Companionship-Relationships-Devotion-Environment-Loyalty-Change-Time

49. Dreaming Soldiers (Catherine Bauer and Shane McGrath)  $14.99   $13.50
The simple story-telling combines with stunning images to honour the service and contribution of Australian veterans, and 
Aboriginal soldiers.” A powerful and moving story about true mateship. Dreaming Soldiers weaves tales of childhood adventures 
and battlefield challenges with gentle Dreaming themes. This is a touching friendship story about Jimmy and Johnno, two young 
Australian boys in the 1900s; mates who do everything together, sharing adventures and growing up side by side in the dusty 
cattle yards of an Outback South Australian station and later on the muddy WWI battlefields of the Western Front. Aboriginal 
Studies-World War 2-War-Friendship
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50. Easter Hat-Astrophe (Rory H. Mather and James Hart)  $17.99   $16.20
 A parade, a parade, an Easter Hat Parade. Hear the adoring cries! The sun is out, the stands are full, who will win first prize? The 
animals have planned a Grand Easter Hat Parade; what could possibly go wrong? Easter-Catastrophe-Calamity

51. Esmeralda’s Nest (Robert Moore and Mandy Foot)  $29.99   $23.99 
Each day Esmeralda collects a variety of objects and waddles down the hill. Everyone wonders why the Saddleback sow is carrying 
a bottle, fencing wire and a pair of sneakers in her mouth. Only Esmeralda knows. Nothing will stop her. Esmeralda’s Nest is a sweet 
story introducing children to the days of the week and the way that animals nest. Maths-Time-Farms-Pigs

52. Float or Sink? (Kylie Covark and Andrew Plant)  $16.95   $15.26
How long can the stick stay afloat? A ladybug lands on a stick that is bobbing along a creek. As she is joined by a cast of curious 
creatures, the fate of the stick hangs in the balance.  This humorous, rhyming tale will keep you guessing till the end.  What do you 
think? Float or sink? Rhyming Text

53. Ham (Dhana Fox and Anna Demchenko)  $24.99   $22.50
What happens when Ham and his crew discover that they’re destined for the dinner table? Ham is a hilarious farm yard romp, with 
lovable characters and bright illustrations. The farmyard animals, Ham, Satay, Chops, Stew (and a few chickens) must work together 
to save themselves from their inevitable fate - the dinner plate! Everyone knows bacon is delicious, but are there any other food 
options for us to discover and could there be another purpose for these adorable animals Teamwork-Leadership-Problem Solving-
Resilience-Farm Animals

54. Happy As A Hog Out Of Mud (Sean Avery)  $24.99   $22.50
Warthogs LOVE to play in mud. But not Charlie… Charlesworth Oinkington is a sophisticated gentle-hog who would rather sip 
tea, go bird watching and read poetry. Happy as a Hog out of Mud celebrates difference and acceptance via light-hearted humour 
and cannonballs!  Readers will enjoy exploring a range of different animals, engage with the hilarious and quirky illustrations and 
marvel at the memorable characters.

55. Hello Jimmy (Anna Walker)  $24.99   $19.99 
One day, a parrot appears on the doorstep. His name is Jimmy. Dad thinks Jimmy is amazing. He’s loud, he’s funny and he’s full 
of surprises! But Jack doesn’t like surprises. Not at all. A tender, touching story of a young boy and his father; of what comes 
between them and what brings them together. Separation-Relationships-Mental Health-Change-Love-Acceptance-Family 
Dads

56. How To Be A Real Man (Scott Stuart)  $19.99   $18.00
Scott Stuart encourages boys to embrace who they truly are in this empowering and funny story, smashing age-old assumption 
about what it means to be a man. Encompassing boys and men from different backgrounds, and told in irresistible rhyme, How to 
be a Real Man is a must-have picture book for all young readers. Stereotypes-Masculinity-Rhyming Text-Humour

57. How To Make A Bird (Meg McKinlay and Matt Ottley)  $25.99   $20.79 
A moving and visually stunning picture book that celebrates the transformative power of the creative process from inception 
through recognition to celebration and releasing into the world. We shadow the protagonist as she contemplates the blue print 
of an idea, collects the things that inspire from the natural world to shape a bird. And breathes life into it before letting it fly free. 
It shows how small things, combined with a little imagination and a steady heart, can transform into works of magic. Growing 
Up-Freedom

58. How To Make A Friend In 6 Easy Steps (Dhana Fox and James Hart)  $17.99   $16.20
My name’s Rosie. I have fifty-two teeth. Would you like to play with me? Rosie’s book says making friends is easy: there are six steps 
to follow. But it’s not as easy as she thinks! Friendship-Resilience-Starting School-Humour

59. I Love Footy (Matt Zurbo)  $17.99   $16.20
I Love Footy! is a wild, fun romp that shows kids that a world of fantasy and adventure can be real, if they just want to get involved. 
And that world is as close as their back yard! I Love Footy! shows that sport is not just about winning, it’s about enjoyment, 
friendship and having a go!

60. Jetty Jumping (Andrea Rowe and Hannah Sommerville)  $24.99 $22.50
While Milla’s friends take big, brave jumps off the jetty, Milla stays on the blistering wood, scared of what lurks below. But when 
Milla accidentally falls off the edge, she discovers the beauty of the deep, dark sea - and her summer changes forever. Andrea Rowe 
and Hannah Sommerville perfectly capture the challenges of childhood - and the joy of letting go - in this homage to summer. 
Courage-Summer-Friendship

61. Koalas Don’t Run (Janet White)  $24.99   $22.50
A bushfire is coming All the animals are trying to escape. They fly slither hop run...but what about the koalas Can Mother Koala and 
Joey run faster than the flames that are coming after them An exciting and touching story about animals in the Australian bush 
and how people help them in times of natural disasters.

62. Let’s Go, Little Roo! (Renee Treml)  $19.99   $18.00
‘Come along, Little Roo!’ called Mummy. ‘It’s time to go.’ Deep down, Little Roo wants to play, but everything here is new and 
different . . . and a little bit scary. With Mummy by her side, will Little Roo be brave enough to venture out? Feelings/Emotions-
Shyness-Anxiety-Courage
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63. Little Lion: A Long Way Home (Saroo Brierley and Bruce Whatley)  $24.99   $19.99 
Can you imagine being lost and not finding your way home again? Saroo Brierley became lost on a train in India when he was only 
five. He survived for weeks on the streets, before being taken into an orphanage and adopted by his Australian family. Despite 
being happy, Saroo always wondered about where he was from. And one day, after years of searching, he miraculously found 
what he was looking for. This incredible true story celebrates the importance of hope and never giving up. Poverty-Homelessness-
Hope-Family

64. Lonely Penguin, The (Phillip Gwynne and Penelope Pratley)  $15.99   $14.40
Everyone has someone to play with. Except Penguin. She sits by herself. All alone. Can Penguin overcome her loneliness? Feelings/
Emotions-Loneliness

65. Magic Bookcase, The (Robert Ingpen)  $29.99   $27.00
Internationally acclaimed illustrator and author Robert Ingpen spins a fantastic spell in this imaginative book. The illustrations are 
taken from a massive mural he donated to the National Library of Australia in 2018. It depicts a bookshelf without books. Instead, 
the shelves are filled with characters from classical stories who, through the imagination of the illustrator, are borrowed from the 
pages of books where they traditionally belong. Art-Artists-Books-Reading

66. Mallee Sky (Jodo Toering and Tannya Harricks)  $16.99   $15.30
An extremely timely and beautiful picture book about the effects of drought and climate change in the Mallee. The first people 
of the land call the Mallee “Nowie”. It means sunset country. When the sun goes down the red heat of the day bleeds into the 
sky and sets it on fire. Drought and rain - life under a Mallee Sky. This poetic text by emerging author Jodi Toering is beautifully 
accompanied by lush oil paintings by fine artist and illustrator Tannya Harricks. Weather-Drought-Survival-Water-Rural-Hardship-
Adversity-Climate Change-Habitat

67. My Bird, Bertie (Amelia McInerney and Shane McGowan)  $17.99   $16.20
Riding in the car with my bird, Bertie. Riding in the car, just Bertie and me. The contented couple find that twos company and 
threes a crowd when giggling Gertie gets on board... then Jiggy Jack and Silly Billy too! Come along for a ride that gets sillier and 
noisier and cramped and crowded as more and more passengers join in what was once a relaxing drive round town. Friendship-
Companionship-Humour

68. My Spaghetti ABC (Deborah Niland)  $24.99   $22.50
I love spaghetti with heaps of sauce and always make a mess, of course! I use my fork, my spoon, my hands. It’s so much fun to twirl 
the strands! Discover the squishy world of spaghetti, where learning the alphabet has never been more fun . . . or more tasty! My 
Spaghetti ABC is the perfect book for spaghetti lovers of all ages. Food-Family Unit-Rhyming Text-Alphabet

69. Nop (Caroline Magerl)  $16.99   $15.30
Nop is a scruffy kind of bear. He sits on a dusty armchair in Oddmint’s Dumporeum surrounded and ignored by the other heaping 
heaps of goods. At night, they are magically transformed by the beaders, knitters, patchers and stitchers and the next day go on 
to ‘someplace wonderful’. Nop watches the heap tumble until, armed with a new bow tie, he has an idea that will change his life 
forever. A tale about finding the magic that lives inside even the scruffiest of bears. Values

70. Old Man Emu (John Williamson and Simon McLean)  $19.99   $15.99 
This iconic Australian song tells the very funny tale of the emu and its many traits - good and bad- He can’t fly, but I’m telling you, 
he can run the pants off a kangaroo! The story compares the emu to lots of other Australian birds (galah, cockatoo, wedge-tail 
eagle, kookaburra) and of course to the kangaroo, providing wonderful opportunities for hilarious illustrations. Australian Animals-
Australiana

71. One Lone Swallow(Corinne Fenton and Owen Swan)  $24.99   $22.50
One lone swallow flies out into the night to find her mate, leaving her nestlings behind. Will she find him and return home safely? 
This stunning and evocative book takes you on a bird’s eye view journey through the streets of Florence, Italy. Italy-Florence-Birds-
Swallows-Home-Safety

72. Pandemic (Jackie French and Bruce Whatley)  $24.99   $19.99 
The war carried the Spanish flu across the world. Faces grew masks. Shops and schools wore signs that said, Closed. Families 
nursing the sick drew their curtains together to say their house was quarantined... A powerful story of humanity prevailing during 
a pandemic. Pandemic-Spanish Flu-Quarantine-War-Isolation-Community-Kindness-Illness

73. Perfectly Proper Grand Pet Parade, The (Coral Vass and Karen Sagovac)  $24.99 $22.50
Lavender and her friends can’t wait to bring their pets into school for the Perfectly Proper Grand Pet Parade. Everything is perfect 
until a troublesome two start scheming! 

74. Poo And Other Words That Make Me Laugh (Felice Arena and Tom Jellett)  $19.99   $18.00
WARNING: Reading this book out loud may cause fits of giggles. If symptoms persist, read it again to appreciate our weird and 
wonderful language. And whatever you do, don’t say POO! Toilet Humour-Language

75. Possum In The House (Kiersten Jensen and Tony Oliver)  $16.99   $15.30
There’s a possum in the house and he’s hiding in the pantry. How much havoc can one possum create in a house? This nameless 
possum creates havoc, and many sounds, CRUNCH, CLATTER, RIP, RUSTLE, as he races through a house avoiding capture. Australian 
Animals-Australiana-Onomatopoeia History Year 1 Present and Past Family Life
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76. Queen Celine (Matt Shanks)  $16.99   $15.30
Celine Beaufort is queen of what she is quite certain is the most beautiful rock pool in the world. It’s perfect. And to make 
sure nothing ever changes, she decides to build a wall around it. Unfortunately, that turns out to be a royal mistake. As self-
proclaimed ruler, it’s up to Celine to right her wrong and restore her rock pool to its former glory, this time with everyone welcome. 
Environmental Issues-Sharing-Inclusion

77. Rainbow Is My Favourite Colour (Penny Harrison and Evie Barrow)  $19.99   $18.00 
Bronte is a little girl who is expected to like pink. But that won’t always do, as Bronte eloquently expresses in Rainbow is My 
Favourite Colour. She loves the green of grassy hills, the blue of her favourite boots and the purple of plums - in fact, she loves all 
the colours of the rainbow! Gender Stereotypes-Colours

78. Scary Bird (Michel Streich)  $17.99    $14.39 
There’s a new bird in the aviary... and everyone’s in a flap! He’s strange and different... and SCARY! Will the scary bird ever feel at 
home with the others? Refugees and Migration-Belonging-Home-Culture-Friendship-Differences-Acceptance

79. Shine (Danny Parker and Ruth De Vos)  $24.99   $22.50
Shine is a love song between a parent and a child, celebrating the beauty and joy of everyday family life, through mess and chaos 
and daily routines. Shine is also a story that seeks to find the beauty in ordinary things- the wonder of a lazy afternoon, the joy of 
being together. It is an attempt to put words to that spark of connection that we have with each other. Family Unit-Love-Routine

80. Sing Me The Summer (Jane Goodwin and Alison Lester)  $24.99   $19.99 
Splash into summer with this glorious love letter to the seasons. Combining Jane Godwin’s sparkling text and Alison Lester’s 
whimsical watercolours, Sing Me the Summer celebrates those precious everyday moments that stay with us forever. Seasons-
Summer-Autumn-Winter-Spring-Nature-Rhyming Text

81. Smiling Mind: Thank-You Present: A Book About Gratitude, The
(Jane Martino and Annie White)  $19.99    $15.99 
Evie and Lola can’t wait for their birthdays, because birthdays mean presents! Evie and Lola LOVE getting presents, and they want 
presents now. Will they be able to find a way to be thankful for what they already have and enjoy the here and now? This delightful 
picture book explores the different ways and reasons to say thank you, and captures all the warm feelings that we get from showing 
gratitude and giving rather than receiving. Kindness-Gratitude-Birthdays

82. Stand Up! Speak Up! Story Inspired By The Climate (Andrew Joyner)  $32.99   $29.70
Celebrate young climate change activists in this charming story about an empowered girl who shows up, listens up, and ultimately, 
speaks up to inspire her community to take action against climate change. After attending a climate march, a young activist is 
motivated to make an effort and do her part to help the planet... by organizing volunteers to work to make green changes in their 
community, from cleaning a lake, to planting trees, to making composting bins, to hosting a clothing swap and more! Here is an 
uplifting picture book that is an important reminder that no change is too small--and no person is too young--to make a difference. 
Environmental Issues-Climate Change-Activism

83. Stupid Carrots! (David Campbell and Daron Parton)  $17.99   $14.39 
Betty Bunny REALLY doesn’t want carrots for dinner. And shell say and do ANYTHING to get rid of carrots forever! Watch as Betty 
goes through all the stages of being HANGRY in this hilarious (and very relatable) book by David Campbell. Humour

84. Super-Me: A Book About Identity (Jane Martino)  $19.99   $18.00
On his first day of school, Sonny has butterflies. He wants to wear his tutu so he feels super again, but nothing goes quite to plan. 
Will Sonny face his feelings and discover what really makes him super? This heartwarming picture book celebrates individuality 
and community, and shows the importance of acknowledging all our feelings. Mindfulness-Identity-Individuality-Community-
Feelings/Emotions

85. There’s Only One Friend Like You (Jess Racklyeft) $19.99   $18.00
Nearby, far away, friends forever or just for a day - every friendship has its own special magic. There’s Only One Friend Like You is a 
delightful celebration of friendship in all its forms. Friendship

86. Tree, The (Graeme Base)  $24.99   $19.99 
This is the story of a cow, a duck and a very big tree. At first the cow and the duck are happy with their mooberries and mushquacks, 
living side-by-side without even noticing. But then a big storm came...Cow and Duck set out to protect their tree from one another 
and in doing so destroy everything they have. Can they live together and work together to rebuild, and can they learn to share? 
Cooperation-Teamwork-Friendship-Peace-Sharing-Environment

87. Tupaia, Isaac And Cook: Search For The Great South (Mark Wilson)  $26.99   $24.30
There are as many mistruths as there are truths about James Cook and his famous first Voyage of discovery, including his secret 
orders to find the mythical ‘Great Southern Continent’. This book shows a new side to this voyage. Cook may never have stumbled 
onto the South East coast of Australia at all, if it had not been for a young Raiatean master Navigator named Tupaia. He came 
on board the ship Endeavour when it was in Tahitian waters, and essentially piloted the ship through much of the Pacific. He 
facilitated communication with the First Nation peoples they met, particularly in New Zealand, and on more than one occasion, 
saved Cook and his entourage from being massacred. This book does not document all that happened on that voyage. I t puts 
into perspective the importance of Tupaia to the voyage that changed the course of history, and altered forever the lives of many 
people throughout the Pacific.
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88. Unwilling Twin, The (Freya Blackwood)  $24.99   $19.99 
Jules and George are the same in every way. It is quite impossible to tell them apart. Like all twins, Jules and George do everything 
together. But after a long, hot day at the beach, even twins sometimes disagree ... From multi-award-winning picture book creator 
Freya Blackwood comes a cheeky and charming story about the ups and downs of sibling love. Friendship-Beach-Twins-Humour-
Differences

89. Vernon The Penguin (Natashia Curtin)  $17.99   $16.20
From the moment he hatched from his egg, Vernon knew he wanted to fly. Every night he dreams of riding the wild west wind, 
curling and twirling, swooshing and swirling... So when Vernon decides to make his dreams come true, he discovers that what you 
truly want, and who you truly are, might just surprise you. Persistence-Determination-Aspiration

90. Walking Your Human (Liz Ledden and Gabriella Petruso)  $24.99   $22.50
Have you ever wondered what your dog is thinking? It turns out they know just what humans want –  to be walked! And once 
they’re on their way, these dogs will share exactly how to do it. Walking Your Human is a light-hearted look at the  very different 
ideas dogs and humans have about what makes for a good walk. Readers and their dogs will howl with laughter at this hilarious 
story with colourful illustrations and memorable characters. 

91. When The Waterhole Dries Up (Kaye Baillie and Max Hamilton)  $25.99   $23.40
It’s bath time in the outback, and a dusty boy is waiting, but so are some very dusty and very cheeky animals. Will this boy ever get 
clean? A rollicking tale about togetherness and fun!

92. When We Say Black Lives Matter (Maxine Beneba Clarke)  $26.99   $24.30
Little one, when we say Black Lives Matter, we’re saying black people are wonderful-strong. That we deserve to be treated with 
basic respect, and that history’s done us wrong. From birth to the end of school, in joy and in sorrow, on the trumpet and the 
djembe, at home and in the community, a black child’s parents remind him why Black Lives Matter. A gorgeous and essential 
picture book for children of all ages from bestselling and award-winning author Maxine Beneba Clarke. In When We Say Black Lives 
Matter, a black child’s parents explain what the term Black Lives Matter means to them: in protest and song, in joy and in sorrow. I 
see this picture book as an act of Black Love - I was inspired to write and create it when thinking about how to explain the concept 
of Black Lives Matter to the young African diaspora kids in my extended family, living in over eight different countries across the 
world Racism-Respect-Inclusion-Diversity-Own Voice

93. When You Go To Melbourne (Maree Coote)  $16.99   $15.30
Take a walk around Melbourne... Can you find the golden whale? Can you find the giants and their clock? Join the author as she 
relives childhood trips to town that bring the city to life with wonder and fun. A nonsense romp around the city of style by this 
award-winning author of Melbourne history. Reliving cherished childhood memories of trips to town, Maree Coote has created 
a delightful nonsense romp around the city of style. Join in a child’s discovery of Melbourne, its surprises, its delights, its hidden 
treasures and unexpected touchstones. Cities-Melbourne-History

94. Whitney and Britney: Chicken Detectives (Lucinda Gifford)  $17.99   $14.39 
Whitney and Britney are marvellous chooks. Feathery singers, with stunning good looks. Doras glamorous chooks are hot on the 
trail of a mystery. But will long-lost Gloria ever be found? The Diva detectives are determined to crack the case! Rhyming Text-
Humour-Mystery-Detective-Crime

95. Windows (Patrick Guest and Jonathan Bentley) $24.99   $19.99 
Written from Patrick’s own experience of having to leave the family home due to his son’s Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy, Windows 
shows how five kids from different parts of the world connect and draw strength from their communities from behind the safety 
of their own windows. Heartwarming, hopeful and surprisingly funny, Windows will resonate with families all over the world and 
become a valuable time capsule of what life was like in 2020. Community-Family-Isolation

96. Wolfred (Nick Bland)  $24.99   $19.99 
Fancy Pants Tower is the biggest, shiniest building in the city. And Wolfred operates the lift. Each day he silently observes the 
extraordinary things he sees as he passes between the floors of the tower. To his boss, Wolfred isn’t important enough to notice.  
But Wolfred notices everything – big, small, normal or very, very strange ... Rhyming Text-Aspirations-Writers-Stories

97. Wombat (Philip Bunting)  $17.99   $14.39 
A rhythmic, read-aloud (and rather silly) burrow into the unseen world of the wombat. Rhyming Text-Humour

OVERSEAS PICTURE BOOKS (-) 

98. Adder Up A Ladder (Russell Punter and David Semple)  $9.99   $9.00
Another charmingly amusing story in the popular Phonics Readers series. Adder’s all set to start her new job at Badger’s Cleaning 
Company. But when she climbs a ladder for the first time, she quickly finds she has no head for heights. Can anything help her 
overcome her fears? Phonics
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99. Aesop’s Fables For Little Children (John Joven)  $24.99   $22.50
A delightful collection of six stories, with lively retellings and colourful artwork by Columbian illustrator, John Joven. A perfect first 
introduction to Aesop for little children. Stories include well-known classics The Lion and the Mouse, The Town Mouse and the 
Country Mouse and The Ant and the Grasshopper. Fables English Year 4 Literature

100. All Because You Matter (Tami Charles and Bryan Collier)  $24.99   $22.50
This powerful book reassures readers that black lives matter and their worth is never diminished, no matter the circumstance: 
through the joy of their first steps, the hardship of adolescent struggles and the heartbreak of current events. A conversation 
starter, a community touchstone, and a deep affirmation of worth for the young readers who need it most. Accompanied by 
illustrations by Bryan Collier, a four-time Caldecott Honor recipient. Racism-Respect-Inclusion-Diversity-Own Voice

101. Alphabet’s Alphabet, The (Chris Harris and Dan Santat)  $24.99   $22.50
An A is an H that just won’t stand up right... A B is a D with its belt on too tight... And a Z is an L in a tug-of-war fight! Twenty-six 
letters, unique from each other--and yet, every letter looks just like one another! Kind of like...one big family.From two bestselling 
masters of wordplay and visual high jinks comes a mind-bending riddle of delightful dopplegangers and surprising disguises that 
reveal we’re more alike than we may think.

102. An Engineer Like Me (Shini Somara and Nadja Sarell)  $15.99   $14.40
Zara is curious about everything! Travelling around the city with her gran, she sees all kinds of fascinating things. How do roller 
coasters do loop-the-loops? How do planes stay up? As she marvels about how they work, Zara learns about some of the brilliant 
engineers who have shaped the world around her. Soon she can’t wait to start creating her own amazing inventions and become 
an engineer too! STEAM-Engineering-Technology-Inventions

103. Backyard Magic (Wenda Shurety and Harriet Hobday)  $19.99   $18.00
Tilly wonders what to do when the TV is turned off. A whole new world is opened up for her when a little bird helps her discover 
the magic of the backyard. From the fabulous new pairing of Wenda Shurety and Harriet Hobday comes a joyful and adventurous 
picture book that opens up a world of discovery and imagination, all from the backyard.

104. Bad Apple (Huw Lewis Jones and Ben Sanders)  $24.99   $22.50
In this hilarious story about a really bad apple by award-winning author and polar explorer Huw Lewis Jones, a series of simple 
rhymes is transformed into a sequence of events that will have readers splitting their sides with laughter. As one silly scenario 
unfolds after the other, a common piece of fruit shows readers what he’s really made of by making life miserable for Pear, Pea, Cat, 
Spud and Spoon, among others. In a very dark twist at the end, he receives his comeuppance...

105. Bookstore Cat, The (Cylin Busby and Charles Santoso)  $24.99   $22.50
An irresistible and engaging picture book perfect for story time, and for cat and bookstore lovers alike! The bookstore cat is an 
adorable . . .bossy . . . cuddly cat. He is everything from intelligent and loyal to naughty and vocal! But most of all, the bookstore 
cat is a well-loved (and well-read) kitty. Follow his funny antics from A to Z through a day in his bustling, book-filled shop. The 
Bookstore Cat is based on a Victorian parlor game, The Minister’s Cat, in which players try to think of adjectives to describe the cat in 
alphabetical order. Readers can extend the fun of the book by playing their own version of the game. Cats-Bookshops-Language-
Alphabet-Adjectives

106. Boy And The Gorilla, The (Jackie Azua Kramer and Cindy Derby)  $27.99   $22.39
On the day of his mother’s funeral, a young boy conjures the very visitor he needs to see: a gorilla. Wise and gentle, the gorilla stays 
on to answer the heart-heavy questions the boy hesitates to ask his father: Where did his mother go? Will she come back home? 
Will we all die? Yet with the gorilla’s friendship, the boy slowly begins to discover moments of comfort in tending flowers, playing 
catch, and climbing trees. Most of all, the gorilla knows that it helps to simply talk about the loss-especially with those who share 
your grief and who may feel alone, too. Author Jackie Azúa Kramer’s quietly thoughtful text and illustrator Cindy Derby’s beautiful 
impressionistic artwork depict how this tender relationship leads the boy to open up to his father and find a path forward. Told 
entirely in dialogue, this direct and deeply affecting picture book will inspire conversations about grief, empathy, and healing 
beyond the final hope-filled scene. Death/Bereavement-Family Unit-Grief-Healing-Loss

107. Can Bears Ski? (Raymond Antrobus and Polly Dunbar)  $27.99   $25.20
Boy Bear cannot hear Dad Bear coming to wake him up in the morning but he can feel the floor vibrate with his heavy footsteps. 
He can only grasp little bits of what his teacher says to him at school. He cannot catch what his friends are laughing at. And, all 
the time, Boy Bear keeps hearing the question, “Can Bears ski?” What does it mean? With the support of Dad Bear, Boy Bear visits 
an audiologist and, eventually, he gets hearing aids. Suddenly, he understands the question everyone has been asking him: “CAN 
YOU HEAR ME?” Deafness

108. Cat With No Name, A (Kochka and Marie Leghima)  $12.99   $11.70
A beautiful picture book with a sensitive story and a valuable insight into the feeling of sadness and the beauty of precious 
memories. One day, Olive sees a little cat at the window with no collar or name. Her parents say if the cute cat chooses to stay, 
they can keep her, but she might have a home to go back to. For several days, the cute cat continues to return but on the eighth 
day there’s no sign of her. Olive and her parents go out looking, but will they find the cute cat? And is she theirs to find? Feelings/
Emotions-Sadness

109. Classic Stories: Adventures Of Tom Sawyer (Mark Twain and David Leonard)  $14.99   $13.50
Buried treasure, island hide-outs, and neighbourhood pranks — it’s always an adventure with Tom Sawyer! Mark Twain’s classic The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer is finally available to younger readers thanks to this thoughtful picture book adaptation of an American 
classic. Classics
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110. Classic Stories: Little Women (Louisa May Alcott and Sara Gianassi)  $14.99   $13.50
Whether making friends with their neighbours or sharing a meal with a family in need, the March sisters do their best to make 
their parents proud! There’s no better feeling than introducing children to beloved characters like Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy, for 
the first time. You can now meet the March sisters and join their beloved family earlier thanks to this warm, elegant picture book 
adaptation. Classics

111. Classic Stories: Romeo and Juliet (William Shakespeare and Alida Massari)  $14.99   $13.50
The stars have aligned for children to become fans of Shakespeare with this stunning picture book adaptation Romeo and Juliet. 
Young readers will be transported to fair Verona with all new illustrations washed in warm, romantic colours and Italian tile borders. 
Retold with all of the drama and classic heart of the original, children will fall in love for the first time with this Shakespearean 
masterpiece. Classics

112. Classic Stories: Rumpelstiltskin (Brothers Grimm and Robert Dunn)  $14.99   $13.50
Never has this classic fairy-tale been more stylishly spun for young readers than in this new, freshly illustrated picture book 
adaptation! Children will treasure this elegant, accessible edition of Rumplestiltskin, complete with a cover treated in glimmering 
gold foil and straw-coloured endpapers. Fresh art from Robert Dunn illuminates this shimmering classic as it begs the question - is 
there anything more precious than gold? Classics

113. Classic Stories: Swan Lake (Pyotr Tchaikovsky and Teresa Martinez)  $14.99    $13.50
Tchaikovsky’s magnificent ballet is now accessible to a new, younger audience thanks to this classically elegant picture book 
adaptation. Painterly illustrations by Teresa Martinez are filled with colours as soft and gentle as swan’s wing, perfectly setting 
the stage for Prince Siegfried and Odette - the beautiful, enchanted swan princess! Young readers will transported to Swan Lake 
through this lyrical adaptation and experience this graceful love story for the first time. Classics

114. Classic Stories: Tempest, The (William Shakespeare and Robert Dunn)  $14.99   $13.50
Set children up to be successful readers of Shakespeare with this stunning picture book adaptation of The Tempest. Young readers 
will be enchanted by this tale of magical shipwrecks, the wizard Prospero, and his beautiful daughter, Miranda, as they find one 
another on a lonely island. Classics

115. Click, Clack, Good Night (Doreen Cronin and Betsy Lewin)  $29.99   $27.00
It’s bedtime on the farm. The cows, sheep, and chickens are all tucked in and snoozing away. Except for...Duck. So Farmer Brown 
sings him a song...reads him a book...turns on the white noise machine...and even debates the day’s top stories. But Duck just won’t 
tuck! Can Farmer Brown stay awake long enough to see Duck off to dreamland, or is a good night’s sleep just a dream? Bedtime-
Sleep

116. Couch Potato, The (John Jory and Pete Oswald)  $24.99   $22.50
The Couch Potato has everything he needs within reach of his sunken couch cushion. But when the electricity goes out, Couch 
Potato is forced to peel himself away from the comforts of his living room and venture outside. And when he does, he realizes 
fresh air and sunshine could be just the things he needs... Readers of all ages will laugh along as their new best spuddy learns that 
balancing screen time and playtime is the root to true happiness. Health-Exercise-Fitness

117. Count On Me (Miguel Tanco)   $24.99   $19.99 
Some people see the beauty of the world through art. Some people see the beauty of the world through music. Our heroine sees 
the beauty of the world through... maths? Others don’t understand her passion, but she doesn’t mind. There are infinite ways to see 
the world - and her way is through numbers. STEAM-Art-Maths-Passion-Interests

118. Counting Creatures (Julia Donaldson and Sharon King-Chai)  $29.99   $23.99 
A fun and visually stunning interactive counting book with peep-through pages and fold-out flaps.  Every page draws you further 
into the beautifully vibrant animal kingdom with flying bats, frolicking fox cubs and jumping Arctic hares, inviting you to compare 
the animals to each other, explore their habitats, and learn proper animal baby names for each creature as you count. Also includes 
a fun spidery search-and-find game. Can you count how many kittens Leopard might have pouncing and playing in the jungle or 
how many tadpoles are wriggling in the pond? Counting-Rhyming Text

119. Dream Big, Little Mole (Tom Percival and Christine Pym)  $22.99   $20.70
Join one little mole as she follows her dream of building the biggest hole ever, and learns along the way that everyone has 
something special to give the world - it just sometimes takes a little time (and a few mishaps!) to discover what that special 
something is. Friendship-Aspiration-Helping-Rhyming Text

120. Ducks Overboard! (Marcus Motum)  $27.99   $25.20
Discover the pollution crisis in our oceans through the eyes of one lost plastic duck in this engaging and stylish picture book When 
a shipping container filled with thousands of plastic ducks spilled into the Pacific Ocean, where did all those ducks go? Based on 
a true story, this innovative take on the plastic pollution crisis follows one duck as it travels on ocean currents to meet sea life 
and discovers the rubbish from humans that endangers our oceans. A highly accessible and stylish picture book with a positive 
message about environmental issues. Environmental Issues-Pollution-Rubbish-Waste-Plastic
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121. Eyes That Kiss In The Corners (Joanna Ho and Dung Ho)  $24.99   $22.50
A young Asian girl notices that her eyes look different from her peers’. They have big, round eyes and long lashes. She realizes that 
her eyes are like her mother’s, her grandmother’s, and her little sister’s. They have eyes that kiss in the corners and glow like warm 
tea, crinkle into crescent moons, and are filled with stories of the past and hope for the future. Drawing from the strength of these 
powerful women in her life, she recognizes her own beauty and discovers a path to self love and empowerment. This powerful, 
poetic picture book will resonate with readers of all ages and is a celebration of diversity. Diversity-Culture-Heritage-Family

122. Fearless Fairy Tales (Konnie Huq and Rikin Parekh)  $29.99   $27.00
Fearless Fairy Tales is a hilarious and anarchic collection of classic bedtime stories for young readers, all utterly updated for a new 
generation. Packed with stories about boys who aren’t afraid to cry and rhymes about girls who refuse to kiss frogs, Fearless Fairy 
Tales shakes up dusty, old-fashioned (and, to be honest, rather sexist) bedtime stories and totally reinvents them for the twenty-
first century. From fake news to female footballers, environmental pollution to equal pay, nothing is off limits in this anthology of 
laugh-out-loud fairy tales with thoroughly modern morals. Twisted Fairytales-Satire

123. Find, Fix, Go! (Chris Oxlade and Jez Tuyu)  $14.99   $13.50
Find out what’s gone wrong with the vehicles using the clues and cross-sections to help you, Fix them by spotting the right tools to 
do the job, and then they can Go! Perfect for exploring STEAM and other high-interest topics. Bite-sized text and hands-on learning 
make this a really fun introduction to things that go. The engaging characters bring each vehicle to life and the book features all 
of the vehicles that little ones love: trains, diggers, cement mixers, helicopters, aeroplanes and spacecraft. STEAM-Engineering-
Machinery

124. Fish: Tale About Ridding The Ocean Of Plastic Pollution (Brendan Kearney)  $19.99   $18.00
Meet Finn the fisherman and his dog, Skip, in this illustrated story book for young children that teaches them about plastic pollution 
and recycling. All Finn wants is to catch a nice, tasty fish for his dinner, but no matter how hard he tries all he seems to catch at the 
end of his fishing line is the rubbish that is polluting the sea.  At the end of the day, Finn and his dog Skip go home with a boat full 
of rubbish, but their tummies are empty tummies. However, they soon find a way to put the rubbish they have found to good use... 
Environmental Issues-Plastic-Pollution

125. Five Little Easter Bunnies (Martha Mumford and Sarah Jennings)  $24.99   $22.50
Join five little Easter Bunnies as they set off on an exciting lift-the-flap Easter egg hunt. With five delicious eggs to find and count, 
it’s a perfect springtime adventure! Can you help the bunnies climb trees, peek into nests and look under leaves to find their eggs? 
You’ll have to lift the flaps to search for the tasty prizes - and there might be some surprises along the way too! Easter

126. Flea Seeks Dog (Will Mabbit and Nathan Reed)  $24.99   $22.50
Flea’s got itchy feet! It’s time to find a new dog to call home. But, try as he might, none of the dogs he meets are quite right. From 
the too loud and too cheeky to the too-frequently-leaky, Flea soon realises that finding the perfect companion can be tricky. Will 
Flea ever find the perfect match?

127. Free As A Bird: The Story Of Malala (Lina Maslo)  $16.99   $15.30
When Malala Yousafzai was born, some people shook their heads because girls were considered bad luck. But her father looked 
into her eyes and knew she could do anything. In Pakistan, some believed girls should not be educated. But Malala and her father 
were not afraid. She secretly went to school and spoke up for education in her country. And even though an enemy tried to silence 
her powerful voice, she would not keep quiet. Malala traveled around the world to speak to girls and boys, to teachers, reporters, 
presidents, and queens-to anyone who would listen-and advocated for the right to education and equality of opportunity for every 
person. She would shout so that those without a voice could be heard. So everyone could be as free as a bird. Famous People-
Education-School-Women’s Rights-Biography

128. Grandpa’s Stopwatch ( Loretta Garbutt and Carmen Mok)  $16.99   $15.30
Grandpa’s Stopwatch, about a child whose grandfather passes away, is a touching story of love, loss, and the healing power of time. 
Grandpa’s favourite thing is a stopwatch, and he and his grandchild use it to time everything. When Grandpa dies, his grandchild 
inherits the beloved stopwatch. But the child doesn’t want the stopwatch ... ‘I want him.’  The child throws the stopwatch into 
the back of a drawer, sadness overwhelms, and everything feels different. Nothing seems right, now that Grandpa is gone. But 
with the passage of time, the comforting tick, tick, tick of the stopwatch, and happy memories, life does move forward... Death/
Bereavement-Grandparent-Grandfather-Grief-Time-Memories

129. Great Realisation, The (Tomos Roberts and Nomoco)  $24.99    $19.99 
From simple acts of kindness, to the creativity within us all, The Great Realisation is a celebration of the many things that have 
brought us together at a time of crisis. It captures, with magical resonance, the thoughts and feelings of millions worldwide as we 
adapt to a new way of life, cast aside old habits and reflect on what truly matters to us. It is a story for all readers, young or old, who 
dare to dream of a fairer, kinder, more loving world. Resilience-Hope-Poetry-Conservation

130. Harry And The Guinea Pig (Gene Zion and Margarey Bloy Graham)  $16.99   $15.30
Harry, the beloved white dog with black spots, loves being the centre of attention. But when the neighbour’s guinea pig comes to 
stay, Harry feels quite left out! No matter what he tries, nobody seems to notice Harry anymore. But when Harry accidentally lets 
the guinea pig escape at school, it’s a disaster! Can he use his best detective skills to save the day? Feelings/Emotions-Jealousy
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131. Hospital Dog, The (Julia Donaldson and Sara Ogilvie)  $26.99   $24.30
Here is a dog, a Dalmatian called Dot, Is she quite ordinary? NO, SHE’S NOT! After their breakfast and a swim in the sea, Dot and 
her owner Rose jump on the bus to the hospital. Dot loves visiting the children of Wallaby Ward and they’re always pleased to see 
her too; from a crying baby to a bored teenager - a pat, a stroke and a cuddle with Dot cheers everyone up. But the work of the 
hospital dog doesn’t stop there and when one of her patients is in trouble, it’s up to Dot to save the day! Service Dog-Therapy Dog-
Hospital-Rhyming Text

132. Hugless Douglas And The Nature Walk (David Melling)  $24.99   $19.99 
Douglas is very excited - he’s off on a nature walk with all his friends from Little School. Miss Moo-Hoo has given everyone a 
worksheet with a list of interesting things to find - flowers, twigs, berries . . . and bugs. Soon everyone is too busy searching to notice 
that . . . DRIP, DROP . . . it’s started to rain! Nature-Adventure-Outdoors-Exercise

133. I Am A Sensible Gibbon (Will Mabbitt and Claudia Boldt)  $24.99   $22.50
A very sensible story with ABSOLUTELY NO SILLINESS! From the author of I Can Only Draw Worms! Gibbon would like to make it 
very clear that this is a sensible book for sensible people. Anything that looks like it might be FUN or SILLY is absolutely forbidden. 
Animals-Rhyming Text-Humour

134. I Talk Like A River (Jordan Scott and Sydney Smith)  $27.99   $25.20
What if words got stuck in the back of your mouth whenever you tried to speak? After a day of being unable to speak when asked, 
and of being stared at, a boy and his father go to the river for some quiet time. “It’s just a bad speech day,” says Dad. But the boy 
can’t stop thinking about all the eyes watching his lips twisting and twirling. When his father points to the river bubbling, churning, 
whirling and crashing, the boy finds a way to think about how he speaks. Even the river stutters. Like him. “I talk like a river,” he 
says. An incredibly moving picture book that offers understanding rather than a solution. Disability-Speech Impediment-Isolation-
Sadness

135. Incredible Painting Of Felix Clousseau, The (John Agee)  $24.99   $22.50
Art imitates life in this hilarious, absurdist picture book-one of Jon Agee’s most beloved titles, now back in print. ‘Outrageous!’ 
the judges cried. ‘Ridiculous!’ Who would dare enter a portrait of a duck in the Grand Contest of Art?  But when Felix Clousseau’s 
painting quacks, he is hailed as a genius. Suddenly everyone wants a Clousseau masterpiece, and the unknown painter becomes 
an overnight sensation. That’s when the trouble begins. Humour-Realism-Art-Artists

136. Invisible, The (Tom Percival)  $24.99   $22.50
The Invisible is the story of a young girl called Isabel and her family. They don’t have much, but they have what they need to get by. 
Until one day, there isn’t enough money to pay their rent and bills and they have to leave their home full of happy memories and 
move to the other side of the city. It is the story of a girl who goes on to make one of the hardest things anyone can ever make...a 
difference. And it is the story of those who are overlooked in our society - who are made to feel invisible - and why everyone has a 
place here. We all belong.

137. Invisible Alphabet, The (Joshua David Stein)  $32.99   $29.70
 A is for Air B is for Bare C is for Clear There is nothing to see in this A to Z, other than clues to what was once or may soon be there. 
The 26 alphabetical scenarios are conceptual, mysterious, and meticulous, deliberately hinting at a story that has happened off 
the page. Readers are encouraged to explore each letter and soak in the wonder and curiosity of the alphabet unseen. Cleverly 
illustrated by the beloved Ron Barrett of Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs, this hardcover picture book is less about the letters 
you see, and more about the story you don’t. Alphabet-Curiosity-Humour

138. Jeremy Worried About The Wind (Pamela Butchart and Kate Hindley)  $24.99   $19.99 
Jeremy is a worrier. He worries about odd socks, spotty bananas, evil squirrels, burnt toast, dinosaurs and, most of all...the wind! His 
friend Maggie isn’t worried about anything - after all, what’s the worst that could happen? But when Maggie decides to go outside 
and play in the wind, Jeremy must act fast to keep her out of danger, and he is soon to discover that a bit of courage leads to the 
most exciting adventures. Feelings/Emotions-Worries-Anxiety-Reassurance

139. Joyful Book, The (Todd Parr)  $24.99   $22.50
With his renowned blend of warmth, humor, and heart, Todd Parr encourages young readers to look for all the ways that joy 
surrounds them. Lighting candles is joyful. Playing outside is joyful. Singing holiday songs is joyful. Learning new traditions is joyful. 
Whether it’s celebrating a holiday, sharing a meal, or learning new things, The Joyful Book inspires readers of all ages to spread the 
joy near and far, to loved ones and friends. Feelings/Emotions-Happiness

140. Let’s Play Monsters! (Lucy Cousins)  $27.99   $25.20
Gabriel is being chased by terrible monsters with sharp pointy teeth, spikes on their back, and smelly feet! But it’s all right, they 
can’t catch him ... or can they? Follow our brave hero Gabriel as he runs away from a host of fantastically weird and wonderful 
monsters, played by everyone at home from his grandma to a potted plant. Monsters-Humour-Imagination-Family

141. Librarian’s Stories, The (Lucy Falcone and Anna Wilson)  $29.99   $27.00
A town is left in ruins after the bombs fall. The beloved library is turned to ash. Home will never feel the same. But then one day, 
the Librarian appears in the square. Seated on a bench in front of the library ruins, she opens a book and begins to read aloud. The 
village children stop to listen. “Foolish woman,” Papa says. “Too dangerous,” Mama agrees, hurrying the children away. Day after day, 
as she returns to her post, the Librarian’s stories bring comfort to the broken hearts of the people. Little by little, seeds of hope are 
planted, and the town begins to heal. Inspired by the true story of the Cellist of Sarajevo, a compassionate musician who played his 
cello for 22 days to honour the deaths of 22 innocent people killed after the bombing of a bakery during the Bosnian war. Reading-
Books-Library-Hope-War-Bosnia
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142. Lipstick (Laura Dockrill and Maria Karipidou)  $27.99   $25.20
They say they always know you’re up to something when the house goes quiet... Exploring his mother’s dressing table, a little boy 
discovers THE LIPSTICK. It begins on his lips, where it looks very good - MWAH! But then it goes for a little walk ... squiggle, squiggle 
... on the mirror ... scribble scribble ... on the shiny floorboards ... smudge smudge. And even on the fluffy cat. Uh-oh! What will 
happen when Mum, Dad and big sister sees all this mess? Humour-Calamity

143. Look Up With Me: Neil Degrasse Tyson (Jennifer Berne and Lorraine Nam)  $16.99   $15.30
Neil deGrasse Tyson was born curious. And the secrets of a billion galaxies lay there-waiting for him to explore its cosmic mysteries. 
He just had to look up. Up beyond the city lights, up at the shining stars, up through the Milky Way, and past the veil of the night 
sky. Follow young Neil’s journey as he discovers the wonders of space, the thrill of science, and the joy in sharing the beauty of 
our amazing universe. Read his favorite mind-blowing facts and learn what mysteries are left to solve. STEAM-Science-Space-
Astronomy

144. Loud! (Rose Robbins)  $24.99   $22.50
When Abigail can’t concentrate in class, she gets bored and does naughty things! Abigail is sent to the cooling down room. Then 
she has a music class. She can’t make any of the instruments work! Just when things are about to go wrong again, the teacher 
discovers exactly what to do to engage this little girl, and Abigail ends up finding a special voice of her very own.

145. Maisy’s Chinese New Year (Lucy Cousins)  $19.99   $18.00
Maisy is celebrating one of the world’s biggest festivals: Chinese New Year! From hanging up lanterns to receiving lucky red packets 
and joining in the dragon dance at the parade, this bright and colourful storybook is a perfect introduction to the many joys of 
Chinese New Year. Richly illustrated in Lucy Cousins’ vibrant and colourful style, this exciting and gently informative story from the 
multi-award-winning creator of Maisy is ideal for sharing the excitement of Chinese New Year with little ones. Chinese New Year

146. Mindi And The Goose No One Else Could See (Sam McBratney and Linda Olafsdottir)  $27.99   $25.20
Once there was a girl called Mindi, who was afraid of something that no one else could see. This thing that she was afraid of, this 
thing that no one else could see, was a big goose. It came into her room as quietly as a thought comes into your head, and it stayed 
there for as long as it wanted to... A little girl and her devoted father try everything they can think of to drive away the “big goose”, 
which only she can see. Anxiety-Fears

147. No Reading Allowed: The Worst Read-Aloud Book Ever (Raj Haldar and Bryce Gladfelter) $27.99   $25.20 
In the vein of Eats, Shoots, and Leaves, this delightful new book places pairs of similar-sounding sentences together and illustrates 
them in two hilariously different ways. These illustrations gone awry highlight how absurd the English language can be. But, have 
no fear! The illustrations will give you all the clues you need to decipher the true meanings behind these wily words. Language-
English-Homophones-Humour English Year 4 Language

148. No! Said Rabbit (Marjoke Henricks)  $24.99   $22.50
An everyday battle of wills between a mother and child where everyone ends up a winner! Rabbit is happy doing his own thing, 
and he doesn’t want to listen to his mum telling him to get up, get dressed, have breakfast, play outside, come inside and least of 
all... have a bath! NO, NO, NO! he says. But at last they hit on something they both love doing together. Disobedience

149. Oi Aardvark! (Kes Gray and Jim Field)  $24.99   $19.99 
Armadillos sit on pillows, bunnies sit on honey and cheetahs sit on fajitas... Let Frog, Dog and Cat guide you through the alphabet 
from Aardvark to Zebra in this hilarious new picture book. With a special fold-out surprise! The laughter never ends with Oi Frog 
and Friends! Humour-Rhyming Text

150. Oli And Basil: The Dashing Frogs Of Travel (Megan Hess)  $24.99   $22.50
Oli is an artist who dreams up wild, fabulous machines, but he doesn’t know how to build them. And Basil is a master craftsman 
who can build anything from scratch - except he doesn’t know what to build. If only there was a way that these two dashing frogs 
could become friends ... From the beloved creator of the Claris stories comes this heart-warming adventure about the joys of 
newfound friendship. Art-Artists-Inventors-Adventure-Friendship

151. Old Macdonald Had A Phone (Jeanne Willis and Tony Ross)  $29.99   $27.00
Old Macdonald loves his phone: it helps him organise his farm. But when the animals each get one of their own, they are soon on 
their phones all day - “Here a tweet, there a chat, Whats Apping the farm cat” - and before they know it, no work is getting done! 
What can Old Macdonald do? Sing along to the tune of Old Macdonald had a Farm, in this hilarious cautionary tale for a new 
generation of phone-users. Digital Citizenship-Online Safety

152. One Girl (Andrea Beauty and Dow Phumiruk)  $24.99   $19.99 
Inspired by the global movement to empower girls through education, this lyrical story tells of one small girl who reads a book 
that lights a spark. She shares what she learns with her class, and the spark grows. The girl is then moved to write her own story, 
which she shares with girls around the globe, and it ignites a spark in them, lighting up the whole world.  Education-Equality-
Opportunity-Books-Reading
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153. Oona (Kelly Dipucchio and Raissa Figueroa)  $29.99   $27.00 
Oona and her best friend Otto love to search for treasure...and often find trouble instead. Messy trouble. Tricky trouble. Even shark-
related trouble. That’s never stopped them before, though! After all, no proper treasure hunt is without some adventure. But when 
the grandest treasure yet is stuck in a deep, dark rift, Oona’s not sure if she can dive right in. What might be waiting for her in those 
unknown waters. Mermaids-Humour-STEAM-Imagination-Friendship-Diversity

154. Our Girl (Anthony Browne)  $25.99   $20.79 
She’s lovely, our girl! A joyful and empowering celebration of daughters, granddaughters, sisters and girl-children everywhere - 
showing all the many things that girls can be.

155. Over The Shop (Jonarno Lawson and Qin Leng)  $27.99   $25.20
A lonely little girl and her grandparent need to fill the run-down apartment in their building. But taking over the rooms above their 
shop will mean major renovations for the new occupants, and none of the potential renters can envision the possibilities of the 
space - until one special couple shows up. With their ingenuity, the little girl’s big heart, and heaps of hard work, the desperate fixer-
upper begins to change in lovely and surprising ways. Wordless Picture Book-Community-Change-Acceptance-Diversity

156. Pet (Matthew Van Fleet)  $35.00  $31.50 
Children will delight in this interactive introduction to an incredible assortment of pets, from guinea pigs and rabbits to pot-bellied 
pigs, reptiles, fish, and more! Sturdy pull tables, flaps, textures, and a fabulous pop-up finale will engage young readers as they 
discover the world of possible pets to get! Pets is an interactive and read aloud favourite for all toddlers who love animals. Pets

157. Ruffles And The Red, Red Coat (David Melling)  $19.99   $18.00
Ruffles experiences all the highs and lows of preschool life as he learns about the world around him. There are lots of things he likes 
. . . and lots of things he doesn’t! He LOVES scratching, digging and chewing but he does NOT like wearing his coat on rainy days. No, 
no, no, no, NO! But when Ruffles wants to splash in puddles with his best friend, Ruby, he soon learns that some things are definitely 
worth wearing your coat for! Friendship-Curiosity-Stubbornness

158. Sea Swallow And The Humpback Whale, The (Catherine Barr and Gerry Turley)  $24.99   $22.50
As the Arctic summer fades, the sea swallow and the humpback whale share the challenge of an epic voyage. Follow the animals on 
their perilous adventure, as they face drifting fishing nets, lurking killer whales, relentless rain and fierce, icy winds. Travel across the 
sky and sea to experience one of the longest and most dangerous animal migrations. Animal Migration-Whales-Humpback Whales

159. Share Your Rainbow: 18 Artists Draw Their Hope For The Future (Various)  $12.99   $11.70
Inspired by kids across the country displaying rainbows in their windows, acclaimed illustrators come together to imagine 
everything these rainbows represent: caring for one another, and our hopes for the future. In this collection of eighteen scenes, 
readers will lick an ice cream cone, swim in the ocean, cuddle close with cousins, and celebrate a birthday with a party full of friends 
and family. Each spread has a hidden rainbow for kids to find! An introduction by R. J. Palacio, New York Times bestselling author of 
Wonder, reminds us that rainbows have always been symbols of hope, and that as fleeting as a rainbow may seem, we can always 
look for the next one--in the sky, on the sidewalk, and in a window. Feelings/Emotions-Hope

160. Sheepish (Wolf Under Cover) (Helen Yoon)  $29.99   $27.00
Wolf dreams of tasty sheep--sheep sandwiches, sheep sushi, sheep tacos! In his clever sheep costume, he infiltrates the friendly 
neighborhood herd, blending in by helping with chores, reading bedtime stories to the lambs, and working up a sweat in sheep 
aerobics class. Wolf’s sneaky plan works so well, he becomes part of the family. And suddenly, the sheep don’t seem quite as tasty. 
With a charming twist ending and lots of visual fun--including the running theme of Wolf’s disguise not being quite as convincing 
as he thinks--this hilarious take on the wolf-in-sheep’s-clothing will have readers howling for more. Humour

161. Shelter For Sadness, A (Anne Booth and David Litchfirled)  $24.99   $22.50
A small boy creates a shelter for his sadness, a safe space where Sadness is welcome, where it can curl up small, or be as big as 
it can be, where it can be noisy or quiet, or anything in between. The boy can visit the shelter whenever he needs to, every day, 
sometimes every hour, and the two of them will cry and talk or just sit, saying nothing. And the boy knows that one day Sadness 
may come out of the shelter, and together they will look out at the world, and see how beautiful it is. A poignant and heart-
warming picture book exploring the importance of making space and time for our own griefs, small or large, sensitively visualized 
with David Litchfield’s stunning illustration. Feelings/Emotions-Mental Health-Depression-Sadness

162. Song For Everyone, The (Lucy Morris)  $24.99   $22.50
From a tiny window, way up high, came a delicate tune. A melody, a song, a sound so sweet ... Day after day, the song drifts on to 
the breeze and through the town. It makes the old feel young and comforts the lonely. It fills the whole town with joy and kindness. 
No one knows who sings the song, but they know it is good. Until one day, the music stops. Can the town work together to save the 
song for everyone. Sometimes it’s the smallest things that draw us together. Music-Community-Kindness

163. Spring Stinks (Ryan T. Higgins)  $19.99   $18.00
Ruth the bunny is excited to share the smelly springtime smells of spring with Bruce! But what will Bruce think of all that stink? This 
Little Bruce Book is perfect of fans of the best-selling Mother Bruce series.

164. Sweet Child O’ Mine (Guns N’ Roses and Jennifer Zivoin)  $26.99   $24.30
Iconic band Guns N’ Roses gives new meaning to the beloved lyrics from Sweet Child O’ Mine in this vivid, heartfelt picture book. 
Follow a child’s wondrous discovery that music is everywhere around us--from the gentle wind blowing through the bluest skies, 
to the fearful crash of the thunder and the rain. Music-Love
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165. This Is The Dog (Maura Finn and Nina Rycroft)  $16.99   $15.30
This is the dog with the snuffly snout, the half-crumpled ear, the fur that sticks out. A lonely little pup waits each day for a family 
to pick him, yes him, to take home... but no one ever does. When the latch to his kennel is left open, he undertakes a tour of the 
township... will it lead him to his forever home? Pets-Dogs-Rhyming Text-Community

166. Three Squeezes ( Jason Pratt and Chris Sheban )  $29.99   $27.00
Follow a father and his son from babyhood to baseball games to graduation and beyond in this loving saga about the unbreakable 
bond between generations. A perfect gift, Three Squeezes is a tender, rhyming picture book that is an ode to the love between 
parent and child, no matter how old the child (or) parent is. Father’s Day-Dads-Love

167. Truth About Dragons, The (Jamie Zollars)  $24.99   $22.50
As a young girl cautiously approaches a castle full of soaring, roaring dragons, she worries about their wildness and their terribly 
sharp teeth. And indeed the dragons are hungry and noisy and seem to be hovering closer and closer--until the girl notices that 
some of them are wearing mismatched socks.After several more curious encounters in which the girl spends time with each beast, 
she discovers there’s much more to her supposed enemies than she realized. Because with every page turn, another dragon has 
meticulously transformed into a child working through his or her own overwhelming first day of school, just like the girl. First 
Experiences-Starting School-Anxiety-Courage

168. What About The Tooth Fairy? (Elys Dolan)  $24.99   $22.50
Santa has Christmas, Cupid has Valentine’s Day and the Easter Bunny has . . . well, Easter! But why doesn’t the Tooth Fairy have a 
special day of her own?! Everybody knows the Tooth Fairy is the best in the business. But although she loves her job, sometimes 
she can’t help but wonder why she doesn’t have a day of her own, like all her very famous friends . . .With some expert advice from 
Father Christmas, The Easter Bunny, Cupid and Jack O’Lantern, Toothy tries to start her own ‘Tooth Day’! But no matter how hard 
she tries, their ideas for Tooth Day just don’t feel right. Soon the Tooth Fairy learns that for her day to be really special, she’s got to 
do it her own way.

169. What Do You Call Your Grandma? (Ashleigh Barton and Martina Heiduczek)  $19.99   $18.00
An inclusive picture book for grandparents everywhere. In every country around the world are grandmas short and tall. Though 
they go by different names, we love them one and all. A charming and heart-warming book that celebrates the many different ways 
we say grandma. What Do You Call Your Grandma? is a love letter to grandmothers and families from every corner of the globe. 
Multicultural-Grandparents-Grandmas

170. When Grandpa Gives You A Toolbox (Jamie Deenihan and Lorraine Rocha)  $24.99   $22.50
You asked for a special house for your dolls; but instead Grandpa gives you a toolbox! What do you do? Launching it into outer 
space is a bad idea. So is feeding it to a T. rex! Instead, be patient, pay attention, and you might find that you’re pretty handy. And 
just maybe, with grandpa’s help, you’ll get that dollhouse after all. This clever story celebrates kindness, hard work, and community, 
as well as variety in gender expression. Creativity-Construction-Grandparents-Grandfather-Stereotype

171. Where Is The Dragon? (Leo Timmers)  $27.99   $25.20
The king can’t sleep until the dragon is found. Luckily, the three knights know everything about dragons and are armed to the 
teeth! Now they just have to find him. They set out into the night with a candle in hand. Soon they find something that looks very 
much like a dragon ... Attack! Knights-Dragons-Suspense

172. Will You Be My Friend? (Sam McBratney and Anita Jeram)  $24.99   $19.99 
One day Big Nutbrown Hare is busy, but Little Nutbrown Hare wants to play so he goes off exploring on his own. He discovers 
another hare in a puddle - then realizes it’s his reflection. He spots his shadow and wants to race it - only to find it’s just as fast as 
him. Then up on Cloudy Mountain he finally finds someone to play with: a little snow white hare called Tipps. And she’s real! A 
charming tale about friendship with a delightful and original twist. Friendship

173. Wolf Girl (Jo Loring-Fisher)  $24.99   $22.50
Sophy doesn’t know how to fit in. She tries to talk at school but the words get stuck in her throat and everyone laughs and whispers 
behind her back. Upset and alone, Sophy hides away in her room. But then an extraordinary thing happens...Sophy is whisked away 
to a magical snowy land where she meets a wolf and her cub. The unlikely trio roll, run and howl together, playing happily in the 
snow. Sophy has found friends and nothing can ruin her day... until a big, angry bear appears. But Sophy finally finds her voice and 
finds the courage she’s been looking for all along. Shyness-Friendship-Courage

174. World Needs Who You Were Made To Be, The (Joanna Gaines and Julianna Swaney)  $24.99   $22.50
Follow a group of diverse children as they each build their very own hot-air balloons. As the kids work together, leaning in to their 
own skills and processes, to fill the sky with beautiful colors, we discover that the same is true for life-it’s more beautiful when our 
differences are celebrated. With plenty of pink, a bounty of blue, orange and green and yellow too, this vibrant hot-air balloon 
adventure celebrates every child’s one-of-a-kind strengths as well as teamwork and acceptance of differences. Acceptance-
Differences-Teamwork-Equality 

175. World Together, A (Compilation)  $24.99   $22.50
A timely picture book that looks across cultures and generations to celebrate what unites us, wherever we come from. With 
photographs of people from dozens of countries around the world explores how all of our lives are enriched by our geographic 
and cultural diversity. Kids see how various people around the world look, dress, and spend their day, and that what we all enjoy 
and value–friends, family, food, play–may sometimes look different, but deep-down is the same wherever you go. Multicultural-
Differences-Culture-Diversity-Acceptance
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176. You Are A Beautiful Beginning (Nina Laden and Kelsey Garrity-Riley)  $32.99   $29.70
It is not wishing to be different. It is learning to love being you. It is not the end of your story. It is a beautiful beginning, too. Three 
children come together to build a magnificent and cozy treehouse for all their forest friends. Along the way, they discover the truth 
behind the adage that “it is not the destination, but the journey.” Identity-Self Esteem-Individuality

177. You Live Where?! (John Hay and Garry Parsons)  $14.99   $13.50
Little Snoring. Scratchy Bottom. Nowhere. Nowhere Else. You Live Where?! It’s the first day of the holiday and down by the pool the 
birds are getting to know each other. But as they soon discover, they all have one thing in common . . . they come from the places 
with the funniest names. A hilarious story, featuring a whole range of unbelievably silly real place names.  Humour-Home

AUSTRALIAN NOVELS (-) 
178. 130-Storey Treehouse (Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton) $14.99   $11.99 
Andy and Terry have added 13 new levels to their treehouse and now it’s even more out of this world than before! There’s a soap 
bubble blaster, a GRABINATOR (it can grab anything from anywhere at any time), a time-wasting level, a toilet paper factory (because 
you can never have too much toilet paper), a room full of mechanical grandparents, a super long legs level, an extraterrestrial 
observation centre and the best bookshop-in-a-treehouse-in-a-tree-in-a-forest-in-a-book in the whole world! Age 8+

179. Balloon Girls (Darrell Pitt)  $16.99   $15.30
Times are tough in the small town of Yallaroo where Ally Simpson has lived her whole life. The whole area is in drought and people 
are going broke or moving away. So when Ally hears about a competition to win the trip of a lifetime to visit the Smithsonian 
Museum in the USA, she knows she’s got to do everything she can to try and win. Ally enlists her best friends Harmony and Ping to 
help her plan the most impressive experiment she can imagine- to send a video camera to the edge of space, and prove once and 
for all that the earth is round. At first, Ally is pretty sure she’s got the whole competition stitched up. But then, as one disaster after 
another derails her plans, she begins to learn the importance of staying grounded even while she’s aiming for the sky...Age 10+ 
STEAM-Science-Experiments-Rural-Drought-Outback

180. Boy, The Wolf And The Stars, The (Shivaun Plozza)  $16.99   $13.59 
Every night Ulv is cloaked in total Darkness. Twelve hours ruled by the ravenous, clawing Dark Creatures, beasts made of shadow 
and evil. Young Bo is charged with a monumental task- freeing the land of its curse by returning the Stars to the sky. He must find 
three magical keys spread across the land - keys that will unlock the cage holding the wolf who ate the Stars.  But there’s another 
motive, beyond saving Ulv. If Bo releases the Stars, he can make a wish of his own and maybe find the mother who left him behind 
. . . Adventure-Magic

181. Catch Me If I Fall (Barry Jonsberg)  $16.99   $13.59 
Ash and Aiden Delatour are identical twins, living a privileged lifestyle with loving parents. In a world that has fallen apart at the 
seams, they want for nothing. All they have to do is be there for each other, no matter what. But after Aiden suffers a terrible injury, 
he isn’t the same brother Ash always relied on. Something has changed, and it will lead to a discovery that will turn their whole 
world upside down. Age 10+ Twins-Change-Accident-Injury

182. Cuckoo’s Flight (Wendy Orr)  $16.99   $15.30
If she had stayed to load the kiln as she should have, she’d never have seen the ship. Mama said the ship still would have been there, 
so everything had to happen the way it did. But that’s not true. Clio saw it, and the world changed. When a raiders’ ship appears 
off the coast, the goddess demands an unthinkable price to save the town - and Clio’s grandmother creates a sacred statue to save 
Clio’s life. But Clio is torn between the demands of guarding the statue and caring for her beloved horses. Disabled in an accident, 
she must try to put aside her own grief at no longer being able to ride - and in the process, save a friend’s life and stop a war. Age 
11+ War-Resilience-Determination

183. Derek Dool Supercool #3: Run For Your Life (Adrian Beck)  $14.99   $13.50
Derek’s not a natural athlete - far from it! But when AWESOMENESS is on the line, he’s willing to do what it takes. But all Derek’s plans 
go out the window when the race begins. Could the rumours of a scary old witch who lurks in the bush turn out to be TRUE? Age 8+ 
Humour For all titles in this series type DEREK DOOL SUPERCOOL into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

184. Dream Riders #3: Kai (Laura Bloom)  $17.99   $16.20
When Shannon (the horse whisperer) takes the Dream Riders on a trip to the Brumby Rescue Centre, to pick out a wild horse to 
train, Kai decides to go too. He’s not that interested in horses, but he’s best friends with Frankie, he really likes Violet, and it’s the 
last weekend before he leaves. When they get to the Centre, though, Kai meets two brumbies who completely change the way he 
feels about horses, not to mention Frankie and Violet, and the place that he calls “home”. He’s been missing his old life in the city 
- especially his wise and funny older sister, Jindy - but now he’s met Jarrah the gentle giant, and Monty, the scrappy grey, nothing 
will ever be the same again. Age 10 + Horse Lovers-Friendship For all titles in this series type DREAM RIDERS into the search facility 
at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

185. EBoy #2: Robofight (Ahn Do)  $15.99   $14.40
Ethan has the super-human power to hack any computer system with his mind, and he and Dr Penny are on the run from a corrupt 
government, and on the hunt for Gemini, the android healer-turned-deadly assassin. The Robofight Games might be the perfect 
cover for their mission. Or they might find themselves in even more trouble... Robot vs robot. Human vs human. Country vs country. 
Who will cheat, and who will WIN? Age 10+ For all titles in this series type EBOY into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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186. Eddy Popcorn #2: Eddy Popcorn’s Guide To Teacher Taming   
(Dee White and Benjamin Johnston)  $15.99   $14.40
School is back and after EDDY POPCORNS Guide to Parent Training was accidentally uploaded to the school blog, Eddy’s punishment 
isn’t detention, but PUBLIC SPEAKING! Teachers are the WORST! Forced to face extreme HUMILIATION, Eddy decides to write his 
guide to avoiding classroom cruelty: Eddy Popcorns Guide to Teacher Taming. Full of rule-bending tips and rabbits this is every 
students guide to SURVIVAL! Age 8+ Humour-School-Teachers For all titles in this series type EDDY POPCORN into the search facility 
at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

187. Edge Of Thirteen, The (Nova Weetman)  $16.99   $15.30
Clem Timmins can’t wait to see her best friends after being apart all summer holidays. But when they get back together, things have 
changed. Bridge is boy-crazy and acting like a different person. Ellie is wearing a bra and having a real-life romance. Clem feels left 
behind. When she makes friends with Tom, suddenly everyone’s gossiping about whether they’re going to be a couple. Clem’s got 
no interest in having a boyfriend. Or does she? At school camp, Bridge crosses the line and Clem has to ask herself - can she keep 
growing up with her friends when they’re growing apart? This story of fitting in and falling out perfectly captures how it feels to 
balance on the edge of who you are and who you want to be. Age12+ Friendship-Growing Up-Change-Puberty

188. Fire Watcher #3: Vigil (Kelly Gardner)  $14.99   $13.50
August 1944. The war is finally turning against Hitler, but he has one last secret weapon: flying bombs, sent to destroy the City 
of London. But Christopher only cares about solving the riddle of the phoenix ring. He journeys back to its source: early Roman 
Londinium, now surrounded on all sides by the armies of the British queen, Boudica. With help from a slave girl, Fortunata, 
Christopher learns the secrets of the ancient Roman fire-watchers, the Vigiles: but unknown to him, a sinister figure from 1666 
has followed him through time. The chase takes Christopher and Fortunata through the battle for Londinium, then across the 
centuries, to a rebuilt 17th century London where Christopher and his friends finally untangle the truth. Age 9+ Adventure-Action 
For all titles in this series type FIRE WATCHER into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

189. Footprints On The Moon (Lorraine Marwood)  $16.99   $13.59
It’s 1969 and life is changing fast. Sharnie Burley is starting high school and finding it tough to make new friends. As the world waits 
to see if humans will land on the moon, the Vietnam War rages overseas. While her little cousin, Lewis, makes pretend moon boots, 
young men are being called up to fight, sometimes without having any choice in the matter. Sometimes without ever coming 
home. Dad thinks serving your country in a war is honourable, but when Sharnie’s older sister, Cas, meets a returned soldier and 
stars getting involved in anti-war protests, a rift in their family begins to show. Sharnie would usually turn to her grandma for 
support, but lately Gran’s been forgetting things. Can she find her own way in this brave new world? Age 12+ Family Unit-Grief-
Love-Activism-Bullying-School-Verse Novel-Historical-Vietnam War

190. Friday Barnes #9: Friday Barnes: No Escape (Rachel Spratt)  $15.99   $12.79
It’s two years later . . . Friday steps out of prison, a shell of her former self. She’s still wearing the same brown cardigan, but she 
swears she’s never solving mysteries again! Who is Friday kidding? She can’t suppress her brilliant deductive mind and is soon 
drawn back into the intrigues of Highcrest Academy. Then Uncle Bernie rings, pleading with Friday to fly to Italy and help him 
protect the Uffizi Gallery from a team of art thieves - and she can’t say ‘no’ to family. Even if it means travelling to the city where 
Ian, her nemesis/ex-boyfriend is living. Will Friday be able to protect Italy’s finest artworks? Will Melanie stay awake long enough 
to help her? And will Ian still be as gorgeous as a Greek god and twice as annoying? Age 8+ Mystery-Detective For all titles in this 
series type FRIDAY BARNES into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

191. Funny Kid: Next Level (Matt Stanton)  $4.99   $4.50
A new video game has thrown Redhill Middle School into chaos. Will Max get the screen time he needs to dominate? Max is 
the funny kid and he’s trying to beat Redhill’s mystery pro gamer! Toilet snoozes, student protests, parent-teacher nights that go 
horribly wrong and an epic courtroom battle against Max’s baby sister are just some of the things in store for Max and his friends. 
Age 9+ Humour For all titles in this series type FUNNY KID into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

192. Girl Of The Southern Sea (Michelle Kadarusman)  $16.99   $15.30
A gifted student, Nia longs to attend high school so she can follow her dream and become a writer. She has notebooks filled with 
stories she’s created about the mythological Dewi Kadita, Princess of the Southern Sea. But her family has barely enough money 
for food, let alone an education, and Nia’s days are spent running the family food cart and raising her younger brother. Following 
a miraculous escape from a bus accident, Nia is gifted with good-luck magic. Or at least that’s what everyone’s saying. Soon their 
family business is booming and there might even be enough money to return to school. But how long does good-luck magic last? 
When a secret promise threatens everything she’s hoped for, Nia must find a way to break the mould and write he own future. Age 
12+ Poverty-Courage-Education-Family Unit-Diversity-Culture

193. Grade Six Survival Guide #1: School Rules Are Optional: (Alison Hart) $14.99   $11.99 
It’s the first day of school and I’ve already got three problems: 1) Mrs Leeman is my classroom teacher. She’s so ancient she taught 
my dad. 2) I might have accidentally been voted school captain. I had an unusually popular day when the class voted last year. 3) 
Somehow I’ve lost my Grade Six jumper between receiving it and Mrs Leeman’s lecture about being responsible. That’s a lot to go 
wrong in half an hour. On top of that, it’s a million degrees. So that’s four problems. It’s worse than I thought! At least things can 
only get better, right? Age 9+ Friendship-Family Unit-School-Humour-Responsibility
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194. Harmony (Richard Yaxley)  $18.99   $17.10
In 1914, Tom Stott falls in love with Gracie ODonnell, but their love is thwarted by circumstance and war. Tom finds himself part 
of the blood-soaked landings at Gallipoli, while Gracie marries another. A deception, born in a place and time on the brink of war, 
traverses the world as successive generations seek freedom in a century of change. It isnt until American teen Noah Cli ord joins 
his mother Deborah, his grandfather Will and his great-grandmother Gracie in Australia that the secrets of the past are revealed, 
secrets that will take them back to the beaches of Gallipoli... Age 12+ War Stories-World War 1-Gallipoli-Love-Family Unit-Secrets

195. Listen, Layla (Yassmin Abdel-Magied)  $16.99   $15.30
Layla has ended the school year on a high and can’t wait to spend the holidays hanging out with her friends and designing a prize-
winning Grand Designs Tourismo invention. But Layla’s plans are interrupted when her grandmother in Sudan falls ill and the family 
rush to be with her. The last time Layla went to Sudan she was only a young child. Now she feels torn between her Sudanese and 
Australian identities. As political tensions in Sudan erupt, so too do tensions between Layla and her family. Layla is determined not 
to lose her place in the invention team, but will she go against her parents’ wishes? What would a Kandaka do? Age12+  Racism-
Migration-Identity-Bullying-Humour-Empathy-Own Voice

196. My Australian Story: Six Seconds (Alan Sunderland)  $17.99   $16.20
Growing up by the beach in Newcastle in 1989 means footy, sandcastle competitions and school. Michael’s dad’s a journalist and 
his small world gets bigger as he starts to pay attention to the news. His interest turns into anxiety and obsession as Michael begins 
to see the world as a dangerous place that is fast collapsing around him. When the Berlin Wall comes down, most see it as a sign of 
change and freedom but Michael isn’t convinced. But when an earthquake hits his home down, Michael discovers that the worst 
that can happen is not always as bad as your fears. Age 10+ Australian History-Earthquake-Anxiety-Bravery-Change For all titles in 
this series type MY AUSTRALIAN STORY into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

197. Naughty Dragons Try School! (Natalie Jane Prior and Simon Howe)  $14.99   $13.50
Graun and Fafnine have settled in perfectly with Ava and Jack’s family, but now it’s time for a whole new challenge - school! Jack 
and Ava are thrilled to be able to start flying to class, and Graun and Fafnine are excited to start dragon lessons. But they soon 
discover that school isn’t all fun and games - there are new rules to learn, and not all of the dragons in their class are nice. Will Graun 
and Fafnine be able to stay out of mischief, or will these two naughty dragons cause trouble again? Perfect for fans of How to Train 
Your Dragon and Enid Blyton’s classic adventures, Naughty Dragons is a highly visual series for readers 6+, packed with rollicking 
adventure, riotous laughs and oodles of mischief.

198. Ngiya Yintanga Japarrika (Alalinguwi Jarrakarlinga and David Lawrence)  $12.99   $11.70
Kay-Bell can kick a goal, take a specky and tackle with the power of a buffalo. But she has to travel to Melbourne and play in the 
VFLW to make her AFLW dream come true. Can she overcome a horrible flatmate, a racist spectator and homesickness to get 
drafted? Being away from home has never been so hard! Age 11+ Aboriginal Studies-Sport-AFL-AFLW

199. Pierre’s Not There (Ursula Dubosarsky and Christopher Nielsen)  $16.99   $13.59 
Lara had always wished she was a dog, and one day, just for a short time, she actually became one. This is how it happened. In a 
tall mulberry brick terrace house on the harbour that Lara explores while her mother cleans, Lara meets Pierre, a boy about her age 
with a beautiful antique puppet theatre. With his puppets, he tells her a story about a boy whose family has been eaten by wolves. 
The boy is lost. He needs to find his grandmother. Lara takes the part of a dog but, suddenly, she can no longer tell where she ends 
and Dog begins. Or is she Wolf? Caught up in Pierre’s story, Lara has to fight to protect her new friend but also her identity - and to 
help Pierre find his home. Age 9+ Imagination-Identity

200. Rise of the Mythix #3: Flight Of The Griffin (Anh Do and Chris Wahl)  $15.99   $12.79
Enter the Griffin! The Unicorn, Minotaur and Griffin are united at last. Surely together they will be unstoppable! But the evil Collector 
is not going to give up without an epic fight, and not all the beasts of legend are on the side of good... Will our heroes finally fulfill 
their destiny? Age 10+ Adventure-Superheroes-Greed-Courage For all titles in this series type RISE OF THE MYTHIX into the search 
facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

201. Tiger Daughter (Rebecca Lim)  $16.99   $15.30
My study buddy, Henry, has made it his mission to get me to an A in maths the way I’m trying to get him to an A in English. Wen Zhou 
is the daughter and only child of Chinese immigrants whose move to the lucky country has proven to be not so lucky. Wen and her 
friend, Henry Xiao - whose mum and dad are also poor immigrants - both dream of escape from their unhappy circumstances, and 
they form a plan to sit an entrance exam to a selective high school far from home. But when tragedy strikes, it will take all of Wen’s 
resilience and resourcefulness to get herself and Henry through the storm that follows. Tiger Daughter is a novel that will grab hold 
of you and not let go. Age 12+  Family Unit-Friendship-Migration-Expectation-Pressure-Own Voice-Suicide

202. Truly Tan #10 : Shocked! (Jennifer Storer)  $17.99   $16.20
Dear DiaryI am writing to you with the aid of my Ballerina Panda pen. You know, the one that makes your words dance across the 
page. Guess who is number one on my Secret Spy Watch List? Go on. Guess! It’s Miss Dragone. Miss Dragone has always been an 
ordinary, boring, Grade Four teacher with no surprises and a loud voice. But not anymore. These days she is acting weird, strange 
and highly suspicious. I’ve been watching her very closely. Conclusion: Miss Dragone is in danger. I just know it! TrulyTan Age 8+ 
Mystery-Detective-Spies For all titles in this series type TRULY TAN into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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203. We Are Wolves (Katrina Nannestad)  $19.99   $15.99 
When the Russian Army marches into East Prussia at the end of the war, the Wolf family must flee. Liesl, Otto and their baby sister 
Mia find themselves lost and alone, in a blizzard, in the middle of a war zone. Liesl has promised Mama that she will keep her 
brother and sister safe. But sometimes, to survive, you have to do bad things. Dangerous things. Wild things. Sometimes to survive, 
you must become a wolf. Bestselling author Katrina Nannestad returns with her most masterful novel yet - a book to crack open 
your heart, a book to light you up inside, a book to love. Age 10+ War Stories-Family Unit-Friendship-Survival-Historical-World War 
2-Wolfskinder

204. Witching Hours #6: Giant Key, The (Jack Henseleit)  $16.99   $15.30
Trapped in a decaying mansion beside a graveyard, Anna’s only wish is to survive the night - but in the wild woodlands of the 
United States, evil forces are gathering fast. Sinister women lurk in the shadows, observing Anna and Max wherever they go, their 
eyes bright enough to wake the dead. There are also strange reports from their friends overseas, revealing a new danger only 
the siblings can see. With a gigantic monster about to rise from the earth, it seems the witching hour has finally arrived ...Age 9+ 
Fantasy-Heroine For all titles in this series type WITCHING HOURS into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

205. Wolf Girl #4: Traitor, The (Anh Do)  $15.99   $14.40
Wolf Girl and her trusty dogs are back for another hackle-raising adventure. On the run from sinister forces, Gwen rushes head-long 
into danger. With giant snakes, Komodo dragons and a whole new wolf pack to contend with, Wolf Girl will need all her cunning... 
and all her friends. Age 8+ Adventure-Courage-Bravery-Survival-Teamwork-Leadership For all titles in this series type WOLF GIRL 
into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

206. Zoe, Max And The Bicycle Bus (Steven Herrick)  $16.99   $13.59 
With their new teacher’s help, the kids in Class 5D ride to school together in a bicycle bus. Olivia can fix a puncture in two minutes 
and Max can ride on one wheel. Lily wishes she wasn’t quite so wobbly and Jordi’s been waiting forever to ride on the road. Dylan 
has a speedy getaway from alley cats, Dabir’s glad to be part of a group and Zoe’s bike even has a name (Esmeralda). Everyone 
loves their new way of getting to school. But there’s a narrow stretch on Fishers Road with no white line to separate the cyclists 
from the local traffic, so Zoe and Max decide they need to make it right (even if that means breaking a few rules). Age 10+ Verse 
Novel-Environmental Issues-Cycling-Humour

YOUNGER NOVELS (-) 
207. 44 Tiny Secrets (Sylvia Bishop and Ashley King)  $14.99   $13.50
Betsy Bow-Linnet is determined to become a world famous concert pianist like her parents. There’s just one problem: no matter 
how hard she practises she doesn’t share their musical talents. So when a mysterious letter arrives from a woman claiming to know 
of a Method that will make Betsy’s playing ‘stupendous’, Betsy jumps at the chance. There’s just one condition: she must keep the 
Method a secret. But it isn’t just one secret – it’s forty-four tiny secrets in the shape of a boxful of pygmy mice! Betsy is mystified – 
how are they going to help her play the piano and – more importantly – how on earth can she keep them all a secret? Hardback 
Age 6+ Determination-Music

208. AFL Little Legends #3: Go For Goal! (Nicole Hayes and Adrian Beck)  $12.99   $11.70
Little Legends follows Oz, Ellie and Sanjay Little, star players for the Fresca Bay Falcons, on a series of hilarious and action-packed 
adventures that celebrate the great game of Australian Rules. Ellie is in a goal-kicking slump. She has a feeling her brand-new footy 
boots are to blame - that, or her brother Oz and all the annoying pranks he keeps playing on her! Is it possible that without her lucky 
routine, Ellie just isn’t that good at footy? Or is footy about more than just luck? Age 6+ AUSTRALIAN Sport-AFL-AFLW-Football-
Aussie Rules For all titles in this series type AFL LITTLE LEGENDS  into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

209. Albert Johnson And The Buns Of Steel (Phil Earle)  $12.99   $11.70
Dad is a Master Baker and Albert is expected to one day follow in his footsteps. There’s just one problem ... Albert doesn’t care about 
baking, he only cares about football, tennis, cricket and any other sport you can think of. When his dad invents The ‘Doughmaster 
5000’ to help out around the bakery, it seems all their problems have been solved. But disaster is never far away and soon Dad’s 
miracle solution is a rampaging nightmare! With just a pair of football boots, a tennis racket and a cricket bat to hand, can Albert 
really come to the resuce and fix this mess? This book has a dyslexia-friendly layout, typeface and paperstock so that even more 
readers can enjoy it. Age 6+ Dyslexic Friendly-Sport-Inventions-Calamity

210. Amelia Bedelia Special Edition #1: Amelia Bedelia Wraps It Up   
(Herman Parish and Lynne Avril)  $12.99   $11.70
It’s the holiday season, and Amelia Bedelia doesn’t have enough money to buy presents for anyone. But that won’t stop Amelia 
Bedelia! Along with her friends, she decides to launch a gift-wrapping business in order to make some extra cash. But wrapping 
presents with Amelia Bedelia is far from ordinary! And when the business expands to include tree decorating, popcorn popping, 
snow shoveling, and carol singing, you can bet that the misunderstandings are many! Age 6+

211. Amelia Bedelia And Friends #4: Paint the Town (Herman Parish and Lynne Avril)  $12.99   $11.70
Amelia Bedelia and her friends learn about recycling, upcycling, and making art in this funny story about community and 
friendship. With Amelia Bedelia involved, there are guaranteed to be a few funny mix-ups! Age 6+ For all titles in this series type 
AMELIA BEDELIA AND FRIENDS into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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212. Baby-Sitters Little Sister Graphix Novel #3: Karen’s Worst Day: Graphic Novel   
(Ann M. Martin and Katy Farina)  $14.99   $13.50
Karen is having a terrible day. Her favourite jeans are missing, there’s no prize in the Crunch-O cereal box, and Boo-Boo the cat won’t 
play with her. She even gets punished and sent to her room! Karen tries everything to make her day better, but nothing is going 
right and her bad luck just won’t go away. Will this be the worst day ever? Age 7+ Graphic Novel For all titles in this series type 
BABY-SITTERS LITTLE SISTER GRAPHIX NOVEL into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

213. Chickensaurus (James Foley)  $14.99   $13.50 
When Sally’s archenemy Dexter Maelstrom invites her to a demonstration of his new invention, she doesn’t expect it to actually 
work. Dexter’s De-Evolving Ray can turn chickens into dinosaurs! But when Dexter’s chickensaurs breaks free and go on the hunt, 
Sally - along with her friend Charli and her baby brother Joe - must avoid becoming chicken feed. Is Dexter behind this dastardly 
plan - or is somebody else the bad egg? Age 7+ Graphic Novel-Inventions-Technology-Humour

214. Coco And The Butterfly (Laura Bunting and Nicky Johnston)  $19.99   $18.00
Coco and her family have moved to a new home in the country. Coco is missing the big busy city. Tabby Valley has no buzz at all 
if you don’t count the bugs (Number 1 on her Least Favourite Things List). But Coco is about to find out that change can be full of 
beautiful surprises. Age 5+ AUSTRALIAN Change-Adaption-Nature

215. Deer Called Dotty, A (Helen Peters and Ellie Snowdon)  $12.99   $11.70
Jasmine’s mother is called to help a pregnant deer who has been hit by a car. She performs an emergency Caesarean and delivers 
tiny, helpless Dotty, before handing her over to Jasmine to raise... Look out for Jasmine’s other adventures! Age 7+ 

216. Ella and Olivia #27: Butterfly Quest (Yvette Poshoglian and Danielle McDonald)  $7.99   $7.20
Ella and Olivia are on a quest to find as many butterflies as they can, with the help of some new friends. It’s time to get down to 
butterfly business! Age 6+ AUSTRALIAN For all titles in this series type ELLA AND OLIVIA into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.
com.au

217. Ella and Olivia #28: Super Sandcastles (Yvette Poshoglian and Danielle McDonald)  $7.99   $7.20
Ella and Olivia want to enter the Super Sand Sculpture Competition. They are very good at building sandcastles. If only they had 
some friends to help them... Age 6+ AUSTRALIAN For all titles in this series type ELLA AND OLIVIA into the search facility at www.
pegiwilliams.com.au

218. Ella Diaries #21: Diva Drama (Meredith Costain and Danielle McDonald)  $14.99   $13.50
Ella is going to be in an ad (a REAL ad, on TV) and she gets to choose ONE FRIEND to star in it with her. Ella tells Zoe, her BFF, all 
about it. But at EXACTLY THE SAME TIME Precious Perfect Peach Parker stops being mean to her. Peach is now SO nice to Ella that 
it’s causing all kinds of DRAMA with Zoe. Will Ella have to choose between them? Age 7+ AUSTRALIAN For all titles in this series type 
ELLA DIARIES into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

219. Everyday Magic (Jess Kidd and Beatriz Castro)  $14.99   $13.50
Welcome to Little Snoddington, where nothing is normal and every day is magic . . . Nine-year-old Alfie Blackstack’s parents have 
met a very unfortunate end. Now he’s living in the dark and cobwebby Switherbroom Hall with his mad-haired Aunt Gertie and 
warty Aunt Zita, who would really like to pickle him. Before long, Alfie realises his aunts aren’t just the weird local chemists, they’re 
witches! Age 7+ Magic-Mystery-Witches
 
220. Fairy Penguin, The (Tilda Kelly)  $9.99    $9.00
A lonely girl named Millie, who has recently moved to Australia, rescues an orphaned baby fairy penguin on Christmas Eve. Millie 
takes the penguin - the victim of an oil spill - home and names her Tink. Caring for Tink helps Millie grieve the loss of her mum. And 
when she organises a knit-a-thon to make tiny woolly jumpers for Tink and other injured fairy penguins, her wish to make new 
friends begins to come true . . . Age 7+ Conservation-Nature-Rescue-Wildlife

221. Fairy Tales: Beauty And The Beast Graphic Novel (Jessica Gunderson)  $12.99   $11.70
Revisit the tale of Beauty and the Beast. Beauty’s father gets lost in the woods and stumbles onto a castle. He reaches for a rose to 
bring to his daughter--but there’s a price. Will Beauty win her freedom, or be trapped in the Beast’s castle forever? Age 6+ Graphic 
Novel-Fairytale

222. Fairy Tales: Cinderella Graphic Novel (Jessica Gunderson)  $12.99   $11.70
Revisit the tale of Cinderella. The bright lights and fancy parties are calling--but Cinderella’s stepmother won’t let her go. A sprinkle 
of magic from a fairy godmother, and Cinderella is on her way in a party dress! Will she connect with the prince, or be stuck with 
her family forever? Age 6+ Graphic Novel-Fairytale

223. Fairy Tales: Hansel And Gretel Graphic Novel (Jessica Gunderson)  $12.99   $11.70
Revisit the tale of Hansel and Gretel. Left in the woods, the two encounter a witch. Will the brother and sister find their way out of 
the forest safely, or be left at the hands of the witch? Age 6+ Graphic Novel-Fairytale

224. Fairy Tales: Rapunzel Graphic Novel (Jennifer Lee Fandel)  $12.99   $11.70
Revisit the tale of Rapunzel. The princess in the tower longs for friends--and she finds one, in the shape of a curious prince. Will the 
princess get her happily ever after, or grow old at the top of the tower? Age 6+ Graphic Novel-Fairytale
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225. Fairy Tales: Red Riding Hood Graphic Novel (Cristina Oxtra)  $12.99   $11.70
Revisit the tale of Red Riding Hood. A visit to her grandmother turns dangerous with the addition of a wolf! Will Red Riding Hood 
make it there safely, or fall victim to the wolf’s traps? Age 6+ Graphic Novel-Fairytale

226. Fairy Tales: Sleeping Beauty Graphic Novel (Jessica Gunderson)  $12.99   $11.70
Revisit the tale of Sleeping Beauty. Cursed by a bad fairy, the princess sleeps for a hundred years. Will she wake up, or stay in a deep 
sleep until the end of time? Age 6+ Graphic Novel-Fairytale

227. Faraway Tree Adventures: Land Of Do-As-You-Please, The (Enid Blyton)  $14.99   $13.50
A full-colour short story taken from the world of the Magic Faraway Tree. Perfect for new readers. At the top of the Faraway Tree a 
new adventure awaits the children. What could be nicer than a visit to the Land of Do-As-You-Please? Frannie has always longed 
to ride an elephant and Joe wants to be a train-driver. Everyone’s wishes can come true!. Age 7+ For all titles in this series type 
FARAWAY TREE ADVENTURES into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

228. Faraway Tree Adventures: Land Of Silly School, The (Enid Blyton)  $14.99   $13.50
A full-colour short story from the enchanted world of the Faraway Tree in a perfect format for new readers. Discover the magic! 
The Land of Silly School is where Dame Snap teaches naughty elves, pixies and fairies. But Joe, Beth, Frannie, Connie soon discover 
that the lessons are very silly indeed! How will they escape strict Dame Snap? Age 7+ For all titles in this series type FARAWAY TREE 
ADVENTURES into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

229. Faraway Tree Adventures: Land Of Birthdays, The (Enid Blyton)  $14.99   $13.50
A full-colour short story taken from the world of the Magic Faraway Tree. Perfect for new readers. It’s Beth’s birthday, so everyone is 
delighted when the Land of Birthdays arrives at the top of the Faraway Tree. It’s time for the most magical party they’ve ever had! 
Age 7+ For all titles in this series type FARAWAY TREE ADVENTURES into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

230. Faraway Tree Adventures: Land Of Goodies, The (Enid Blyton)  $14.99   $13.50
A full-colour short story taken from the world of the Magic Faraway Tree. Perfect for new readers. The Land of Goodies has come to 
the top of the Faraway Tree, and it is the tastiest place that Joe, Beth, Frannie and Rick have ever been. There are ice-cream trees, 
lollipop bushes and fences made of marshmallow! Age 7+ For all titles in this series type FARAWAY TREE ADVENTURES into the 
search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

231. Faraway Tree Adventures: Land Of Toys, The (Enid Blyton)  $14.99   $13.50
Joe, Beth, Frannie and cousin Rick go up the Faraway Tree for another fantastical adventure! This time, they reach the Land of 
Toys, where teddy bears, dolls and clockwork toys run around all day long. Poor Saucepan-Man gets thrown in prison by some toy 
soldiers and the children must rescue him before it’s too late... Age 7+ For all titles in this series type FARAWAY TREE ADVENTURES 
into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

232. Fart Boy #4: Let It Rip! (Adam Wallace and James Hart)  $14.99   $13.50
Martin is hot on the trail of his missing parents when he’s called on to become Fartboy, the world’s SMELLIEST super hero. A new 
doctor is in Sparkletown, and he is DISGUSTING. His cures are made from vacuum cleaner dust, mouldy cornflakes, crusty crumbs 
and filthy fur. Martin’s search for Mum and Dad is put on hold-only a fart a day keeps THIS doctor away! Age 6+ AUSTRALIAN Toilet 
Humour For all titles in this series type FART BOY into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

233. Fish Kid #3: Fish Kid And The Turtle Torpedo (Kylie Howarth)  $14.99   $13.50
The Maldives is the perfect place for Fish Kid to supercharge his fish powers. His friendship with bestie, Emely, soon hits a snag 
during a tricky sea turtle rescue. Secretly wishing for powers of her own, Emely’s strange behaviour leaves Fish Kid wondering if 
their friendship and the super-sick turtle will survive. And if things weren’t bad enough, another turtle from the sanctuary goes 
missing. Age 7+ AUSTRALIAN Environment-Marine Life-Humour-Oceans For all titles in this series type FISH KID into the search 
facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

234. Geronimo Stilton #76: Superstore Surprise (Geronimo Stilton)  $12.99   $11.70
When you’re with Geronimo Stilton, it’s always a fabumouse adventure! It’s the grand opening of Traps new superstore, but nothing 
is working. The lights won’t turn on, the doors won’t open, and the loudspeaker is broken. Geronimo must figure out who is 
trying to sabotage the grand opening. Age 7+ For all titles in this series type GERONIMO STILTON into the search facility at www.
pegiwilliams.com.au

235. Geronimo Stilton Reporter #6: Paws Off, Cheddarface! Graphic Novel 
(Geronimo Stilton)  $16.99   $15.30
Breaking news! Geronimo Stilton publicly insults famous Chef Ricardo on his cheese selection in his own restaurant. Geronimo 
Stilton cuts ahead of an an elderly woman in line. Geronimo Stilton steals ice cream from a little girl. All around New Mouse City, 
the once upstanding Editor-in-Chief of The Rodent’s Gazette is wreaking havoc. Could Geronimo be suffering amnesia? Is he mind 
controlled? Or has he finally joined the dark side? Only Benjamin, Thea, and Trap can clear the Stilton name! Age 7+ Hardback 
Graphic Novel 

236. Grumpy Unicorn #2: Grumpy Unicorn Hits The Road: Graphic Novel (Joey Spiotto)  $12.99   $11.70
Grumpy Unicorn is bored. Really bored. And what’s a Unicorn to do when the town he lives in has nothing fun to do? Hit the road 
in search of adventure, of course! Everyone’s favourite magical grouch sets off to find something or someone that doesn’t totally 
annoy him. And sort of succeeds. With new characters like Sassy the Sasquatch, Jack the Jackelope, and some out-of-this-world 
friends, this hilarious journey is a must-have for fans of Grumpy Unicorn: Why Me? Age 7+ Graphic Novel-Unicorns-Friendship-
Magic For all titles in this series type GRUMPY UNICORN into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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237. I Can Read Level 1: Clark The Shark Gets a Pet (Bruce Hale and Guy Francis)  $9.99   $9.00
Clark the Shark is excited about his new pet, Lulu the dogfish. He can’t wait to teach Lulu tricks and feed her lots of treats. But Clark 
discovers there’s more to having a pet than he thought! Young animal owners and ones hoping for a pet will enjoy this funny book 
about pets and caring for them. This shark tale will have beginning readers ready to take a bite out of reading! Also included are 
fun, bite-sized facts about different types of sharks. Age 6+ Readers-Rhyming Text-Sharks

238. Ladybird Readers Level 1: Twits, The (Roald Dahl)  $9.99   $9.00
Mr. and Mrs. Twit are not nice people. What do the monkeys do? What does the bird do?Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series 
of traditional tales, popular characters, modern stories, and non-fiction, written for young learners of English as a foreign or second 
language. Short sentences contain a maximum of two clauses, using the present tense and some simple adjectives. Age 6+ Classic 
Novel-Abridged Edition

239. Ladybird Readers Level 2: James And The Giant Peach (Roald Dahl)  $9.99   $9.00
There is a giant peach in the tree. James went inside the peach. What did he find?Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series of 
traditional tales, popular characters, modern stories, and non-fiction, written for young learners of English as a foreign or second 
language. Short sentences contain a maximum of two clauses, introducing the past tense and some simple adverbs. Age 6+ Classic 
Novel-Abridged Edition

240. Ladybird Readers Level 3: Charlie And The Chocolate Factory (Roald Dahl)  $9.99   $9.00
Charlie wants to find a Golden Ticket inside a chocolate bar. Then, he can visit Mr. Wonka’s famous chocolate factory. Ladybird 
Readers is a graded reading series of traditional tales, popular characters, modern stories, and non-fiction, written for young learners 
of English as a foreign or second language. The longer text is made up of sentences with up to three clauses, some expression of 
future meaning, comparisons, contractions and relative clauses. Age 6+ Classic Novel-Abridged Edition

241. Little Gem #1: Little Gem (Anna Zobel)  $14.99   $13.50
Sometimes getting a little lost can help you discover who you really are . . . When her spell at Witchcraft School goes wrong, Gem 
lands in an unfamiliar, empty cottage, outside a strange, colourful town. Everyone in Ellsworth Pining thinks Gem is their new 
village witch, even when Gem tries to correct them. And Gem’s new friends do need her help. The Weather Worker is missing, 
and there are tales of a terrifying beast in the woods. Gem might know a spell that could work - if she can get it right. Age 7+ 
AUSTRALIAN  Witches-Magic

242. Lola Online #1: Secret Upstairs Fan Club Party, The (Shannon Stedman)  $15.99   $14.40
MEET LOLA. Lola has her own YouTube channel, a little brother, and a lot to say. Oh, and a rather unusual country-music loving 
cat, Stampy. It’s time for Lola’s first double digits birthday-which should mean double the fun, right? WRONG. Because when Lola’s 
crazy number one fan hijacks the party plans, it could end up meaning... double the trouble! Age 7+ AUSTRALIAN  Sibling Rivalry-
Friendship-Challenges-Music

243. Marshmallow Pie #3:  Marshmallow Pie: Cat Superstar In Hollywood (Clara Vulliamy)  $9.99   $9.00
Pie is loving his trip - the glamourous people, the luxurious hotel, not to mention the tasty snacks! But most of all, he is dazzled by 
his new friend Madison: a charming, famous young girl not much older than his owner, Amelia. Madison is desperate to spend time 
with Pie and show him around town. So why doesn’t Amelia seem so sure about her? Amidst his glitzy new adventure, Pie must 
keep his paws on the ground - and learn a valuable lesson about what a true friend looks like. Age 6+ For all titles in this series type 
MARSHMALLOW PIE into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

244. Mermaid School #4: All Aboard! (Lucy Courtenay and Sheena Dempsey)  $14.99   $13.50
Marnie Blue is so excited! She is going on a school trip to see the legendary palace of Queen Maretta with all her friends. But when 
Mum is too unwell to join the trip, Aunt Christabel agrees to come in her place, and she was offishially the naughtiest mermaid the 
school has ever known. Marnie expects mayhem. Will they board the whale-shark on time? Will everyone eat their packed lunches 
on the way there? And just who is sneaking around the palace causing all sorts of mischief? Age 7+ For all titles in this series type 
MERMAID SCHOOL into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

245. Midnight Magic (Michelle Harrison and Ellisa Elwick)  $12.99   $11.70
In the middle of winter, three kittens are born in a barn. Two are ordinary, but the third, jet black and born on the stroke of midnight, 
is brimming with magic from whiskers to tail - even sparking life into a dusty old broomstick! While her siblings pounce at rats, 
Midnight perfects her flying skills on the broom, not noticing how her mother disapproves of her magical ways... When Midnight 
finds herself abandoned, the little black kitten sets out to find a new home with only her loyal broom Twiggy at her side. The pair 
soon befriend a kind-hearted girl called Trixie. But how will Trixie’s family react to Midnight’s extraordinary powers and taste for 
mischief? Age 6+ Rhyming Text-Magic-Witches-Cats

246. Monty’s Island #3: Elvis Eager And The Golden Egg (Emily Rodda and Lucinda Gifford)  $14.99   $13.50
On a tiny island far away, in a sea that ripples with magic, Monty never knows what he might find... The most unexpected things 
wash up on Monty’s Island. And a golden egg might be his most amazing find yet! But when a pair of flying monsters and a 
mysterious explorer arrive, it seems the egg is about to hatch into a very big problem. Can Monty find a way to solve it? Surely he 
can! All he needs is a little help from his friends. And the Hairy Horrible. Age 7+ AUSTRALIAN For all titles in this series type MONTY’S 
ISLAND into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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247. Naughtiest Pixie #4: Naughtiest Pixie And The Midnight Feast (Ailsa Wild)  $12.99   $11.70
Jenifry Star is so excited about her first-ever sleepover at Aniko’s. She can’t wait to play fun games and have a midnight feast in the 
garden! But when mean Nessa tags along AND the garden’s ladybirds start acting strangely, will all her pixie plans be dashed? Age 
6+ AUSTRALIAN For all titles in this series type NAUGHTIEST PIXIE into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

248. Nelson #2: Broccoli And Spies (Andrew Levins)  $12.99   $11.70
Nelson is a hilarious illustrated junior fiction series from DJ, food writer, TEDx speaker, charity founder and all-round funny guy, 
Andrew Levins. After Nelson discovers his nemesis - vegetables - are actually the key to his superpowers, he’s determined to learn the 
truth about his family’s secret. But Nelson has other questions too. Like what is the mysterious flying machine at his grandparents’ 
farm? And will he really have to eat broccoli to save the day? Yuck! Age 6+ AUSTRALIAN Humour-Comedy-Superpowers For all titles 
in this series type NELSON into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

249. Nine Lives Of Furry Purry Beancat #2: Railway Cat, The   
(Philip Ardagh and Rob Biddulph)  $12.99   $11.70
There’s a mystery on the railway! Join Beancat and her friends as they uncover secrets and spies on the tracks. Who is the ticket-
swapping, train-hopping stranger? Is Beancat’s beloved railway in danger? It’s up to our furry (and purry!) hero to solve the puzzle, 
before it’s too late. Age 6+ Adventure-Humour For all titles in this series type NINE LIVES OF FURRY PURRY BEANCAT into the search 
facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

250. Odds: Graphic Novel, The (Matt Stanton)  $14.99   $11.9 
Kip is a quiet kid in a loud city. She’s easy to miss and that’s the way she likes it. Then, one day, Kip’s quiet life is suddenly interrupted. 
Ten of her favourite characters have stepped out of their worlds and into hers. But what happens when a dragon-hunting rabbit 
leaves his comic strip? When an old man leaves his picture book? When a ninja leaves her TV show, a race-car driver leaves their 
video game, and a dinosaur turns up from Kip’s nightmares? Age 7+ Graphic Novel-Identity-Imagination-Humour

251. Official Minecraft Fiction #6: Last Block Standing (Nick Eliopulos)  $14.99   $13.50 
Morgan, Ash, Harper, Po and Jodi return for their final adventure in the world of Minecraft. But something isn’t right, and the gang 
are in greater danger than ever before. They will have to put their wits together if they are to survive and piece together the clues 
to the Evoker King’s identity. Do the gang have what it takes to solve the mystery? And will they be able to stop the King before it’s 
too late? Age 7+ For all titles in this series type OFFICIAL MINECRAFT FICTION into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

252. Olivia’s Secret Scribbles #10: Fairy Cakes (Meredith Costain and Danielle McDonald)  $9.99   $9.00
I REALLY love making fairy gardens with my BFF, Matilda. And my class is decorating cakes for the Foodie Fun Fair! So I want 
my group to do a FAIRY cake with a HOUSE and a PLAYGROUND. But all my group does is argue... Somehow I have to convince 
everyone that my cake idea is the best! Age 6+ AUSTRALIAN Friendship-Fairies  For all titles in this series type OLIVIA’S SECRET 
SCRIBBLES into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

253. Pearl The Magical Unicorn #8: Pearl The Adventurous Unicorn   
(Sally Odgers and Adele Thomas)  $14.99   $13.50
Pearl, Olive and Tweet go on an adventure! When their umbrellas carry them all the way over to Sand Land, they have to avoid 
sandquakes, sandstorms and even quicksand. Can Pearl and her friends find their way home? Or will the mean, stinky gobble-uns 
find them first? Age 6+ AUSTRALIAN Fairies-Unicorns-Fantasy For all titles in this series type PEARL THE MAGICAL UNICORN into the 
search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

254. Pepper Creek #1: New Friend, A (Jess Black and Serena Geddes)  $14.99   $13.50
When Abby moves from the city to the country, she misses her old life. Despite her fear of horses, she visits Pepper Creek Pony Club 
in the hope of making friends. But Abby quickly learns that being a horse-girl is harder than she thought. Will Abby ever make a 
new friend? Age 7+ AUSTRALIAN Horse Lovers-Moving House-Change-Friendship

255. Princess In Black #8: Princess in Black And The Giant Problem, The   
(Shannon Hale and Leuyen Pham)  $21.99   $15.99 
The Princess in Black is ready for her snowy playdate with the Goat Avenger and the Princess in Blankets. It’s a perfect day to build 
snow monsters and battle them for practice. But just when they’re about to wage battle, a huge foot smashes their snow monster. 
It’s a giant, and it’s smashing everything in its path! The giant is too strong for the three friends, so the Princess in Blankets has an 
idea: it’s time to light the Sparkle Signal and summon help. Age 5+ For all titles in this series type PRINCESS IN BLACK into the search 
facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

256. Rainbow Magic: Jude The Librarian Fairy (Daisy Meadows)  $12.99   $11.70
Rachel and Kirsty must help Jude the Librarian Fairy to find her magical objects before chaos takes over libraries everywhere! Jude 
the Librarian Fairy looks after readers in both the fairy and human worlds. But when Jack Frost steals her lucky library stamp, radiant 
reading glasses and brilliant bookmark, it spells trouble for libraries everywhere! Can Rachel and Kirsty help defeat him, before the 
magic of reading is ruined? Age 6+ Fairies-Libraries-Reading For all titles in this series type RAINBOW MAGIC into the search facility 
at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

257. Rainbow Magic The Festival Fairies #3: Elisha the Eid Fairy (Daisy Meadows)  $12.99   $11.70
Elisha the Eid Fairy looks after the Muslim festival of Eid, but when naughty Jack Frost steals her magical Eid lantern, everyone’s 
celebrations go wrong. Can the girls help Elisha save the day? For all titles in this series type RAINBOW MAGIC THE FESTIVAL FAIRIES 
into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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258. Rainbow Magic The Festival Fairies #4: Bea the Buddha Day Fairy (Daisy Meadows)  $12.99   $11.70
Bea the Buddha Day Fairy looks after the Buddhist festival, but when naughty Jack Frost steals her precious candle, celebrations 
of Buddha’s birthday run into difficulties. Can the girls help Bea save the day? For all titles in this series type RAINBOW MAGIC THE 
FESTIVAL FAIRIES into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

259. School of Monsters: Deb And Dot And The Mix-Up Plot (Sally Rippin and Chris Kennett)  $8.99   $8.10
Deb and Dot are twins and complete opposites. Deb is friendly and everyone likes her - but Dot doesn’t quite know how to play 
nicely with the other monsters! Can Teacher Ted help the twins out with a plan? Welcome to the School of Monsters: the funniest, 
silliest and most accessible series for first readers! Start by reading only the last word on every line and work your way up to reading 
the whole story. With tumbling rhymes and an infectious sense of humour, the weird and wonderful students at the School of 
Monsters are guaranteed to spark a love of reading! Age 5+ AUSTRALIAN Monsters-Humour-Early Reader

260. School of Monsters: Hairy Sam Loves Bread And Jam (Sally Rippin and Chris Kennett)  $8.99   $8.10
Hairy Sam just can’t help himself. He LOVES bread and jam! But what happens when he gets sticky jam all over the school and the 
other monsters? He’ll have to figure out a way to save the day... Welcome to the School of Monsters: the funniest, silliest and most 
accessible series for first readers! Start by reading only the last word on every line and work your way up to reading the whole 
story. With tumbling rhymes and an infectious sense of humour, the weird and wonderful students at the School of Monsters are 
guaranteed to spark a love of reading! Age 5+ AUSTRALIAN Monsters-Humour-Early Reader

261. School of Monsters: Mary Has The Best Pet (Sally Rippin and Chris Kennett)  $8.99   $8.10
You’re not supposed to bring your pet to the School of Monsters if you haven’t fed them yet. But Mary LOVES her little pet! Surely 
it will be OK to sneak him inside her hat just for the morning... Welcome to the School of Monsters: the funniest, silliest and most 
accessible series for first readers! Start by reading only the last word on every line and work your way up to reading the whole 
story. With tumbling rhymes and an infectious sense of humour, the weird and wonderful students at the School of Monsters are 
guaranteed to spark a love of reading! Age 5+ AUSTRALIAN Monsters-Humour-Early Reader

262. School of Monsters: Pete’s Big Feet (Sally Rippin and Chris Kennett)  $8.99   $8.10
Ever since Pete tripped over his long legs and enormous feet, he refuses to run races with the other monsters. But what happens 
when Jamie Lee gets stuck in the mud down the well? It will take a special someone to help rescue her! Welcome to the School 
of Monsters: the funniest, silliest and most accessible series for first readers! Start by reading only the last word on every line and 
work your way up to reading the whole story. With tumbling rhymes and an infectious sense of humour, the weird and wonderful 
students at the School of Monsters are guaranteed to spark a love of reading! Age 5+ AUSTRALIAN Monsters-Humour-Early Reader

263. Spy Penguins #1 (Sam Hay and Mark Jagucki)  $12.99   $11.70
 Adventure-loving penguin Jackson dreams of being a secret agent like his Uncle Bryn, who works for the Frosty Bureau of 
Investigation. Jackson and his gadget-inventing best friend Quigley might officially be too young to join the FBI, but they aren’t 
going to let that stop them! They just need to come up with the right plan to prove that they are worthy. But when one of Q’s 
inventions goes dangerously wrong, Jackson suddenly finds himself dropped right in the middle off an FBI stakeout. There’s fishy 
business afoot at the city’s aquarium; rare fish are vanishing and not even the FBI can work out what’s going on. It’s up to Jackson 
and Quigley to solve the crime! Age 7+ Mystery-Detective-Investigation

264. Spy Penguins #2: Spy Who Loved Ice Cream, The (Sam Hay and Mark Jagucki)  $12.99   $11.70
Jackson and Quigley were this close to joining the FBI (Frosty Bureau of Investigation), until Jackson’s mom found out and they 
ended up scrubbing seagull poop instead. At least they have Uncle Bryn’s birthday party to look forward to. But when they get to 
the ice cream parlor, the FBI agents are acting strange. Instead of talking, Uncle Bryn and his friends just finish their glowing green 
ice cream, then jump into a waiting ice cream truck and disappear. It’s obvious that something has gone very, very wrong, and now 
Uncle Bryn is suspected of being a master thief! Can Jackson and Quigley solve the case before Uncle Bryn is locked away forever? 
Age 7+ Mystery-Detective-Investigation

265. Super Cute #1: Sleepover Surprise, The (Pip Bird)  $12.99   $11.70
Sammy is the most un-sloth-like-sloth that you’ll ever meet! He is always busy and excited but today he can hardly contain himself. 
He’s having a sleepover at the museum with his friends and has so many things planned, from treasure hunts to midnight feasts! 
But when someone tries to sabotage the sleepover, it’s up to Sammy and his friends to work out who is causing trouble. And does 
it have something to do with Clive the tutu-wearing chihuahua ... ? Age 6+ Individuality-Difference

266. Super Cute #2: Best Friends Forever (Pip Bird)  $12.99   $11.70
Lucky the Lunacorn is super happy that she has a horn that glows, even though that’s all it does right now ... and she’s taking part in 
the annual cute competition where she’s up against some seriously talented cuties! Still, Lucky is sure it’s what’s inside that counts, 
and her new friends Sammy the speed-talking sloth and Pip the distinctly un-tropical, ninja pineapple totally agree. But will the 
judges ... ? Age 6+ Difference-Competition-Friendship

267. Super Geeks #1: Fish And Chips: Graphic Novel (James Hart)  $14.99   $13.50
Zeek and Arnie are best friends. They do everything together. They love solving problems, inventing, playing video games, coding, 
reading comics, cooking (mostly Arnie) and planning WORLD DOMINATION (mostly Zeek). But when Zeek puts a microchip in 
Arnie’s pet fish, Eleanor, things go horribly wrong . . . A super-intelligent Eleanor decides she’s going to become the supreme ruler 
of the world. How will Zeek and Arnie stop Eleanor’s fish-bot army and prevent this power-hungry fish from achieving WORLD 
DOMINATION? Age 7+ AUSTRALIAN Friendship-Humour-Graphic Novel
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268. Thea Stilton #32: Thea Stilton And The Rainforest Rescue (Thea Stilton)  $12.99   $11.70
Join Thea Stilton and the Thea Sisters on an adventure packed with mystery and friendship! The Thea Sisters are off to save the 
rainforest in Malaysia. Age 7+

269. Thea Stilton Special Edition #9: Magic Of The Mirror, The (Thea Stilton)  $19.99   $18.00
The Thea Sisters are summoned to the Seven Roses Unit by Will Mystery, but when they get there Will is missing! The sisters must 
follow a trail of clues to the Fantasy Kingdoms on their quest to find Will. Age 7+ For all titles in this series type THEA STILTON 
SPECIAL EDITION into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

270. The Nerd Herd #1: Nerd Herd, The (Nathan Luff and Chris Kennett)  $14.99   $13.50
Barny the Lamb and his friends are sick of being picked on. So they decide to form a gang to show everyone that they are not as 
soft as they look. But how do three fluffy friends stand up to a cunning fox, a gigantic cat, and a bull with behavioural issues? Age 
7+ AUSTRALIAN Humour

271. The Questioneers : Sofia Valdez And The Vanishing Vote (Andrea Beaty)  $17.99   $16.20 
Miss Lila Greer announces it’s time for Grade Two to get a class pet, and she wants the kids to participate in choosing which one. 
After all, they will all have to share the responsibility of caring for it. The class narrows it down to two options: Team Turtle and Team 
Bird. Sofia is named Election Commissioner, in charge of overseeing a fair and honest election between the two teams. There’s a 
classwide campaign, complete with posters, articles, and speeches. Then, it’s time for the election! But when the votes are counted, 
there’s a tie, and one vote is missing. How will the class break the tie? And what happened to the vanishing vote? It’s up to Sofia 
Valdez and the Questioneers to restore democracy! Age 7+ Politics-Government-Election-Democracy For all titles in this series type 
THE QUESTIONEERS into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

272. The Tindims: #2 Tindims And The Turtle Tangle, The (Sally Gardner and Lydia Corry)  $12.99   $11.70
On the Tindim’s island home, Bottle Mountain is growing terrifyingly tall with rubbish. So tall that one night it breaks away with 
Barnacle Bell and Granny Shell clinging on tightly as they float off over the waves. None of the other Tindims know where Bottle 
Mountain is or how to help their friends find their way home . . . Across the ocean, a boy discovers Bottle Mountain bobbing by 
the seashore. For the first time ever the Tindims are discovered. Can the boy reunite Barnacle Bell and Granny Shell with Rubbish 
Island? And can the Tindims and the humans help each other to save the planet? Age 6+ For all titles in this series type THE TINDIMS 
into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

273. Too Small Tola And The Three Fine Girls (Atinuke and Onyinye Iwu)  $12.99   $11.70
Three charming stories about a young girl who lives in a flat in Lagos with her sister, Moji, who is very clever; her brother, Dapo, who 
is very fast; and Grandmummy, who is very bossy. Too Small Tola is just the right size to fit under the bed and rescue Grandmummy’s 
most prized possession when it goes missing. Her abilities in maths prove to be very helpful when Grandmummy becomes ill. In 
the title story, though Grandmummy can’t afford to buy Tola new clothes, Tola turns out to be just as fine as the three fine girls she 
so greatly admires. Age 7+ Determination-Maths-Multicultural-Short Stories

274. Unicorn Academy #14: Phoebe And Shimmer (Julie Sykes and Lucy Truman)  $12.99   $11.70
Phoebe and Shimmer are having a brilliant time at Unicorn Academy. They’re always on the lookout for excitement and adventure! 
On a school trip to the coast, a freak weather event puts everyone in danger. Shimmer’s magic might be able to save them - but 
they’ll have to think fast and be very brave! Age 7 + For all titles in this series type UNICORN ACADEMY into the search facility at 
www.pegiwilliams.com.au

275. Unicorn Academy #15:  Zara And Moonbeam (Julie Sykes and Lucy Truman)  $12.99   $11.70
Zara loves solving mysteries and having adventures with her dreamy unicorn, Moonbeam. She can’t wait for Moonbeam to discover 
her magic power so that they can become the perfect partners! Moonbeam is having strange visions, but Zara is sure they’re just 
daydreams. When Zara’s attempt to stop a terrible heatwave leads her into trouble, can Moonbeam discover her magic in time to 
rescue her? Age 7 + For all titles in this series type UNICORN ACADEMY into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

276. Unicorn Magic: Sweetblossom And The New Baby (Daisy Meadows)  $12.99   $11.70
The girls are thrilled to find themselves on a new adventure in Enchanted Valley. Everyone is looking forward to springtime, but the 
creatures’ traditional Springtime Beginning celebration is put at risk when the wicked unicorn Selena steals the magical springtime 
lockets. Now the sun won’t be strong enough to lengthen the days, plants and flowers won’t grow properly and - worst of all - no 
new animal babies will be born. Can Emily and Aisha, together with their unicorn friends, find the stolen lockets and stop Selena’s 
horrible plan? Age 6+ For all titles in this series type UNICORN MAGIC into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

277. Unipiggle The Unicorn Pig #2: Dragon Trouble (Hannah Shaw)  $9.99   $9.00
Meet the princess who loves breaking the rules, and her Royal Unicorn, who happens to be a pig! There’s trouble in store for 
Unipiggle and Princess Pea when a naughty dragon accidentally magics a dinosaur into Twinkleland... Will the dinosaur CRASH and 
BASH and SMASH down Twinkleland? Or can Unipiggle and Princess Pea find a way to stop the dino? Age 6+ Adventure-Magic For 
all titles in this series type UNIPIGGLE THE UNICORN into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

278. What Zola Did #4: What Zola Did On Thursday (Melina Marchetta)  $12.99   $10.39
Zola loves living on Boomerang Street with her mum and her nonna. Every day of the week is an adventure. But Zola has a problem. 
No matter how much she tries, she can’t keep out of trouble. Like on Thursday, when she and the gang form a band and upset their 
cranky neighbour, Mr Walton . . . Collect all seven stories in the series - one for every day of the week! Age 6+ Family-Community-
Friendship-Humour AUSTRALIAN For all titles in this series type WHAT ZOLA DID into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com
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279. Zoe’s Rescue Zoo #19: Helpful Hedgehog, The (Amelia Cobb and Sophy Williams)  $9.99   $9.00
Zoe loves living at her uncle’s rescue zoo because there’s always something exciting going on. And Zoe also has an amazing secret... 
She can actually TALK to the animals! When Zoe’s school friends visit the rescue zoo to pick a class animal, Hugo the hedgehog 
wants to help. But he keeps getting into trouble! Can Zoe find a way for Hugo to be helpful? Age 6+ For all titles in this series type 
ZOE’S RESCUE ZOO into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

MIDDLE NOVELS (-)

280. An Improper Adventure #1: Most Improper Magick, A (Stephanie Burgis)  $14.99   $13.50
Kat Stephenson has just discovered that she’s inherited her mother’s magical talents, and despite her Stepmama’s stern objections, 
she’s determined to learn how to use them. But with her eldest sister Elissa’s intended fiancé, the sinister Sir Neville, showing a 
dangerous interest in Kat’s magical potential; her other sister, Angeline, wreaking romantic havoc with her own witchcraft; and 
a highwayman lurking in the forest, even Kat’s reckless heroism will be tested to the upmost. If she can learn to control her new 
powers, will Kat be able to rescue her family and win her sisters their true love? Age 10+ Magic-Adventure

281. Another Twist In The Tale (Catherine Burton)  $14.99   $13.50
You have heard, no doubt, the tale of Master Oliver Twist - that rags-to-riches boy; the parish orphan who became heir to the 
Brownlow fortune. But what few know is that was a second Twist - a girl, brought into this world moments ahead of her brother. 
This is the story of Twill Twist - and her journey through the gambling dens and workhouses of London, as she attempts to make 
a life for herself, rescue her friends, and uncover the mystery of her past - while meeting some familiar faces along the way... Re-
discover the Artful Dodger, Fagin, and Oliver Twist himself, along with a host of fantastic new heroes and villains, in this brilliantly-
imagined, rip-roaring sequel to Dickens’ much-loved classic. Age 10+ Adventure-Mystery

282. A Wolfe And Lamb Novel #3: Kat Wolfe On Thin Ice (Lauren St John)  $14.99   $13.50
Join Kat Wolfe and her best friend Harper Lamb on the winter holiday of a lifetime in Kat Wolfe on Thin Ice - full of mystery, intrigue, 
snow and huskies! Kat and Harper can’t wait to join their parents on a winter vacation in a mountain cabin in the US. But a series 
of misadventures result in them being in the wrong place at the wrong time. Alone. When Kat discovers that an argument she 
witnessed in New York City holds the key to a major crime, she’s certain that it’s only a matter of time until the culprits come looking 
for her. With a snow storm moving in and no way out, all that stands between the girls and disaster are a team of eight huskies 
and one impossible raccoon. Age 10+ Mystery-Detective-Problem Solving-Pets For all titles in this series type A WOLFE AND LAMB 
NOVEL into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

283. Baby-Sitters Club Graphix #9 Claudia and The New Girl: Graphic Novel   
(Ann M. Martin and Gabriela Epstein)  $14.99   $13.50
Claudia has always been the most creative kid in her class... until Ashley Wyeth comes along. Ashley says Claudia is a great artist, 
too, but thinks she’s wasting her artistic talent with the BSC. When Claudia starts spending more time with Ashley and missing BSC 
meetings, it becomes clear that Claudia has to make a decision... one of them has to go! Age 8+ Graphic Novel-Growing Up-Art For 
all titles in this series type BABY-SITTERS CLUB GRAPHIX into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

284. Ban This Book (Alan Gratz)  $15.99   $14.40
It all started the day Amy Anne Ollinger tried to check out her favourite book in the whole world, From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. 
Basil E. Frankweiler, from the school library. That’s when Mrs. Jones, the librarian, told her the bad news: her favourite book was 
banned! All because a classmate’s mum thought the book wasn’t appropriate for kids to read. Amy Anne decides to fight back 
by starting a secret banned-books library out of her locker. The battle of the books escalates when she engineers a campaign to 
challenge every book in the school library. Because once you ban one book, you can challenge them all under the most ridiculous 
of pretexts: The Lorax portrays the timber industry in a negative light! The mouse in the room in Goodnight Moon is a health code 
violation! And let’s not even start on the safety concerns raised by The Magic Treehouse. Soon, Amy Anne and her friends find 
themselves on the front line of an unexpected battle over book banning, censorship, and who has the right to decide what they 
can and can’t read. Age 10+ Reading-Books-Censorship

285. Boot #3: Boot: Creaky Creatures, The (Shane Hegarty and Ben Mantle)  $14.99   $13.50
When Boot catches sight of a robot pet it used to know - Mr Piggles - our hero and pals follow it to a beautiful green square in the 
city of skyscrapers. Here they find not just real nature, but also a haven for broken and rejected pets. They also meet the children 
who look after the pets, and for whom this green space is a sanctuary too. But Boot is distracted by its emotions, swinging from 
happy to sad ... maybe Boot is broken? Can it work out what is wrong, with the help of its friends? Age 8+ Artificial Intelligence-
Friendship-Robots-Technology-Adventure

286. Box Of Bones, A (Marina Cohen)  $12.99   $11.70
Twelve-year-old Kallie despises nonsense. She believes there’s a rational explanation for everything, despite the good-natured 
prodding of her Grandpa Jess, who takes her to frivolous wastes of time like their town’s local Festival of Fools. There, Kallie meets 
a faceless man (must be some kind of mask) who gives her an odd wooden puzzle box (must be some kind of gimmick). Intrigued, 
Kallie sets to work on unlocking its secrets and lets something out. From here Kallie’s life begins to entangle with another world, 
a world where Liah, a young bone carver, journeys with her master to sell wares to a wicked Queen. The sights, sounds, and spells 
of Liah’s world are beginning to leak into Kallie’s, and if Kallie can’t decipher the meaning of her own story, “the end” might be far 
from happy. Age 10+ Horror-Fantasy-Magic
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287. Carbon-Neutral Adventures Of The Indefatigable EnviorTeens (Andrew Marlton)  $16.99   $15.30
Meet the EnviroTeens: - Binky aka The Monotreme,  Worried Norman, once bitten by a radioactive croissant and now Pastry Person 
and Letitia, an occasionally bossy science-wombat and genius inventor. Together, they are the EnviroTeens and they are a group of 
teens who are determined to clean the planet and clear the air. Age11+ Humour-Adventure-Activism-Environmental Issues

288. Castle Of Tangled Magic, The (Sophie Anderson and Saara Soderlund)  $12.22   $11.70
Olia lives with her parents in an old crumbling castle, filled with hidden turrets and secret doorways. When she follows a mysterious 
cat to one of the castle’s roof domes, she finds herself stepping through one such doorway into a magical land filled with wonders... 
But everything is not quite as it seems: the land is under threat from a scheming magician, Chernmor, and the magic is fading away. 
With the help of an enchanted band of new friends, can Olia find a way to save both her own home, and the land of forbidden 
magic? Age 9+ Fantasy-Adventure-Magic

289. Cat Kid Comic Club #1: Cat Kid Comic Club: Graphic Novel (Dav Pilkey)  $17.99   $16.20
Welcome to the Cat Kid Comic Club, where Li’l Petey (LP), Flippy, and Molly introduce twenty-one rambunctious, funny, and 
talented baby frogs to the art of comic making. As the story unwinds with mishaps and hilarity, readers get to see the progress, 
mistakes, and improvements that come with practice and persistence. Squid Kid and Katydid, Baby Frog Squad, Gorilla Cheese 
Sandwich, and Birds Flowers Tree: A Haiku Photo Comic are just some of the mini-comics that are included as stories-within-the-
story, each done in a different style, utilizing humour and drama, prose and poetry, illustrated in different media including acrylics, 
pastels, coloured pencils, felt-tip markers, clay, hand-made cardboard sculptures, photographs, pipe cleaners, construction paper 
collages, and cookies. Age 7+ Comics-Illustration-Writing-Language

290. Cat Story: Graphic Novel (Ursula Murray Husted)  $24.99   $22.50
Cilla and Betto are two friends who need a place to call home. The docks in Valletta are too wet, and the scraps of food too scarce. 
The city’s streets are too busy, and the humans too unreliable. But what about the quiet garden from old kitten tales-a place 
where all cats are welcome, and the humans are always kind Could the stories really be true As Cilla and Betto embark on a 
grand adventure to find out, they begin to spin a tale of their own-one that will take them through the art and stories of many 
journeyers who came before, and that will bring them to a surprising destination. Age 8+ Graphic Novel-Cats-Kindness-Adventure-
Art-Storytelling

291. Chronicles Of Never After #1: Thirteenth Fairy, The (Melissa De La Cruz)  $14.99   $13.50
Nothing exciting ever happens in Filomena Jefferson-Cho’s small town. Until the day Jack Stalker, one of the heroes from her all-
time favourite books, the Never After series, turns up. She must be dreaming! But Jack insists that he’s real, the stories are real, and 
she must come with him at once. Filomena is thrust into a world of fairies, sorcerers, dragons and slayers, where an evil queen is 
determined to wipe out the fairy tribes. To save the kingdom, Filomena and her new friends must find the truth behind the tale of 
the Thirteenth Fairy before it’s too late. Age 10+ Fantasy-Magic Realism

292. Cinders And Sparrows (Stefan Bachmann)  $16.99   $15.30
Twelve-year-old Zita, an orphan and a housemaid, has resigned herself to a life of drudgery when a strange letter arrives, naming 
her the only living heir to the Brydgeborn fortune. Now the mistress of the castle, Zita soon realizes foul play led to the death of 
her family. And as she is guided through lessons in the art of witchcraft by the somewhat mysterious Mrs. Cantanker, Zita begins to 
wonder who is friend and who is foe. Age 8+ Fantasy-Magic-Witches-Family-Belonging-Friendship

293. Clifftoppers #4: Frost Castle Adventure, The (Fleur Hitchcock)  $14.99   $13.50
For Aiden, Chloe, Ava and Josh, holidays at their grandparents’ cottage mean wild beaches, no curfew, Bella the dog, and most of all 
- adventure! The lead actress in Frost Castle’s winter play is sure she’s cursed! A break-in, a car accident, and now her precious locket 
is missing. But the cousins suspect a ruthless thief. With a blizzard raging outside and a legendary ghost in the castle corridors, 
unmasking this villain will take all their bravery and skill...Age 8+ Mystery For all titles in this series type CLIFFTOPPERS into the 
search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
 
294. Clock Of Stars: Shadow Moth, The (Francesca Gibbons and Chris Riddell)  $17.99   $14.39 
Imogen should be nice to her little sister Marie. She should be nice to her mum’s boyfriend too. And she certainly shouldn’t follow 
a strange silver moth through a door in a tree. But then… who does what they’re told? Followed by Marie, Imogen finds herself 
falling into a magical kingdom where the two sisters are swept up in a thrilling race against time – helped by the spoiled prince of 
the kingdom, a dancing bear, a very grumpy hunter… and even the stars above them. Age 9+ Fantasy-Adventure-Humour

295. Cog (Greg Van Eekhout and Beatrice Blue)  $14.99   $13.50
Cog looks like a normal twelve-year-old boy. But his name is short for “cognitive development,” and he was built to learn. But 
after an accident leaves him damaged, Cog wakes up in an unknown lab-and Gina, the scientist who created and cared for him, is 
nowhere to be found. Surrounded by scientists who want to study him and remove his brain, Cog recruits four robot accomplices 
for a mission to find her. Cog, ADA, Proto, Trashbot, and Car’s journey will likely involve much cognitive development in the form of 
mistakes, but Cog is willing to risk everything to find his way back to Gina. Age 8+ Artificial Intelligence-Robots-Adventure

296. Comic Classics: Treasure Island (Jack Noel)  $14.99   $13.50
A hilarious new series that brings the classics to life with illustrations by Jack Noel. Jim Hawkins spends his life helping out at his 
mum’s boring old inn by the sea, wishing he could sail away and have adventures. But when an old sea captain turns up with a 
secret, it’s the start of a bigger adventure than Jim could ever have imagined – soon he’s on a ship on the trail of buried treasure, 
accompanied by a suspicious sailor named Long John Silver … Will Jim escape the pirates? Or will he walk the plank? Climb 
aboard with Jim, a chatty parrot and a bunch of crazy pirates for a hilarious adventure across the seven seas. Age 8+  Classic Novel-
Abridged Edition For all titles in this series type COMIC CLASSICS into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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297. Daisy And The Unknown Warrior (Tony Bradman and Tania Rex)  $12.99   $11.70
November 1920. The body of an unknown soldier is to be buried at Westminster Abbey. The war has claimed the lives of thousands 
of men whose bodies will never make it home, and the Unknown Warrior will represent them all. As hundreds of people crowd to 
Westminster Abbey, Daisy knows she has to make it to the ceremony. Because although they call the warrior ‘unknown’, she is sure 
that he is her father ... A captivating historical tale inspired by the true story of Britain’s Tomb of the Unknown Warrior. This book has 
a dyslexia-friendly layout, typeface and paperstock so that even more readers can enjoy it Age 10+ War-World War 1-War Stories-
Remembrance-Dyslexic Friendly

298. Day I Fell Into A Fairytale, The (Ben Miller and Daniela Jaglenka Terrazzini)  $16.99   $15.30
Lana loves stories. Especially the ones she and her brother, Harrison, share in their make-believe games. But when Harrison decides 
he’s too grown-up to play with Lana she finds herself feeling lonely. Until something magical happens... Hidden in the strange new 
supermarket in town, Lana discovers a portal to a fairytale world! But these aren’t the happy-ever-after fairytales that Lana knows, 
they are darker and more dangerous, and the characters need Lana’s help to defeat an evil witch. But she can’t do it alone. Can she 
convince Harrison to believe in stories again and journey to the world with her. . . before it’s too late. Age 9+ Stories-Storytelling-
Fairy Tales-Magic-Imagination

299. Day I Got Zapped With Super Powers, The (Tom McLaughlin)  $14.99   $13.50
When a dastardly villain’s attempt to steal a laser machine goes spectacularly wrong, nine-year-old Zack gets zapped with super 
powers. This would be awesome, other than Zack is a teeny tiny bit afraid of ... EVERYTHING! Now, the most undeserving superhero 
of all time must fashion a costume, save the day and work out how to reverse the laser’s effect before he gets stuck with super 
powers. FOR EVER! Age 8+ Adventure-Superpowers-Fears-Anxiety

300. Descendants Graphic Novel #2: Return To The Isle Of The Lost: Graphic Novel   
(Melissa De La Cruz)  $16.99   $15.30
Mal’s an expert at intimidating her enemies, but she’s broken the habit since leaving her villainous roots behind. So when she and 
her friends Evie, Carlos, and Jay all receive threatening messages demanding they return home, Mal can’t believe it. Sure, she’s 
King Ben’s girlfriend now, and she’s usually nice to her classmates, but she still didn’t think anyone would be silly enough to try to 
push her around. The thing is, it kind of worked. Especially since she and her friends have a sneaking suspicion that their villainous 
parents are behind the messages. And when Evie looks into her Magic Mirror, what she sees only confirms their fears. Maleficent’s 
just a tiny lizard after her run-in with Mal at Ben’s Coronation, but she’s the worst villain in the land for a reason. Could she have 
found a way to escape? Whatever’s going on, Mal, Evie, Carlos, and Jay know they have to sneak back to the Isle and get to the 
bottom of it. Age 10+ For all titles in this series type DESCENDANTS GRAPHIC NOVEL into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.
com.au Graphic Novel-Magic-Fantasy-Adventure-Friendship

301. Diary Of A Minecraft Zombie #28: Abominable Snow Golem, The (Zack Zombie)  $9.99   $9.00
Ever wonder what life is like for a Minecraft Zombie? Zombie is all over this snow thing. In fact, he is so confident in his wicked 
scare-boarding moves that he decides to hike up the highest peak to ace the steepest run. But then an avalanche hits, and when 
it clears, Zombie has no idea where he is. And the Abominable Snow Golem thinks Zombie has come to take over the Mountain 
Throne. Can Zombie convince him he is only there to scare-board, not steal the crown? Age 8+ For all titles in this series type DIARY 
OF A MINECRAFT ZOMBIE into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

302. Diary Of A Wimpy Kid # 15: Diary Of A Wimpy Kid: Deep End, The (Jeff Kinney)  $14.99    $11.99
Greg Heffley and his family hit the road for a cross-country camping trip, ready for the adventure of a lifetime. But things take an 
unexpected turn, and they find themselves stranded at an RV park that’s not exactly a summertime paradise. When the skies open 
up and the water starts to rise, the Heffleys wonder if they can save their vacation-or if they’re already in too deep. Age 9+ For all 
titles in this series type DIARY OF A WIMPY KID into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

303. Dragon Realm #2: Dragon Legend (Katie Tsang and Kevin Tsang)  $14.99   $13.50
The second adventure in the ROARsome DRAGON REALM series for 9+ readers! Perfect for readers looking for edge-of-your-seat 
adventure. Billy Chan and his friends are not having a very relaxing summer. Their friend, Dylan, has been kidnapped by the evil 
Dragon of Death and it’s up to them to travel through time, back to the dangerous Dragon Realm, in order to save him. Luckily they 
have their own dragons on side, but they’ll need to collect eight magical pearls if they’re to amass enough power to destroy the 
Dragon of Death and her followers for good. So begins an epic quest that will take them to the depths of the Frozen Wasteland and 
the imperial palaces of Ancient China. But can good triumph evil...? Age 10+ For all titles in this series type DRAGON REALM into 
the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

304. Emmie and Friends #1: Invisible Emmie Graphic Novel (Terri Libenson)  $16.99   $15.30
This is the story of two totally different girls-- quiet, shy, artistic Emmie popular, outgoing, athletic Katie -and how their lives 
unexpectedly intersect one day, when an embarrassing note falls into the wrong hands. . . . All the crushes, humiliations, boredom, 
and drama of middle school are compressed into one surprising day in this extraordinary novel. Age 8+ Graphic Novel-Friendship-
Difference-Acceptance

305. Emmie and Friends #2: Positively Izzy Graphic Novel (Terri Libenson)  $16.99   $15.30
Middle school is all about labels. Izzy is the dreamer. There’s nothing Izzy loves more than acting in skits and making up funny 
stories. The downside? She can never quite focus enough to get her schoolwork done. Bri is the brain. But she wants people to 
see there’s more to her than just a report card full of As. At the same time, she wishes her mom would accept her the way she is 
and stop bugging her to “break out of her shell” and join drama club. The girls’ lives converge in unexpected ways on the day of a 
school talent show, which turns out to be even more dramatic than either Bri or Izzy could have imagined. Age 9+  Graphic Novel-
Friendship-Growing Up
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306. Emmie and Friends #3: Just Jamie Graphic Novel (Terri Libenson)  $16.99   $15.30
The last day of seventh grade has Jaime and Maya wondering who their real friends are. Jaime knows something is off with her 
friend group. They’ve started to exclude her and make fun of the way she dresses and the things she likes. At least she can count 
on her BFF, Maya, to have her back . . . right Maya feels more and more annoyed with Jaime, who seems babyish compared to the 
other girls in their popular group. It’s like she has nothing in common with Jai anymore. Are their days as BFFs numbered. Age 9+ 
Graphic Novel-Friendship-Growing Up

307. Emmie and Friends #4: Becoming Brianna Graphic Novel (Terri Libenson)  $16.99   $15.30
Middle school is full of challenges. Everyone knows how much brainy Bri likes the spotlight (not). So why did she ever agree to 
something that forces her to learn a new language, give a speech, help organize a party, and juggle drama at school and home! 
As the big event inches closer, Bri wonders if it’s all worth it. . . . Told in alternating past and present chapters, Bri’s heartwarming 
story unfolds over the eight months leading up to her bat mitzvah-as well as over the course of the big day itself. Age 8+ Graphic 
Novel-Friendship-Anxiety-Courage

308. Far Out Classic Stories: Alice, Secret Agent Of Wonderland (Katie Schenkel)  $11.99   $10.80
Alice is a super-skilled and super-serious secret agent. But when she joins the team at Wonderland she’s in over her head. Nothing 
they do makes sense The boss Mr. White is always running late for something. Maddie creates wacky gadgets and silly spy hats. And 
Alice’s new partner Kitty keeps disappearing. How can Alice focus on her mission to stop the evil Queenie Heart’s world-ending 
plan amid all this madness. Age 8+ Graphic Novel-Twisted Classics

309. Far Out Classic Stories: Peter Pan In Mummy Land (Benjamin Harper)  $11.99   $10.80
All children grow up eventually but Peter Pan wanted to be old right away. He was sick of baby kid stuff so he ran off to a magically 
spooky place to become...a mummy One night in the normal world Peter overhears Wendy Darling telling her brothers super scary 
stories. He decides they’d love it in Mummy Land too. But Peter’s home is filled with many grim ghouls - including skeleton pirates 
who will put them all in grave danger. Age 8+ Graphic Novel-Twisted Classics

310. Far Out Classic Stories: Robin Hood, Time Traveler (Benjamin Harper)  $11.99   $10.80 
In the future kid-genius Robin Hood works for a time travel company that makes sure no one messes with history. Soon Robin 
grows tired of watching people in the past suffer - so he’s jumping back in time and helping throughout the ages He even finds 
other caring kids who wants to make a difference too. But with Robin’s heartless boss chasing them down how long can Robin and 
his friends keep up their noble quest. Age 8+ Graphic Novel-Twisted Classics

311. Far Out Classic Stories: Silver Spurs Of Oz, The (Erica Schultz) $11.99   $11.80
Cowgirl Dorothy and her horse Toto are riding to see the wonderful Wiz Kid of Oz The legendary entertainer is auditioning new acts 
for his Emerald Circus the most magical place in all the Wild West. Dorothy and her friends - Tinny Crow and Leo - hope they can 
impress him with their talents. But when Dorothy’s lucky silver spurs are stolen by a wicked rival will she be able to believe in her 
own grit and still perform at her best. Age 8+ Graphic Novel-Twisted Classics

312. Fig Swims The World (Lou Abercrombie)  $16.99   $15.30
Fig Fitzsherbert is good at a lot of things: making lists, playing the piano, advanced mathematics. But it’s never quite enough for her 
high-flying mother, who every New Year’s Day sets Fig an impossible resolution. So one year, Fig decides to set her own challenge 
instead: she’s going to swim her way round the world. There’s just one tiny problem … Fig can’t swim. Taking it one length at a 
time, Fig embarks on the adventure of a lifetime. But with her mother closing in, will she be able to keep her head above water and 
complete her challenge? Age 12+ Coming Of Age-Challenges-Resolutions-Anxiety-Bullying-Self Esteem/Resilience

313. Forest Of Moon And Sword (Amy Raphael and August Ro)  $15.99   $14.40
Twelve-year-old Art lives in a small village in Scotland. Her mother has always made potions that cure the sick, but now the 
townspeople say she is a witch. One cloudless night, Art’s mother is accused of Witchcraft, arrested, and taken from Scotland to 
England. Art mounts her horse, taking a sword, a tightrope, and a herbal recipe book, and begins a journey through wild forests 
to find her mother before summer solstice, using nature’s signs and symbols to guide her. On her journey, Art will discover what 
sacrifices she will need to make to be reunited with her mother - and to alter the fate of women everywhere. But will she reach her, 
before it’s too late? Age 10+ Magic-Adventure-Witches

314. Fowl Twins #2: Deny All Charges (Eoin Colfer)  $19.99   $15.99 
Artemis’s little brothers Myles and Beckett borrow the Fowl jet without permission, and it ends up as a fireball over Florida. Myles 
has questions, like: who was tracking the Fowl jet? Why would someone want to blow them out of the sky? These questions must 
infuriate someone, because Myles is abducted and spirited away from his twin. Now Beckett and Lazuli must collaborate to find 
Myles and rescue him - not easy when it was Myles who was the brains of the operation. Will Beckett be able to come up with a 
genius plan without a genius on hand...? Age 11+ Adventure-Action-Fairies For all titles in this series type FOWL TWINS into the 
search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

315. Frostheart #2: Escape From Aurora (Jamie Littler)  $16.99   $15.30 
Ash and the rest of the Frostheart’s brave crew have finally arrived at the majestic stronghold of Aurora - and Ash’s mind is blown. 
It’s an extraordinary place - unlike anything he’s ever seen - and he can’t wait to solve the next clue that will lead him to his parents. 
But it’s quickly clear that even Aurora isn’t safe for Song Weavers. A fanatical Pathfinder captain has turned the city against Ash and 
his kind - and it’s not long before the has to make another break for freedom. But when a vicious Wraith attack leaves Ash, Lunah, 
Rook and Tobu stranded on the ice, they will have to use all their strength and cunning to reach safety. But what they find is even 
more incredible...Age 9+ Fantasy-Adventure-Magic-Humour-Friendship-Identity For all titles in this series type FROSTHEART into 
the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au 
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316. Geeky F@B 5 #4: Food Fight For Fiona: Graphic Novel (Lucy Lareau)  $12.99   $11.70
A new girl has just transferred into the GF5’s class. Fiona is quiet and thin and a bit forgetful as she didn’t bring her lunch or snack 
to school. The Geeky F@b 5, befriend Fiona, and when walking home they discover she lives in a nearby motel, not a home. As 
they begin to understand Fiona’s story, the girls learn that she and other kids like her are homeless and don’t always have food. 
To help, the GF5 launch a citywide student food drive among grade schools. That explodes into a fierce competition to see which 
school collects the most food by weight. The winning school gets a big bash with a DJ. Which school will win? Age 7+ Graphic 
Novel-Science-STEAM-Maths-Problem Solving-Homelessness For all titles in this series type GEEKY F@B 5 into the search facility at 
www.pegiwilliams.com.au

317. Geronimo Stilton Journey Through Time #8:  Out Of Time (Geronimo Stilton)  $19.99   $18.00
When Geromino Stilton and his friends time travel to three different centuries seeking artifacts missing from the mouseum, they 
meet Alexander the Great, Queen Cleopatra, Francis Drake, and Mozart. Age 8+ For all titles in this series type GERONIMO STILTON 
JOURNEY THROUGH TIME into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

318. Ghost Garden, The (Emma Carroll and Kaja Kajfez)  $12.99   $11.70
SUMMER 1914 In the first of a series of unsettling coincidences, Fran uncovers a bone in the garden of Long Barrow House on the 
same afternoon that Leo breaks his leg. Leo is left wheelchair bound for the rest of the summer and Fran is roped in to keep him 
company, forced to listen to his foolish theories about the looming threat of war in Europe. Suddenly the garden she has loved all 
her life seems to hold threatening shadows of the future, and Fran starts to fear what she and Leo might find next .. This book has 
a dyslexia-friendly layout, typeface and paperstock so that even more readers can enjoy it. Age 9+ Dyslexic Friendly-World War 1

319. Ghost In Apartment 2R, The  (Denis Markell)  $13.99   $12.60
It stinks that Danny’s older brother moved out and went to college. But you know what’s worse? He left behind an angry ghost in 
his room! With the help of his friends Nat and Gus, Danny interviews everyone his Brooklyn neighborhood to find out about spirits. 
Is it an Arabian ghoul? A Korean gwishin? A Polish haunting? Maybe the answer lies with Danny’s own bubbe and her tales of a 
dybbuk, a Jewish mythological ghost. Regardless of its origins, what does the spirit truly want? And can Danny manage to bring 
the phantom to rest? Age 9+ Mystery-Ghosts-Humour

320. Giant’s Almanac, The (Andrew Zurcher)  $16.99   $15.30
Fitz thinks he is an ordinary eleven-year-old and loves to turn simple things into mini-adventures, like sneaking next door and 
filching books from Mr Ahmadi’s vast library of mysterious tomes, and goading the guard dog into giving breakneck chase. But one 
tranquil evening three sharp knocks on the front door change everything . . .’I said I would come for him. He is my jewel. It is time. It 
is past time. Taken on as an apprentice in a secret society who keep all they really do cloaked in mystery, Fitz has to quickly learn the 
ropes within the most skilful, most powerful, most dangerous and wealthiest organisation in the world. Age 9+  Fantasy-Adventure

321. Graveyard Riddle, The (Lisa Thompson)  $16.99   $15.30
Welcome back to Chestnut Close, whose residents may not always be exactly who they seem... Clever, curious Melody Bird has 
discovered an old abandoned house in the corner of the graveyard, and a mysterious boy hiding there. Hal tells her that he’s a 
spy-in-training using the house as a base for his undercover surveillance of a known local criminal. Her friends Matthew and Jake 
don’t believe that a twelve year old would be entrusted with this mission and turn the tables to spy on him, uncovering secrets and 
unravelling a mystery as they go. Age 10+ Friendship-Feeling/Emotions-Loneliness-Mystery-Detective-OCD

322. Griffin Gate, The (Vashti Hardy and Natalie Smillie)  $12.99   $11.70
For years Grace’s family have been wardens of the Griffin map, using its teleport technology to help people and fight crime across 
the land of Moreland. At thirteen, Grace is too young become a warden, but she longs to go on missions herself. After all, if her 
brother Bren can do it, why can’t she? So when Grace finds herself alone with the map when a distress call comes in, she jumps at 
the chance to prove she’s up to the task. But the map transports Grace to a remote village where nothing is quite as it seems. Has 
she landed right in the middle of a treacherous scheme? This book has a dyslexia-friendly layout, typeface and paperstock so that 
even more readers can enjoy it. Age 10+ Dyslexic Friendly-Steampunk-Fantasy-Adventure

323. Hatmakers, The (Tamsin Merchant and Paola Escobar)  $16.99   $15.30
Cordelia comes from a long line of magical milliners, who weave alchemy and enchantment into every hat. In Cordelia’s world, 
Making - crafting items such as hats, cloaks, watches, boots and gloves from magical ingredients - is a rare and ancient skill, and 
only a few special Maker families remain. When Cordelia’s father Prospero and his ship, the Jolly Bonnet, are lost at sea during a 
mission to collect hat ingredients, Cordelia is determined to find him. But Uncle Tiberius and Aunt Ariadne have no time to help the 
littlest Hatmaker, for an ancient rivalry between the Maker families is threatening to surface. Worse, someone seems to be using 
Maker magic to start a war. It’s up to Cordelia to find out who, and why... Age 10+ Fantasy-Adventure-Magic

324. Haunting Of Aveline Jones, The (Phil Hickes)  $14.99   $13.50
Aveline Jones loves reading ghost stories, so a dreary half-term becomes much more exciting when she discovers a spooky old 
book. Not only are the stories spine-tingling, but it once belonged to Primrose Penberthy, who vanished mysteriously, never to be 
seen again. Intrigued, Aveline decides to investigate Primrose’s disappearance. Now someone...or something, is stirring. And it is 
looking for Aveline. Turn on your torches, and join Aveline Jones in her first charmingly spooky mystery. Age 9+ Mystery-Ghosts-
Detective-Disappearance
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325. House At The Edge Of Magic, The (Amy Sparkes)  $14.99   $13.50
Nine is an orphan pickpocket determined to escape her life in the Nest of a Thousand Treasures. When she steals a house-shaped 
ornament from a mysterious woman’s purse, she knocks on its tiny door and watches it grow into a huge, higgledy-piggeldy house. 
Inside she finds a host of magical and brilliantly funny characters, including Flabberghast - a young wizard who’s particularly 
competitive at hopscotch - and a hideous troll housekeeper who’s emotionally attached to his feather duster. They have been 
placed under an extraordinary spell, which they are desperate for Nine to break - and if she can, maybe they can offer her a new life 
in return. Age 8+ Fantasy-Adventure-Magic

326. House Of Clouds (Lisa Thompson)  $12.99   $10.39 
Tabby’s fed up. Fed up with losing her best friend and fed up that Grandad has come to stay. Grandad’s always telling the same old 
silly, made-up stories. And now Tabby has to walk his smelly dog Buster every day after school. But one of Tabby’s walks takes her 
to a lonely hilltop house where she spots something strange going on. So strange she can’t help but mention it to Grandad. He tells 
her yet another fantastical story, and it’s only when tragedy strikes that Tabby wonders...could Grandad’s impossible tale be true? 
Age 10+ Dyslexic Friendly-Family-Friendship-Loss

327. House With A Clock In Its Walls #11: House Where Nobody Lived, The (John Bellairs)  $12.99   $11.70
As Lewis and Rose Rita investigate all the supernatural happenings in New Zebedee, they get more than they bargained for when a 
new family moves into the Hawaii House. Lewis and Rose Rita are soon drawn into a mystery involving forces far beyond the shores 
of their imagination. Why are there strange drumbeats emanating from the top floor of the Hawaii House? And why is Lewis having 
dreams about Pele, the Hawaiian goddess of fire? Age 9+ For all titles in this series type HOUSE WITH A CLOCK IN ITS WALLS into 
the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

328. House With A Clock In Its Walls #12: Sign Of The Sinister Sorcerer, The (John Bellairs)  $14.99   $13.50
It is finally the summer holidays, and Lewis is looking forward to the break from school and spending time with his best friend 
Rose Rita, his Uncle Jonathan and his neighbour Mrs Zimmermann. But Lewis’s hopes for a peaceful summer holiday are shattered 
as one accident after another plagues him. Is all his bad luck really just a coincidence? Or does it have something to do with the 
mysterious hooded figure he keeps seeing? Age 9+ For all titles in this series type HOUSE WITH A CLOCK IN ITS WALLS into the 
search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

329. Humiliations Of Welton Blake, The (Alex Wheatle)  $14.99   $13.50
Welton Blake has done it - he’s asked out Carmella McKenzie, the best looking girl in school and she’s only gone and said yes! But 
just as he thinks his luck, and life, is starting to change, Welton’s phone breaks kickstarting a series of unfortunate, humiliating, and 
sometimes disgusting events. Life for Welton is about to go very, very wrong. This book has a dyslexia-friendly layout, typeface and 
paperstock so that even more readers can enjoy it. Age 12+ Dyslexic Friendly-Growing Up-Humour

330. International Yeti Collective #2: Shadowspring, The (Paul Mason and Katy Riddell)  $14.99   $13.50
Henry is the new boy at Halbrook Hall - a crumbling boarding school in the Scottish Highlands. He thinks the rumours of yeti 
lurking in the misty hills are nothing more than stories. Until one day he gets lost in the forest... As a young yeti, Tadpole loves living 
in Shadowspring. But now the precious spring water is disappearing and no one knows why. The situation is serious - surely there’s 
something she can do to help... When Tadpole accidentally reveals the top-secret location of Shadowspring to Henry, the lost boy 
she saves, she knows she’s in deep trouble. But what if this human actually has the power to help the yeti not harm them? Age 9+ 
Adventure-Nature-Ecology-Mythology For all titles in this series type INTERNATIONAL YETI COLLECTIVE into the search facility at 
www.pegiwilliams.com.au

331. Invisible Boy, The (Alyssa Hollingsworth)  $14.99   $11.99 
Twelve-year-old Nadia has discovered a new and dangerous secret: she is lonely. Then two things happen that change everything. 
She meets Eli, who she suspects may be a superhero, and she finds a strange letter under the dried juniper branches. The next day 
Nadia gathers her courage to take the letter to Eli. But something about Eli’s family is very strange. Why doesn’t he let her step close 
to the house? And is her new friend hiding his own secrets? Age 11+ Slavery-Friendship-Courage

332. Jack Courtney Adventure #2: Thunderbolt (Wilbur Smith)  $14.99   $13.50
Jack and his friends Amelia and Xander are in Zanzibar diving for lost treasure to support Jack’s mother’s coral protection project. 
Going further than usual on their last day, their dive boat is lured into a trap and captured by Somali pirates. Determined that his 
mother shouldn’t pay a ransom for their release, Jack won’t give up his attempts to escape. Transferred to a militia training camp 
for boy soldiers, the trio’s only hope is the resourceful Somali boy Mo who befriends them. Can they outwit the ruthless General Sir 
and his merciless troops? Age 10+  Adventure For all titles in this series type JACK COURTNEY ADVENTURE into the search facility 
at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

333. Last Bear, The (Hannah Gold and Levi Pinfold)  $19.99   $15.99
There are no polar bears left on Bear Island. At least, that’s what April’s father tells her when his scientific research takes them to 
this remote Arctic outpost for six months. But one endless summer night, April meets one. He is starving, lonely and a long way 
from home. Determined to save him, April begins the most important journey of her life...This moving story will win the hearts of 
children the world over and show them that no one is too young or insignificant to make a difference. The Last Bear is a celebration 
of the love between a child and an animal, a battle cry for our world and an irresistible adventure with a heart as big as a bear’s. Age 
8+ Environmental Issues-Friendship-Animals-Adventure 
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334. Level Up #3: Level Up: Beast Battles (Tom Nicoll and Anjan Sarkar)  $14.99   $13.50
Flo and Max are stuck in the hugely popular Critter Clash, where teams of creatures battle to become champions in epic arenas. 
Flo and Max need their own players that they can coach to victory but the game is about to start and their options are limited … 
Will they be able to find a team powerful enough to defeat an impressive range of opponents and send the friends back to the real 
world? Age 8+ Gaming-Adventure-Humour For all titles in this series type LEVEL UP into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.
com.au

335. Level Up #4: Last One Standing (Tom Nicoll and Anjan Sarkar)  $14.99   $13.50
Crammed on a plane flying over the dramatic landscape of Last to Leave, Flo and Max get a shock as they are suddenly parachuted 
out. The game has begun! As they navigate challenging terrain and highly skilled players, they come face to face with an old enemy. 
With time running out, the friends have to decide who they can trust if they’re going to make it to the end. Can they complete the 
game and get back home? Age 8+ Gaming-Adventure-Humour For all titles in this series type LEVEL UP into the search facility at 
www.pegiwilliams.com.au

336. Lost Rainforest #3: Rumi’s Riddle (Eliot Schrefer and Emilia Dziubak)  $14.99   $13.50
When the shadowwalkers were victorious in their battle against the Ant Queen, they hoped their work to save Caldera was done. 
But the rainforest has begun to rumble. Rumi, a scholarly tree frog who can control the wind, must bring his band of animal 
friends to face the greatest danger they’ve yet encountered-the giant volcano beneath the jungle itself. While the volcano roars, 
rumors of a mysterious evil blanket Caldera-the Elemental of Darkness has emerged and is building a legion of followers. When 
the shadowwalkers are forced to divide and conquer, Rumi finds himself an unlikely leader and must grapple with his own secrets 
before he can unlock the full scope of his magical powers. Can Rumi rally the shadowwalkers to save their rainforest home. Age 8+  
Adventure-Action-Fantasy For all titles in this series type LOST RAINFOREST into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

337. Max And The Midknights #2: Battle Of The Bodkins, The (Lincoln Peirce)  $14.99   $13.50
Join Max’s quest to become a knight! Byjovia is under attack, and it’s up to Max and her best friends – the Midknights – to save 
the day! The quest is on as the Midknights set out to face the beastly Bodkins, powerful spells and their greatest foes yet. Age 8+ 
Adventure-Courage-Bravery-Quest-Magic For all titles in this series type MAX AND THE MIDKNIGHTS into the search facility at 
www.pegiwilliams.com.au

338. Me, My Dad And The End Of The Rainbow (Benjamin Dean and Sandhya Prabhat)  $16.99   $15.30
Things aren’t going great for Archie Albright. His dad’s acting weird, his mum too, and he all he wants is for everything to go back 
to normal, to three months before when his parents were happy and still lived together. When Archie sees a colourful, crumpled 
flyer fall out of Dad’s pocket, he thinks he may have found the answer. Only problem? The answer might just lie at the end of the 
rainbow, an adventure away. Together with his best friends, Bell and Seb, Archie sets off on a heartwarming and unforgettable 
journey to try and fix his family, even if he has to break a few rules to do it... Age 9+ Family-Humour-Adventure

339. Midnight Guardians, The (Ross Montgomery)  $18.99  $17.10
Sometimes at the darkest hour, hope shines the brightest... When Col’s childhood imaginary friends come to life, he discovers 
aworld where myths and legends are real. Accompanied by his guardians - a six-foot tiger, a badger in a waistcoat and a miniature 
knight - Col must race to Blitz-bombed London to save his sister. But there are darker forces at work, even than the Nazi bombings.
Soon Col is pursued by the terrifying Midwinter King, who is determined to bring an eternal darkness down over everything. Age
10+ War Stories-World War 2-Blitz-Friendship-Loyalty-Courage

340. More Far Out Fairy Tales: Graphic Novel (Alberto Rayo)  $19.99   $18.00
Ready for more fractured fairy tales, more comics, and more fun? Then dive into More Far Out Fairy Tales! This collection combines 
five epic retellings into one action-packed, full-colour graphic novel for kids. Each classic tale is reworked with a wild modern spin 
that young readers will love. Includes Jak and the Magic Nano-beans; Sleeping Beauty, Magic Master; Goldilocks and the Three 
Vampires; Rapunzel vs. Frankenstein; and Thumbelina, Wrestling Champ. Age 8+ Twisted Fairytales

341. Muddlemoor Mysteries #1: Peril At The Bake Off (Ruth Quayle and Marta Kissi)  $14.99   $13.50
It is the summer holiday and Joe Robinson and his cousins are staying with their granny in Muddlemoor village. The problem is...
Muddlemoor is a hotspot for crime. When Granny’s precious cake recipe goes missing days before the Great Village Bake Off, Joe, 
Tom and Pip are FLABBERGASTED. They KNOW that one of the neighbours has stolen it but the question is, WHO? Age 8+ Mystery-
Cooking

342. Mummy Ate My Homework! A (Thaigo De Moraes)  $16.99   $15.30
The first book in a brilliantly funny new series, launching Thiago de Moraes into the illustrated fiction space for the very first time. 
When Harry is sucked into a decidedly unusual vortex, he travels back in time to Ancient Egypt, which is... not ideal. After all, Harry 
is brilliant at maths and making lists, but surviving life in 3100 BC? Well that certainly wasnt on his to do list for the day. Will Harry 
survive? Will he find his way back to the present day? And, more importantly, will he ever get his homework back from that pesky 
crocodile...? Age 9+ Time Travel-Ancient Egypt

343. Murder Most Unladylike Mystery #9: Death Sets Sail (Robin Stevens)  $16.99   $15.30 
Daisy Wells and Hazel Wong are in Egypt, where they are taking a cruise along the Nile. They are hoping to see some ancient 
temples and a mummy or two; what they get, instead, is murder. Daisy and Hazel investigate their most difficult case yet. But there 
is danger all around, and only one of the Detective Society will make it home alive…Age 10+ Mystery-Murder For all titles in this 
series type  MURDER MOST UINLADYLIKE into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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344. My Big Mouth (Steve Camden)  $14.99   $13.50
When Dad leaves, ten-year-old Jay has questions. Where has he gone? Why did he go? When no one can give Jay the answers he 
needs, he makes up his own stories, setting off a chain reaction that sees regular old Jay go from just another face in the crowd, to 
the centre of attention. But being the coolest kid in school comes at a cost. And as things spiral out of control, can the most unlikely 
person help him learn the most important lesson of all? Age 9+ Family-Friendship-Honesty-Storytelling

345. My Life As A Cat (Carlie Sorosiak)  $14.99   $11.99
Leonard has never had a name. Or a body. Or a best friend. But he is excited to try being a human. On their three-hundredth-
birthday, every alien from Leonard’s home galaxy gets to spend a month in the body of an Earth Creature. Leonard was supposed 
to become a forest ranger in Yellowstone National Park - but there was a mix-up. And now he’s stuck as a stray cat. Luckily for 
Leonard, he meets a young human called Olive - and together they set out on a journey to find home. Age 9+ Relationships-Pets-
Cats-Humour-Family-Aliens-Perspective

346. Mysterious Disappearance Of Aidan S, The (David Levithan)  $16.99   $15.30
Aidan disappeared for six days. Six agonising days of searches and police and questions and constant vigils. Then, just as suddenly 
as he vanished, Aidan reappears. Where has he been? The story he tells is simply...impossible. But it’s the story Aidan is sticking to. 
His brother, Lucas, wants to believe him. But Lucas is aware of what other people, including their parents, are saying- that Aidan 
is making it all up to disguise the fact that he ran away. When the kids in school hear Aidan’s story, they taunt him. But still Aidan 
clings to his story. And as he becomes more of an outcast, Lucas becomes more and more concerned. Being on Aidan’s side would 
mean believing in the impossible. But how can you believe in the impossible when everything and everybody is telling you not to? 
Age 9+ Mystery-Friendship-Trust-Truth-Siblings

347. Once We Were Witches (Sarah Driver and Fabi Santiago)  $14.99   $13.50
Thirteen years ago, magic was banished and the witches were hunted. Sisters Spel and Egg are the daughters of witches, but they 
grow up in Miss Mouldheel’s School for Wicked Girls with no idea who they really are. Until the day the message arrives telling 
them to run …The message sends them to a funeral parlour in a far away village – and their new guardian, the Undertaker, has a 
secret. Beneath the funeral parlour is a portal to the Other Ways – four worlds that lie parallel to ours. When Egg vanishes through 
the portal, Spel knows she must try to save her sister. But no one can step between the worlds – or can they? Fantasy-Adventure-
Magic-Witches

348. Princess Candy Complete Comics Collection: Graphic Novel (Michael Dahl)  $16.99   $15.30
When Halo Nightly receives super powers from jars of candy given to her on her eleventh birthday, everything changes. Halo goes 
from a normal girl to a female superhero. But overcoming difficult situations and battling school bullies isn’t always easier with 
super powers. This complete collection of Princess Candy’s adventures includes, Evil Echo, Green Queen, Marshmallow Mermaid 
and Sugar Hero. Age 7+ Graphic Novel-Superheroes

349. Puffin Keeper, The (Michael Morpurgo and Benji Davies)  $29.99   $27.00
It was Benjamin Postlethwaite’s job all his long life to make sure the light shone brightly high up in the lighthouse on Puffin Island. 
Not once in all his years as the lighthouse keeper had he ever let his light go out. But sometimes even the brightest light on a 
lighthouse cannot save a ship. This is a story of a life-changing friendship, a lost puffin, and a lonely artist. It’s the story of an entire 
lifetime, and how one event can change a life forever. Hardback Age 8+ Puffins-Art-Reading-Friendship

350. Puffin Modern Classics: Alice’s Adventures In Wonderland (Lewis Carroll)  $16.99   $15.30
On an ordinary summer’s afternoon, Alice tumbles down a hole and an extraordinary adventure begins. In a strange world with 
even stranger characters, she meets a rabbit with a pocket watch, joins a Mad Hatter’s Tea Party, and plays croquet with the Queen! 
Lost in this fantasy land, Alice finds herself growing more and more curious by the minute . .Age 9 + Classics

351. Puffin Modern Classics: Five Children And It (Edith Nesbit)  $16.99   $15.30
When Cyril, Anthea, Robert, Jane and their baby brother go digging in the gravel pit, the last thing they expect to find is a Psammead 
- an ancient sand fairy! Having a sand fairy for a pet means having one wish granted each day, but the children don’t realize all the 
trouble wishes can cause...Age 9+ Classics

352. Puffin Modern Classics: Great Adventures Of Sherlock Holmes, The 
(Arthur Conan Doyle)                                                                 $16.99   $15.30
From the strange case of ‘The Red-Headed League’ to the extraordinary tale of ‘The Engineer’s Thumb’, Sherlock Holmes and 
his assistant Dr Watson grapple with treachery, murder, and ingenious crimes of all kinds. But no case is too challenging for the 
immortal detective’s unique power of deduction. Age 10+  Classics-Mystery-Detective

353. Puffin Modern Classics: Gulliver’s Travels (Jonathan Swift)  $16.99   $15.30
In the strange countries of Lilliput, Brobdingnag, Laputa and the land of the Houyhnhnms, Gulliver meets some extraordinary 
people and remarkable creatures. From a race of miniature folk to some surprisingly gentle giants and wise horses, Gulliver sees 
society from many different perspectives. Back in England life seems very ordinary after all his experiences, but Gulliver’s fantastic 
adventures change his views on human behaviour forever. Age 10+ Classics

354. Puffin Modern Classics: Oliver Twist (Charles Darwin)  $16.99   $15.30
The classic story of a young boy who seeks his fortune on the streets of London.After Oliver Twist asks nasty Mr Bumble for more 
food, he has to flee the workhouse for the streets of London. Here he meets the Artful Dodger, who leads him to Fagin and his 
gang of pickpockets. When a thieving mission goes wrong, Oliver narrowly avoids prison and finds himself in the care of kind Mr 
Brownlow. But Fagin and the brutal Bill Sikes go in search of the young orphan, determined to drag him back. Age 10+ Classics
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355. Puffin Modern Classics: Peter Pan (J.M. Barrie)  $16.99   $15.30
When Peter Pan loses his shadow in the Darling children’s nursery, things will never be the same again...Over the rooftops of 
London, Peter Pan and the fairy Tinkerbell lead Wendy, Michael and John Darling to Neverland to start a new life with his gang of 
Lost Boys.There, they will encounter mermaids, princesses, a ticking crocodile and the fearsome Captain Hook and his terrible crew 
of pirates.What will their new life be like in Neverland? If Captain Hook has his way, they won’t live long enough to find out...Age 
9+ Classics

356. Remarkable Journey Of Coyote Sunrise, The (Dan Gemeinhart)  $14.99   $11.99 
Five years. That’s how long twelve-year-old Coyote and her dad, River, have lived on the road in an old school bus, criss-crossing 
the nation. It’s also how long ago Coyote lost her mom and two sisters. Coyote hasn’t been home in all that time, but when she 
learns that the park in her old neighborhood is being demolished—the very same park where she, her mom, and her sisters buried 
a treasured memory box—she devises an elaborate plan to get her dad to drive 3,600 miles back to Washington state . . . without 
him realizing it. On the way, they’ll pick up an eclectic group of folks. Coyote will learn that going home can sometimes be the 
hardest journey of all, but that with friends, she just might be able to turn her ‘once upon a time’ into a ‘happily ever after.’  Age 9+ 
Grief-Loss-Family-Home

357. Robin Hood #2: Piracy, Paintballs And Zebras (Robert Muchmore)  $14.99   $13.50
Robin Hood lives... When Clare Gisborne and Little John return to school after the Locksley Riot, there’s rebellion in the air and 
Robin Hood’s name graffitied on every wall. Power dynamics are shifting - now, instead of being a feared bully, the daughter 
of Locksley’s most hated criminal finds herself shunned by classmates and pelted with yoghurt and rotting fruit. Meanwhile at 
Sherwood Designer Outlets, Robin has plans of his own. He is determined to hack Sheriff Marjorie’s office so that the rebels know 
her every move - and to work with animal rights activists to end a cruel trophy hunt inside the grounds of Sherwood Castle... Age 
12+ Adventure-Justice-Survival For all titles in this series type ROBIN HOOD into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

358. Shadow Skye #2: Broken Raven, The (Joseph Elliot)  $18.99   $17.10
After their escape from Norveg, Agatha and Jaime return with their clan to the Isle of Skye to find that their enclave is now in 
the hands of the treacherous people of Raasay. They find tenuous shelter with another clan, but disaster soon strikes when the 
terrifying shadow creatures known as sgàilean escape their magical prison and wreak havoc across the island. Now Agatha and 
Jaime must call on old and new allies to fight this threat. In the meantime, a ship from Norveg sails for the court of King Edmund 
of Ingland, where a dangerous alliance is forming, and Sigrid, a girl with an extraordinary memory, works to free herself from the 
clutches of a cruel king. All three protagonists must summon their particular powers to save the island from the horde of dark 
creatures and foil the plans of two vengeful monarchs. Age 12+ Down’s Syndrome-Fantasy-Adventure-Dystopian For all titles in 
this series type SHADOW SKYE into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

359. Shark Caller, The (Zillah Bethell)  $14.99   $13.50
Desperate to become a shark-caller to avenge the death of her parents, Blue Wing is instead charged with befriending infuriating 
newcomer Maple. At first they are angry and out of sync with the island and each other. But when the tide breathes the promise 
of treasure, can they overcome their differences and brave the deadliest shark in the ocean? Age 9+ Death/Bereavement-Family-
Papua New Guinea-Tradition-Community-Culture

360. Ship Of Shadows, The (Maria Kuzniar)  $14.99   $13.50
Aleja whiles away her days in her family’s dusty tavern in Seville, dreaming of distant lands and believing in the kind of magic that 
she’s only ever read about in books. After all, she’s always being told that girls can’t be explorers. But her life is changed forever 
when adventure comes for her in the form of a fabled vessel called the Ship of Shadows. Crewed by a band of ruthless women, with 
cabin walls dripping with secrets, the ship has sailed right out of a legend. And it wants Aleja. Once on board its shadowy deck, she 
begins to realize that the sea holds more secrets than she ever could have imagined. The crew are desperately seeking something, 
and their path will take them through treacherous waters and force them to confront nightmare creatures and pitch-dark magic. 
It will take all of Aleja’s strength and courage to gain the trust of her fellow pirates - and discover what they are risking everything 
to find. Age 9+ Fantasy-Magic-Adventure

361. Shoe Wars (Liz Pichon)  $19.99   $15.99 
Meet Ruby and Bear Foot. They’re running out of time to rescue their inventor dad from his hideous boss Wendy Wedge. She’ll do 
anything to win the glitzy Golden Shoe award and knows that entering flying shoes is her hot ticket to the trophy. Flying shoes that 
Ruby and Bear just happen to be hiding... This can only mean one thing. It’s... Shoe Wars! Age 9+

362. Skywake: Invasion (Jamie Russell)  $14.99   $13.50
Fifteen-year-old girl gamer Casey Henderson is obsessed with smash-hit game SkyWake - and she’s good at it, too. Little does she 
realize it’s actually an alien training tool created by an evil extra-terrestrial race. When the aliens swoop down on a national gaming 
tournament, Casey and her teammates discover they’re abducting the best gamers to fight in a distant alien war across the galaxy. 
And they’ve got her brother. Casey’s gaming skills are her best hope of stopping the aliens - but first she and her online teammates 
must learn to work together in real life...Age 10+ Science Fiction-Adventure-Fantasy

363. Skulduggery Pleasant: Apocalypse Kings (Derek Landy)  $4.99   $4.50
Three ancient gods are freed from their prison with only one desire: to destroy the planet and everyone on it. To save us all, 
Skulduggery Pleasant and Valkyrie Cain must go undercover in a Dublin school. Skulduggery has to blend in with the teaching 
staff, while Valkyrie has to pass for an ordinary schoolgirl. Above all else, no matter what happens, they both must act completely 
and utterly normal. We are so dead. Age 10+ For all titles in this series type SKULDUGGERY PLEASANT CODE into the search facility 
at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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364. Smartest Kid In The Universe, The (Chris Grabenstein)  $17.99   $16.20
12 year old Jake’s middle school is about to be shut down. Jake and his friends know their school’s worth saving-if they could only 
figure out how! When Jake spies a bowl of jellybeans at the hotel where his mom works, he eats them. But uh-oh-those weren’t just 
jellybeans, one of the scientists at his mom’s conference is in the process of developing the first ingestible information pills. And 
THAT’S what Jake ate. Before long, Jake is the smartest kid in the universe. But the pills haven’t been tested yet. And when word 
gets out about this new genius, people want him. The government. The mega corporations. Not all of them are good people! Can 
Jake navigate all the ins and outs of his newfound geniusdom AND use his smarts to figure out how to save his school? It turns out, 
sometimes even the smartest kid has a lot to learn! Age 10 + Science Fiction-Inventions-Humour

365. Songs of Magic #2: Vanishing Of Griffins, A (S.A Patrick)  $14.99   $13.50
Join the brave friends Patch, Wren and Barver for another adventure of magic and music! Thrill as they meet the Pirates of the 
Eastern Seas! Marvel as they venture to the only city where dragons and humans live side by side! Gasp as they journey high into 
the snowy peaks, where the greatest secret of the griffins lies hidden! And tremble as they come face to face once more with the 
increasingly powerful and evil Hamelyn Piper...Age 10+ Fantasy-Adventure-Magic-Friendship For all titles in this series type SONGS 
OF MAGIC into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

366. Sylvie: Graphic Novel (Sylvie Kantorovitz)  $17.99   $16.20
In a wise and witty graphic memoir, a young artist finds her path apart from the expectations of those around her.
Sylvie lives in a school in France. Her father is the principal, and her home is an apartment at the end of a hallway of classrooms. 
As a young child, Sylvie and her brother explore this most unusual kingdom, full of small mysteries and quirky surprises. But in 
middle and high school, life grows more complicated. Sylvie becomes aware of her parents’ conflicts, the complexities of shifting 
friendships, and what it means to be the only Jewish family in town. She also begins to sense that her perceived “success” relies on 
the pursuit of math and science--even though she loves art. In a funny and perceptive graphic memoir, author-illustrator Sylvie 
Kantorovitz traces her first steps as an artist and teacher. Age 10+ Graphic Novel-Autobiography-Art-Artists-Racism-STEAM

367. Tangle Of Spells, A (Michael Harrison)  $16.99   $15.30
A dangerous spell cast over an unsuspecting village. An enchanted painting locked in a hidden room. A desperate race against 
time to break the spell before it’s too late... It should have been a fresh start for the Widdershins. Finally free from the misty gloom of 
Crowstone and beginning a new life. But all is not as it seems in their postcard-pretty village. Their neighbours are acting strangely, 
and why do they flinch at the mere mention of magic? The Widdershins sisters have their own secret: a set of enchanted nesting 
dolls with the power to render their user invisible. The sisters must use their wits - and their magic - if they’re to break the dark hold 
over the village, and save one of their own . . . but have they met their match this time? Age 8+ Fantasy-Magic-Spells

368. The Mythics #2: Teenage Gods Graphic Novel (Philippe Ogaki)  $24.99     $22.50
Earth is in peril as ancient evil, thought banished to Mars ages ago, has resurfaced all over the world. Now, six teenagers from 
around the globe are being recruited and gifted with extraordinary powers and sacred weapons to stop this plague. Age 9+ Graphic 
Novel-Mythology-Science Fiction For all titles in this series type THE MYTHICS  into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

369. Theodora Hendrix And The Monstrous League Of Monsters   
(Jordan Kopy and Chris Jevons)  $14.99   $113.50
The first rule of the Monstrous League of Monsters is: Keep monsters hidden from humans. But when zombie George and his 
cat companion Bandit find an abandoned baby, they can’t leave her to be eaten by hobgoblins. So they spirit her home where 
she quickly becomes part of the family. Fast-forward ten years, and young Theodora doesn’t seem too scarred by her monstrous 
upbringing. But now a series of anonymous letters suggest that someone is about to reveal their secret. If Theodora doesn’t act fast, 
she may lose her family for ever…Age 8+ Fantasy-Magic-Monsters

370. This Wonderful Thing (Adam Baron)  $14.99   $13.50
Jessica is playing with her family at the river when she finds a dirty, bedraggled teddy bear in the water. She has no idea that it 
will change everything, forever. Meanwhile, Cymbeline comes home from school to find that his mum’s house has been broken 
into - and the thieves seemed oddly focused on his toys. Thank goodness he had Mr Fluffy, his Bear of Most Extreme Importance, 
with him. Soon, Jessica and Cymbeline find themselves swept up in a mystery that spans decades, threatens their families, and 
turns their lives upside down. But sometimes, just maybe, a new life can be a really wonderful thing. Age 10+ Friendship-Family 
Secrets-Mystery-Humour

371. Tom Gates #18: Ten Tremendous Tales (Liz Pichon)  $16.99   $15.30
A laugh-out-loud, fully illustrated collection of stories starring Tom Gates and his friends, family and foes! Featuring: a delicious 
chicken pie; getting stuck in a lift with Delia; a teacher swap at school; some tiny ants in tiny pants and the adventures of Wafer 
Boy... Tom Gates is TREMENDOUS and so are his TALES! Age 9+ Short Stories-Humour For all titles in this series type TOM GATES into 
the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

372. Valley Of Lost Secrets, The (Lesley Parr)  $14.99   $13.50
September 1939. When Jimmy is evacuated to a small village in Wales, it couldn’t be more different from London. Green, quiet 
and full of strangers, he instantly feels out of place. But then he finds a skull hidden in a tree, and suddenly the valley is more 
frightening than the war. Who can Jimmy trust? His brother is too little; his best friend has changed. Finding an ally in someone he 
never expects, they set out together to uncover the secrets that lie with the skull. What they discover will change Jimmy - and the 
village - forever. Age 9+ Historical-Mystery-Friendship-World War 2-Courage
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373. Vega Jane #1: Vega Jane And The Secrets Of Sorcery (David Baldacci)  $17.99   $16.20
Vega Jane is fourteen when she is secretly given a map that reveals a mysterious world and dangerous creatures beyond the walls 
of Wormwood, a place no one has ever left - or wanted to. Until now. The map makes her question everything she has ever been 
told about the place she calls home. Her friend Delph and her dog, Harry Two, are the only ones Vega trusts. Trapped by secrets and 
lies, they want freedom and truth. But she will have to fight for freedom. And the truth may cost Vega her life. *Originally published 
as The Finisher Age 12+

374. War With Grandpa, The (Robbert Kimmel Smith)  $14.99   $13.50
Peter was so excited that Grandpa was coming to live with his family - but he hadn’t expected Grandpa to take his room... Peter 
loves his Grandpa, but now he feels he has only one choice: to declare war! With the help of his friends, Peter devises outrageous 
plans to make Grandpa surrender the room. But Grandpa is tougher than he looks. Rather than give in, Grandpa plans to get even. 
They used to be such great pals. Has their war gone too far? Age 7+ Grandparents-Family Unit-Humour

375. Warriors: The Broken Code #2: Silent Thaw, The (Erin Hunter)  $14.99   $13.50
ThunderClan’s leader, Bramblestar, has been behaving erratically after losing one of his nine lives, and suspicion is quickly spreading 
across Clan borders. And when a strange apparition sparks unrest in SkyClan and ShadowClan, each warrior must decide where 
their allegiances lie-with their Clan, or the warrior code itself. Age 10+ For all titles in this series type WARRIORS: THE BROKEN CODE 
into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

376. When We Got Lost In Dreamland (Ross Welford)  $16.99   $13.59
When 12 year-old Malky and his younger brother Seb become the owners of a “Dreaminator”, they are thrust into worlds beyond 
their wildest imagination. From tree-top flights and Spanish galleons, to thrilling battles and sporting greatness - it seems like 
nothing is out of reach when you can share a dream with someone else. But... impossible dreams come with incredible risks, and 
when Seb won’t wake up and is taken to hospital in a coma, Malky is forced to leave reality behind and undertake a final, terrifying 
journey to the stone-age to wake his brother...Age 10+ Science Fiction-Dreams-Risk-Adventure-Siblings

377. Wind In The Willows: Graphic Novel, The (Russell Punter and Xaviier Bonet)  $16.99   $15.30 
When Mole pops his head out of the ground one fine, spring morning, his friend Rat introduces him to the world of the riverbank 
and its most famous resident, the exuberant Mr. Toad. Mole soon finds himself caught up in Toad’s mischievous exploits, culminating 
in a battle for Toad Hall itself. Age 8+ Graphic Novel-Classics

378. Wings of Fire #14: Dangerous Gift, The (Tui T. Sutherland)  $16.99   $15.30
Snowfall didn’t expect to be queen of the IceWings at such a young age, but now that she is, she’s going to be the best queen ever. 
All she has to do is keep her tribe within IceWing territory, where its safe while keeping every other tribe out, where they belong. 
It’s a perfect and simple plan, backed up by all the IceWing magic Snowfall can find. That is, until a storm of unidentified dragons 
arrives on her shore, looking for asylum. The foreigners are completely strange and, Snowfall is certain, utterly untrustworthy. But 
as she escorts the miserable new tribes out of her kingdom, Snowfall is forced to reconsider her plan. Maybe she can only keep her 
tribe safe... if she’s willing to risk everything. Age 8+ Fantasy-Dragons For all titles in this series type WINGS OF FIRE into the search 
facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

379. Wings Of Fire Graphic Novel #4: Dark Secret: Graphic Novel, The (Tui T Sutherland)  $17.99   $16.20
In the shadows, trouble is brewing... When Starflight is stolen by his own tribe, he hopes to at least discover some of the long-held 
NightWing secrets what magical powers they really have, who they’re allied with in the war, and where they’ve been living all 
this time. But the truth about Starflights tribe is more terrible than he ever imagined: Not only do the NightWings live in a dark, 
miserable place, but they’ve imprisoned several innocent RainWings there, too. Stranded and alone, Starflight only wants to get 
back to his friends. But the fate of two kingdoms now rests in his talons, and with no one to save him, Starflight will have to find a 
way to be brave... before it’s too late. Age 9+ Graphic Novel-Dragons For all titles in this series type WINGS OF FIRE GRAPHIC NOVEL 
into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

380. Winterborne Home For Mayhem And Mystery (Ally Carter)  $14.99   $13.50
April is one of five foster kids living at Winterborne Home, a sprawling mansion full of secrets. The biggest secret is that Gabriel 
Winterborne, their reclusive millionaire guardian, is actually The Sentinel, a masked vigilante tasked with protecting the city. When 
Gabriel goes missing, it’s up to the kids to find him before his enemies do. Full of adventure, gadgets and humour, the second book 
in the captivating new series from the bestselling author of Gallagher Girls will have you hooked! Age 9+ Mystery-Friendship-
Adventure

381. Witches Film Tie-In Edition, The (Roald Dahl)  $14.99   $13.50
BEWARE. Real witches dress in ordinary clothes and look like ordinary women. But they are not ordinary. They are always plotting 
and scheming with murderous, bloodthirsty thoughts - and they hate children. The Grand High Witch hates children most of all and 
plans to make every single one of YOU disappear. Only one boy and his grandmother can stop her, but if their plan fails the Grand 
High Witch will frizzle them like fritters, and then what? Age 9+

382. World Burn Down (Steve Cole and Oriol)  $12.99   $11.70
Carlos’s mother works for IBAMA, Brazil’s Environmental Authority. As head of a specially trained task force, her role is to protect 
the Amazon from the farmers, loggers and miners who are illegally destroying the precious rainforest. It’s a dangerous role and 
when she upsets some of these landgrabbers, they decide to teach her a lesson by kidnapping her son, Carlos. Taken deep into the 
Amazon, Carlos manages to escape his captors only to find himself trapped by the fast-moving fires. Will he be able to outrun the 
flames as the world around him burns down? This book has a dyslexia-friendly layout, typeface and paperstock so that even more 
readers can enjoy it Age 9+  Dyslexic Friendly-Environmental Issues-Climate Change-Rainforests-Fire
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383. 100 Things To Know About The Oceans (Alex Frith and Jerome Martin)  $19.99   $18.00
An eye-catching information book filled with one hundred quirky and surprising facts about the seas and oceans. Do fish wear 
pyjamas? What’s the sound of an iceberg melting? How many sheep did it take to launch a Viking longship? Which is faster - 
a tsunami or a bullet train? Find the answers to these and many more questions in a book that explores the history, science, 
environment and art of our planet’s seas and oceans. Richly illustrated and perfect for broadening children’s knowledge of an 
essential subject, away from the classroom.

384. 365 Real-Life Superheroes (Valentina Camerini)  $22.99   $20.70
Real stories about true superheroes- from Galileo to Greta Thunberg - or, in Australia, from Eddie Mabo to Lowitja O’Donoghue. 
Among the heroes profiled are sportspeople, scientists, journalists, explorers, doctors, astronauts, musicians, artists and activists. 
Each has been chosen because they display a particular heroic attribute- courage, intelligence, creativity, determination, justice 
or generosity. This charming illustrated collection of stories will entertain and, above all, inspire young readers. Age 9+ Famous 
People-Biography

385. ABC Alphabet Board Book (Chihiro Takeuchi)  $19.99   $18.00
A fun and creative search and find book to please any young reader. Can you peek through the die-cuts to find one armadillo, or 
two camels or five juicy bananas? There’s a world of discovery and delight on every page of this wild search and find book.

386. Amazing Art For Creative Kids (Emily Kington)  $22.99   $20.70
Anyone can become a great artist This book is full of amazingly creative projects to inspire and help you unleash your inner artist. 
With easy to follow step-by-step instructions to guide you you’ll be making masterpieces in no time.

387. Amazing Treasures (David Long and MUTI)  $34.99   $31.50
Discover 100 of the world’s most remarkable artefacts, most stunning artworks and most intriguing ruins in this beautifully 
illustrated book about Earth’s treasures. Treasures both natural and manmade make an appearance in a tour which stretches across 
thousands of years and all around the globe. Discover sunken wrecks loaded with pirate gold, the abandoned tombs of the world’s 
most powerful rulers and even meteorites - treasures from outer space! A central gatefold offers a world map revealing the locations 
of all the treasures included in the book, while Blue Peter award-winning author David Long also addresses contemporary topics 
such as our threatened natural wonders and the ownership of cultural treasures.

388. Animals In Art (Sabrina Hahn)  $29.99   $27.00
Learn the alphabet through animals and fine art! Spark your child’s creativity and curiosity with this delightfully curated alphabet 
book featuring some of the world’s most popular animals and iconic paintings. In this collection, your child will discover artwork 
by Vincent van Gogh, Winslow Homer, Clara Peeters, and many others. Learn about butterflies in Odilon Redon’s Butterflies, purr 
like kittens while examining Henriette Ronner-Knip’s The Cat at Play, and discuss the colours used in Franz Marc’s Blue Horse I. 
With a fun rhyming scheme and large, colourful text, Animals in Art will inspire your budding art lovers as they learn the about the 
alphabet, animals, and new words by finding objects in paintings. Then, as your child grows, you can read the playful poems aloud 
together and answer the interactive questions that accompany each painting.

389. Anger Is Like Armour (Shona Innes)  $14.99   $13.50
Anger is a strong and powerful thing. It brings us lots of energy, and it can tell us when something is not right or when we have a 
problem. Anger is something that can protect and take care of us. Anger is a bit like armour. This series deals with emotive issues 
that children face in direct and gentle terms, allowing children’s feelings and problems to be more easily shared and discussed with 
family and friends. These beautiful picture books share simple examples of positive thinking that children can apply to everyday 
situations.

390. Art In Country: A Treasury For Children (Bronwyn Bancroft)  $29.99   $27.00
Gorges that plummet into serpentine shadows ...Cloaks of white that drape the rocky crags of snowy mountains ... In this 
magnificent celebration of country, Bronwyn Bancroft uses colours, shapes, patterns and words to explore the awe-inspiring 
beauty of the Australian continent, and to express the depth of her feelings for it. The Art in Country: A Treasury for Children is an 
essential addition to any young Australian’s library, and a perfect introduction to the many wonders that this country has to offer. 
This is a treasury to be cherished by all who love this land.

391. Atlas Of Great Journeys, The (Philip Steele)  $35.00   $31.50
The Atlas of Great Journeys allows readers to follow in the footsteps of the most daring adventurers as they set out to explore 
the unknown. Fascinating original map illustrations show the world’s greatest journeys, and lavishly illustrated fact pages tell the 
stories of each expedition - what dangers they faced, how long they travelled, and much more. As well as amazing illustrated maps 
and stories, this book has a unique Augmented Reality component that magically brings these journeys to life. Use your tablet or 
phone on each map spread to trace the routes they took and read about every stage of their journeys.
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392. Aussie Stem Star: Eddie Woo: Making Math’s Fabulous Fun (Rebecca Lim)  $14.99   $13.50
Eddie Woo has already packed a lot into his short life. Australian High School Maths teacher, education ambassador and advisor, 
author, TV Host and YouTube sensation, Eddie has been putting the magic in maths for the past ten years, allowing students to 
learn in creative and practical ways, and being at the forefront of school-based integrated STEM education. His is an inspiring story 
of empathy, generosity, mentorship, personal connection, and overcoming adversity. In 2012 Eddie began to film his classroom 
lessons for a sick student, and put them up on YouTube, on his ‘WooTube’ channel. This became a valuable mechanism for students 
to direct their own learning at a pace that suited them. ‘WooTube’ now has over 1 million subscribers around the world. On 
discovering that teachers in training found his videos an invaluable window into actual classrooms and what exemplary teaching 
looks like in action, he created a separate channel where teachers can share their expertise. Eddie is well known across Australia 
as an advocate for teachers and the importance of teaching. He has written for and been featured in specialist teaching press and 
in national and international media; served on on education advisory boards; given TED talks; published his own books; and won 
numerous awards, including Australia Day Local Hero of the Year and being named as one of the world’s Top 10 teachers.

393. Aussie Stem Star: Gisela Kaplan: Bird And Primate Scientist (Emily Gale)  $14.99   $13.50
Aussie STEM Stars is an inspiring children’s series that celebrates Australia’s experts in Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Mathematics Gisela Kaplan’s story contains several lifetimes, beginning in wartime Germany where she endured many challenges 
as a child that lead to a profound curiosity, care and compassion for all living beings. She is a leading voice in animal behaviour 
worldwide with a special expertise in birds. As well as caring for hundreds of birds in her back garden – from wedge-tailed eagles 
to tiny rosella chicks – her captivating scientific studies on Australian magpies, tawny frogmouths and other iconic species have 
uncovered incredible facts about their complicated lives that will delight and fascinate children and adults alike. Professor Kaplan 
is on a mission to spread the word about how intelligent and surprising birds are, before time runs out for many of them.

394. Australia’s Wild Weird Wonderful Weather   
(Stephanie Owen Reeder and  Tania McCartney)  $24.99   $19.99 
In Australia’s Wild Weird Wonderful Weather, readers are introduced to the wide range of weather in Australia, with bite-size pieces 
of information presented alongside graphic illustrations to entice young readers. Older readers will enjoy the detailed explanations 
about everything weather, from what causes certain phenomena to reading weather maps, exploring the climate of the past and 
preparing for the climate of the future. Australia-Weather-Extreme Weather-Climate Change Geography Year 1

395. Backyard Bugs (Gladys Milroy)  $19.99   $18.00
From beautiful butterflies to kaleidoscopic Christmas beetles, First Nations author and illustrator Helen Milroy returns to the 
backyard with a picture book designed to teach kids (and their handlers) all about the scurrying, scuttling, scooting, buzzing, 
zooming splendour of insects.

396. Body Atlas, The (Dorling Kindersley)  $29.99   $27.00
Reveal the inner workings of the human body with this illustrated atlas. How well do you know your body? What happens under your 
skin? Where exactly is your stomach? What does your liver do? How can ears help your balance? The Body Atlas answers all these 
questions and many more. This unique visual guide approaches a body as if were a map, divided into “continents” (such as parts of 
the body) and “countries” (such as organs). You can see inside your body and examine it region by region - for example, the head 
and neck or the upper torso. These regions enclose vital structures, such as the brain, lungs, and heart, just as continents contain 
countries. Body systems such as the circulatory system (blood) and nervous system, link the body regions just like mountains and 
rivers range across countries.The detailed illustrations carefully pull back the layers of the body so you can see inside the hidden 
interior. All bones, muscles, and organs are clearly labelled with scientific and common names; and there are photos of parts you 
wouldn’t normally be able to see, such as your vocal cords.

397. Build It! Make It! (Rob Ives)  $22.99   $20.70
Build your very own land vehicles watercraft flying machines and robots and discover how household items can be used to mimic 
the abilities of real-life machines. Test your engineering abilities and uncover the science behind your creations.

398. Climate Action (Georgina Stevens and Katie Rewse)  $39.99   $36.00
This is a book about climate change. In this book, we share the facts, but we also share hope. Learn about the causes of climate 
change and how it is affecting our world. Explore the human impact and what it means to have a carbon footprint. Read about 
creative ideas for tackling the climate crisis. Be inspired by the positive stories from young changemakers around the globe. Get 
tips on how to take actions and reduce your carbon footprint. Our planet needs us, and we need our planet. One tree will be 
planted for every book sold in the UK.

399. Climate Crisis For Beginners (Eddie Reynolds and El Primo Ramon)  $19.99   $18.00
This book explains, in simple language and with clear illustrations, what the climate is, and how it is changing very rapidly at the 
moment, and the effects this is having on our planet. It tackles suggestions about what needs to change in the way people live, 
from power stations to farming, and explains why it’s so difficult to do. Along the way, it also talks about what individuals can do, 
including tips on how to keep a clear head and not get overwhelmed by bad news.
 
400. Climate Emergency Atlas: What’s Happening-What Can We Do (Dorling Kindersley)  $24.99   $19.99 
Our house is on fire - it’s time to wake up to the climate crisis facing planet Earth before it’s too late. Which countries generate the 
highest CO2 emissions? Which coastal cities are most vulnerable to rising sea levels? What will the polar ice caps look like in 10 
years’ time? Which countries have successfully harnessed renewable energy sources? This unique graphic altas tells you everything 
you need to know about the current climate emergency, and what we can do to turn things around. Environmental Issues-Climate 
Change
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401. Convicts (Jackie French and Dave Hackett)  $14.99   $13.50
Telling BITS of history as they really were! In 1788, beautiful Australia became a prison as England sent their convicts to the new 
colony on crowded, smelly ships. And when they arrived, they brought the stink with them. Life as a convict was toughflogging was 
frequent, food was scarce, and they knew almost nothing about farming. Let alone their new home. Life as a convict stankin every 
way! Welcome to the most STINKY look at Australia yet!

402. Create the Code: Computer Graphics (Max Wainewright)  $19.99   $18.00
Computer graphics are everywhere! From the icons and buttons you tap to open and navigate apps to the impressive special 
effects in movies, these are created by computers and more or less complex code. Let’s take a look inside how these work and 
learn to code our own in Create the Code: Computer Graphics. Using Scratch and HTML, you’ll create a simple drawing app, code 
an explosion and even make a 3D model of the Solar System. Each book in the Create the Code series explains the key computer 
code and systems that are used to create and control the tech you use everyday such as the Internet, your smartphone, music and 
films and your apps. Step-by-step activities teach you how to create your own versions on screen with code The series uses Scratch, 
HTML and MIT’s App Inventor as the coding languages

403. Create the Code: Internet, The (Max Wainewright)  $19.99   $18.00
The Internet is everywhere and on it are millions of websites! But how do they work? What’s inside them and how are the apps we 
rely on so much created and designed? These are the topics explored in Create the Code: The Internet. Using Scratch and HTML, 
you’ll create a different types of web pages, a simple game and even your own search engine. Each book in the Create the Code 
series explains the key computer code and systems that are used to create and control the tech you use everyday such as the 
Internet, your smartphone, music and films and your apps. Step-by-step activities teach you how to create your own versions on 
screen with code. The series uses Scratch, HTML and MIT’s App Inventor as the coding languages

404. Create the Code: Smartphones (Max Wainewright)  $19.99   $18.00
Smartphones have become an extension of ourselves. We couldn’t live without them. But how do they work? What’s inside them 
and how are the apps we rely on so much created and designed? These are the topics explored in Create the Code: Smartphones. 
You’ll also learn to code your own apps using Scratch and MIT’s App Inventor: create emojis, code a web browser and make your 
own selfie filter app! Best of all : you’ll get to test them on your own smartphone! Each book explains the key computer code and 
systems that are used to create and control the tech you use everyday such as the Internet, your smartphone, music and films and 
your apps. Step-by-step activities teach you how to create your own versions on screen with code The series uses Scratch, HTML 
and MIT’s App Inventor as the coding languages

405. Create the Code: Sound And Video (Max Wainewright)  $19.99   $18.00
Sound and video are everywhere! You can watch and listen on your phone, on your tablet, but can you create them with code and 
how are they added to websites? Let’s take a look inside how these work and learn to code our own in Create the Code: Sound and 
Video. Using Scratch and HTML, you’ll create a simple music sequencer, code some sound effects and even embed videos into web 
pages. Each book in the Create the Code series explains the key computer code and systems that are used to create and control the 
tech you use everyday such as the Internet, your smartphone, music and films and your apps. Step-by-step activities teach you how 
to create your own versions on screen with code. The series uses Scratch, HTML and JavaScript as the coding languages

406. Curious Nature: Animals (Nancy Dickmann)  $19.99   $18.00
Have you ever wondered why zebras have stripes, how animals change colour or why lizards like to sit in the sun? Read this book 
to find out how animals feed, grow and survive. From acorns to zebras, we’ll look at the puzzling questions you may have. Some of 
the answers might surprise you! Why is the sky blue? How long does a forest take to grow? Is it Mist or Fog? These are a few of the 
questions that are answered in the illustrated series Curious Nature. Natural phenomena are introduced as questions and answered 
in a simple and comprehensive way.

407. Curious Nature: Biomes (Nancy Dickmann)  $19.99   $18.00
Have you ever wondered why pine trees have needles, how bushfires start or why there are no trees at the tops of tall mountains? 
Read this book to find out about the world’s biomes and the plants and animals that live in them. Why is the sky blue? How long 
does a forest take to grow? Is it Mist or Fog? These are a few of the questions that are answered in the illustrated series Curious 
Nature. Natural phenomena are introduced as questions and answered in a simple and comprehensive way.

408. Curious Nature: Human Body (Nancy Dickmann)  $19.99   $18.00
Have you ever wondered what scabs are made of, how muscles work or why you can’t see in the dark? Read this book to find out 
how your body moves, sends messages and repairs itself. Why is the sky blue? How long does a forest take to grow? Is it Mist or Fog? 
These are a few of the questions that are answered in the illustrated series Curious Nature. Natural phenomena are introduced as 
questions and answered in a simple and comprehensive way.

409. Curious Nature: Planet Earth (Nancy Dickmann)  $19.99   $18.00
Have you ever wondered where the Sun goes at night, what air is made of or how fossils form? Read this book to find out about our 
amazing planet and what makes it so special. Why is the sky blue? How long does a forest take to grow? Is it Mist or Fog? These are 
a few of the questions that are answered in the illustrated series Curious Nature. Natural phenomena are introduced as questions 
and answered in a simple and comprehensive way.

410. Curious Nature: Plants (Nancy Dickmann)  $19.99   $18.00
Have you ever wondered why flowers are colourful, what roots do or why plants have fruits? Read this book to find out how plants 
make food, grow and spread their seeds. Why is the sky blue? How long does a forest take to grow? Is it Mist or Fog? These are a few 
of the questions that are answered in the illustrated series Curious Nature. Natural phenomena are introduced as questions and 
answered in a simple and comprehensive way.
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411. Curious Nature: Weather And Seasons (Nancy Dickmann)  $19.99   $18.00
Have you ever wondered why we have seasons, where the wind comes from or how we predict the weather? Read this book to find 
out about weather and how our planet changes throughout the year. Why is the sky blue? How long does a forest take to grow? Is 
it Mist or Fog? These are a few of the questions that are answered in the illustrated series Curious Nature. Natural phenomena are 
introduced as questions and answered in a simple and comprehensive way.

412. Day Break (Amy McQuire and Matt Chan)  $24.99   $22.50
Day Break is the story of a family making their way back to Country on January 26. We see the strength they draw from being 
together, and from sharing stories as they move through a shifting landscape. The story refocuses the narratives around ‘Australia 
Day’ on Indigenous survival and resistance, and in doing so honours the past while looking to the future. Confronting yet truthful, 
painful yet full of hope, Day Break is a crucial story that will open up a conversation on truth-telling for the next generation.

413. Easy Origami (Abigail Wheatley)  $16.99   $15.30
This book contains 64 full-colour pull-out sheets printed with straightforward folding instructions and charmingly illustrated 
origami animals to fold. Simply pull out a sheet from the book and turn to the simple, step-by-step instructions to fold one of 11 
different origami animals. From birds and butterflies to fish, dinosaurs and whales, you can fold yourself a colourful menagerie of 
61 origami creatures. The instructions are easy to follow, and include QR links to folding videos on the Usborne website. Origami

414. Extraordinary Life Of Nelson Mandela, The (Compilation)  $14.99   $13.50
Nelson Mandela is known for dedicating his life to fighting for equality in South Africa and overthrowing racial segregation. He 
grew up hearing the elders’ stories of his ancestors’ fighting in the wars of resistance, and he dreamed of fighting for the freedom of 
his people. His childhood wish was granted when he became the first black president of South Africa, and an icon for hope, change 
and equality. Biography-Famous People-South Africa-Apartheid-Racism-Freedom

415. Farm (Dorling Kindersley)  $14.99   $13.50
Everyone loves baby animals and this book is a must for fans of adorable farm animals. In this series of three elegant books, 
baby animals are shown in beautiful, crisp photography through their early lives - from helpless newborns to confident, curious 
creatures on the cusp of adulthood. See how young animals grow and change in the first weeks and months of their lives with this 
series of three engaging animal books for young nature lovers. Meet a little lamb, a playful piglet, and a delightful duckling and 
watch how they grow. A series of clear photographs show the same animal at several different stages in its early life. See how a 
duckling’s feathers turn from yellow to white and how hungry little piglets feed. This book is a delight to read aloud to preschool 
children or young readers to pick up themselves.

416. First Picture Atlas (Deborah Chancellor)  $29.99   $27.00
Take an exciting journey around the world and explore every country on Earth. Jet off to South America and discover the Amazon 
rainforest, journey to Scandinavia and visit a mermaid, then wrap up warm as you head south to Antarctica - the coldest place 
on Earth. Pictograms show where to find animals and places of interest: can you find the sunbathing walrus in Alaska? And the 
Tasmanian devil in Australia? The passport bookmark means you won’t lose your place as you travel the globe. This atlas is the 
perfect first geography reference book for both home and school. Geography-Atlas-Maps

417. Football Superstar Skills (Aidan Radnedge)  $29.99   $27.00
Want to control the ball like Kylian Mbappe, dribble like Lionel Messi and pull off stunning saves like David de Gea? Football 
Superstar Skills is guaranteed to help you emulate the feats of some of the most iconic players in world football! The book features 
20 modern greats, from headline-grabbing young stars to world-beating legends, offering key facts about their signature skills and 
what it takes to be a great footballer. Then follow the simple step-by-steps to master essential footballing skills, from the basics 
such as controlling the ball and passing, to more advanced techniques such as finding space and bending a free-kick. What’s more, 
you will learn about the game’s greatest managers, formations and tactics and even relive the greatest goals in World Cup football 
history.

418. Forgotten Fairy Tales Of Kindness And Courage (Mary Sebag-Montefiore)  $24.99   $22.50
A collection of illustrated stories, featuring diverse, inspiring and empowering characters, celebrating kindness, courage and the 
importance of being true to yourself. Forgotten Fairy Tales of Kindness and Courage breathes new life into a collection of once 
much-loved, now forgotten tales, beautifully retold by Mary Sebag-Montefiore. A disabled prince fights for his kingdom, and learns 
the importance of understanding others. A princess finds the courage to rescue her friend from goblins. A girl steps into the world 
of a book, only to find what it means to be herself. Full of magic and enchantment, these stories celebrate kindness, courage and 
the importance of being true to yourself. With a foreword by Dr Zoe Williams, NHS GP, TV presenter and health educator.

419. Game On! 2021 (Compilation)  $19.99   $18.00
Check out the ultimate annual video game guide from Scholastic! Game On! 2021 is full of the latest information on the hottest 
games of 2021, how they were developed, and how to beat them. Get ready for another awesome year of gaming with this ultimate 
guide to all your favourite games, including a definitive list of the biggest games of the past year and hottest new ones coming in 
2021! Game On! 2021 is the most comprehensive guide to all the best games, tech, and streamers, featuring a bunch of the year’s 
greatest gaming moments. This complete full-colour guide is packed with secrets, stats, tips and tricks for all your favourite games. 
All games featured in AFK’s Game On! 2021 are rated T for Teen or younger - perfect for young gamers.
 
420. Globetrotters: Germany (Jane Hinchey)  $26.99   $24.30
This series takes children around the world country by country. Inside each book you’ll find maps statistics fun facts and photos 
as well as current information on the people culture and landscape of each country. Every book is a valuable modern resource 
designed to support students and teachers.
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421. Globetrotters: Malaysia (Jane Hinchey)  $26.99   $24.30
This series takes children around the world country by country. Inside each book you’ll find maps statistics fun facts and photos 
as well as current information on the people culture and landscape of each country. Every book is a valuable modern resource 
designed to support students and teachers.

422. Gone To The Woods: A True Story About Growing Up In The Wild (Gary Paulsen)  $16.99   $15.30 
From the author of the bestselling Hatchet comes a true story of high-stakes wilderness survival! At the age of five Gary Paulsen 
escaped from a shocking Chicago upbringing to a North Woods homestead, finding a powerful respect for nature that would 
stay with him throughout his life. At the age of thirteen a librarian handed him his first book, and there he found a lasting love 
of reading. As a teenager he desperately enlisted in the Army, and there amazingly discovered his true calling as a storyteller. A 
moving and enthralling story of grit and growing up, Gone to the Woods is perfect for newcomers to the voice and lifelong fans 
alike, from the acclaimed author at his rawest and realest.

423. Great Aussie Sports: Soccer (David Rafferty)  $27.99   $22.39
This dynamic series focuses on popular sports played in Australia today. The books place particular emphasis on the sport’s 
development within Australia describing rules forms of scoring and the various levels of competition. Profiles of legendary players 
and competitors of the present and the past and descriptions of the nation’s great sporting moments will inspire young readers 
while accessible information about skills and training and the availability of local sporting groups will encourage them to ‘get 
involved’.

424. Great Aussie Sports: Swimming (David Rafferty)  $27.99   $25.20
This dynamic series focuses on popular sports played in Australia today. The books place particular emphasis on the sport’s 
development within Australia describing rules forms of scoring and the various levels of competition. Profiles of legendary players 
and competitors of the present and the past and descriptions of the nation’s great sporting moments will inspire young readers 
while accessible information about skills and training and the availability of local sporting groups will encourage them to ‘get 
involved’.

425. Heroes Of Footy (Kevin Sheedy)  $29.99   $23.99 
Dare to dream with this collection of 30 rule-breaking, boundary-pushing and risk-taking men and women who shape our national 
game. Selected by footy legend and dreamer Kevin Sheedy, Heroes of Footy celebrates the players with the biggest hearts and 
most powerful stories whose experiences will ignite the dreams of anyone who loves playing sport. Featuring stats, bios, coaching 
tips, and brilliant illustrations by Michael Weldon, Heroes of Footy is the perfect gift for young footy tragics everywhere.

426. How To Change The World (Rashmi Sirdeshpande and Annabel Tempest) $14.99   $13.50
Could you and your friends change the world? This book will inspire you with 15 true stories of groups of amazing humans who’ve 
changed the world. Discover the astonishing things humans can achieve- from the campaign for women’s votes, to the efforts to 
heal the ozone layer. Or travel back to the start of democracy in Ancient Greece, and into space to see the incredible teamwork on 
the international space station. Above all, uncover just some of the MANY ways we can work together to change our world - all 
brought to life with astonishing story-telling and illustration. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander readers are advised that this book 
contains images and names of deceased persons.

427. Illustrated Encyclopedia Of Dangerous Animals, The (Sami Bayly)  $32.99   $26.39 
Dangerous animals get a bad rap, but this beautifully illustrated encyclopaedia helps us appreciate the incredible features of some 
of our more hair-raising animal species. You will learn interesting facts about these fascinating species, (many of which you won’t 
have even known were deadly) such as how they have adapted to survive and whether we should be threatened by these animals 
or appreciate them for their incredible features. Pore over the breathtaking scientific illustrations of unusual animals from the 
geography cone snail to the wolverine, the Irukandji jellyfish to the slow loris, debating their relative dangerous features, learning 
about science and nature along the way. Animals-Adaptation-STEAM-Nature

428. It’s All About: Beastly Bugs (Compilation) $9.99   $9.00
It’s all about. Beastly Bugs gives young readers everything they want to know about the world of minibeasts, from insects such as 
ants, wasps, butterflies, and beetles to creepy crawlies such as spiders, woodlice, and centipedes. Packed with detailed photography, 
the latest bite-size facts, and a bonus audio download, this book has everything a minibeast-mad kid could need. It’s all about. is 
a collectable series filled with up-to-date stats and facts about a wide range of hot topics, including animals, history, technology, 
and vehicles. Each book comes with a bonus audio download so children can take their book wherever they go, as well as glossary 
that’s perfect for teaching and learning. Check out the other titles in the It’s all about. series and see if you can collect them all!

429. It’s All About: Dangerous Dinosaurs (Compilation)  $9.99   $9.00
Find out about everything from gentle giants such as Diplodocus to deadly killing machines such as Allosaurus and the fearsome 
Tyrannosaurus Rex. Packed with detailed photography, the latest bite-size facts, and a free audio download, this book has 
everything a dinosaur mad kid could need. It’s all about… is a collectable series filled with up-to-date stats and facts about a wide 
range of hot topics, including animals, history, technology and vehicles. Each book in the ‘It’s All About’ series comes with a free 
audio download so you can take your book wherever they go. Dinosaurs
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430. It’s All About: Riotous Rainforests (Compilation)  $9.99   $9.00
It’s all about. Riotous Rainforests gives young readers everything they want to know about the world’s rainforest regions, some 
of the most unique places on Earth. Discover the amazing array of wildlife, from noisy monkeys to tiny tree frogs, scary snakes 
to prowling jaguars. Packed with detailed photography, the latest bite-size facts, and a bonus audio download, this book has 
everything a nature-mad kid could need. It’s all about. is a collectable series filled with up-to-date stats and facts about a wide 
range of hot topics, including animals, history, technology, and vehicles. Each book comes with a bonus audio download so 
children can take their book wherever they go, as well as glossary that’s perfect for teaching and learning. Check out the other 
titles in the It’s all about. series and see if you can collect them all!

431. It’s All About: Snappy Sharks (Compilation)  $9.99   $9.00
Find out who’s who in the shark world, how predator sharks hunt their prey, which shark weighs more than three adult elephants, 
and so much more. Packed with detailed photography, the latest bite-size facts, and a free audio download, this book has 
everything a shark mad kid could need. It’s all about… is a collectable series filled with up-to-date stats and facts about a wide 
range of hot topics, including animals, history, technology and vehicles. Each book comes with a free audio download so you can 
take your book wherever they go. 

432. It’s All About: Super Solar System (Compilation)  $9.99   $9.00
Read about our rocky Moon and how we travelled there, stunning star constellations, and what it’s like on board the International 
Space Station. Packed with detailed photography, the latest bite-size facts, and a free audio download, this book has everything a 
budding astronaut could need. It’s all about… is a collectable series filled with up-to-date stats and facts about a wide range of hot 
topics, including animals, history, technology and vehicles. Each book in the ‘It’s All About’ series comes with a free audio download 
so you can take your book wherever they go.

433. It’s All About: Wild Weather (Compilation)  $9.99   $9.00
Read about twisting tornadoes and fierce floods, how the wildest weather can cause the most extreme places, and how we can 
use science to predict the weather to cope with natural disasters. Packed with detailed photography, the latest bite-size facts, and 
a free audio download, this book has everything for the young meteorologist-in-training. It’s all about… is a collectable series 
filled with up-to-date stats and facts about a wide range of hot topics, including animals, history, science, technology and vehicles.

434. Kid Reporter: Secret To Breaking News (Saffron Howden)  $27.99   $25.20
You don’t need to be an adult to break news and change the world. You can start your career as a young reporter right now. In 
Kid Reporter you’ll learn how to: • research, investigate and interview • write, produce, photograph and record • fact-check and 
edit • start a school newspaper, create a TV-style news show, or a current affairs website or podcast. Kid Reporter will also help 
you navigate the daily deluge of media, information and ‘fake news’ and grasp the tools to become a responsible creator yourself. 
Packed with inspiring stories from young people who’ve already started their reporting careers, and tips from some of Australia’s 
and the world’s leading journalism experts, this fun, easy-to-use guide gives kids the scoop on how to become a junior journalist.

435. Life Through Time: A Four-Billion-Year Journey (Dorling Kindersley)  $24.99   $19.99 
In a series of stunning panoramic illustrations and lively, engaging text, this book tells the story of life on Earth through key 
evolutionary periods, from life’s earliest origins to the first farmers. The amazing story of life’s evolution begins in vast oceans 
and swamp forests, and is shaken by dramatic extinctions caused by ice, violent volcanic eruptions, and meteor impacts. Explore 
geological time and the origins of species that still exist today in early fish, amphibians, birds, reptiles, and mammals. It takes 
readers through the years of dinosaurs and megafauna up to the appearance of our first human ancestors around six million years 
ago to the evolution of hunter-gathering Homo sapiens in the Ice Age and the first civilizations. Evolution-Planet Earth-Time-
History

436. Little People, Big Dreams: Charles Darwin 
(Isabella Sanchez Vegara and Mark Hoffmann)  $19.99   $18.00
 From the critically acclaimed, multimillion-copy bestselling Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover the life of Charles Darwin, the 
scientist who changed the way people see the world. Although he didn’t do very well at school, Charles Darwin was passionately 
curious about wildlife, humans and plants. After a journey to South America, he developed his landmark theory: that all living 
things are related. Today, he is regarded as one of the most brilliant scientists who ever lived, and a hero to those who dare to think 
differently. This inspiring book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline 
with historical photos and a detailed profile of the iconic naturalist’s life. 

437. Little People, Big Dreams: Mary Anning (Isabella Sanchez Vegara and Popy Matigot)  $19.99   $18.00
When Mary was little, her family was very poor. She used to help her dad to comb for shells and bones up high on dangerous cliffs. 
After receiving a book as a gift from a kind benefactor, Mary learned all about fossils. She continued to hunt for them and made the 
startling discovery of a complete skeleton of an ichthyosaur. Sadly, she wasn’t allowed to study along with all the other men, but 
she carried on making her own discoveries - including dinosaur poo! - and advising the Geological Society when they needed help. 
It took a lifetime to receive recognition but we all remember her now as the mother of paleontology. This roar-some book features 
stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed 
profile of the paleontologist’s life.
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438. Little People, Big Dreams: Megan Rapinoe   
(Isabella Sanchez Vegara and Paulina Morgan)  $19.99   $18.00
 In this book from the critically acclaimed, multimillion-copy bestselling Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover the life of Megan 
Rapinoe, the world record-breaking footballer and activist. Chasing a ball in the school playground, Megan discovered her calling 
at a young age. Even if she didn’t always fit in at school, she was a star on the field - and her teammates thought so too. Her passion, 
skill and leadership took Team USA to Olympic Gold and a World Cup victory, while she continues to champion women’s and 
LGBTQ+ rights and representation in sport. This inspiring book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, 
including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the US co-captain’s life. Little People, BIG DREAMS 
is a bestselling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people, from designers and artists to 
scientists and activists. All of them achieved incredible things, yet each began life as a child with a dream.This empowering series 
offers inspiring messages to children of all ages, in a range of formats. 

439. Little People, Big Dreams: Prince (Isabella Sanchez Vegara and Jack Cachete)  $19.99   $18.00
In this book from the critically acclaimed, multimillion-copy bestselling Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover the life of Prince, 
one of the most iconic performers in music history. From a young age, Prince was obsessed with music. Even though he couldn’t 
read it, his talent - whether on piano, drums, guitar or vocals - turned him into an icon. Combining funk, disco, soul and almost 
every other genre out there, his songs are some of the best-loved all around the world. Prince knew that he didn’t have to be like 
anyone else to be a star - and there was no one quite like Prince. This inspiring book features stylish and quirky illustrations and 
extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the music legend’s life.

440. Little People, Big Dreams: Stevie Wonder   
(Isabella Sanchez Vegara and Melissa Lee Johnson)  $19.99   $18.00
In this book from the critically acclaimed, multimillion-copy bestselling Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover the life of Stevie 
Wonder, the genius behind some of the world’s best-loved songs. At just 8 years old, it was clear that Steveland Judkins was going 
to be a star. Renamed Stevie Wonder for his astonishing talent on the piano and other instruments, he wrote and performed some 
of the biggest hits of the 1970s. Stevie became known for his inventiveness, his soulful voice and the social commentary in his 
lyrics. He is a UN Messenger of Peace and remains one of the music world’s most iconic figures. This inspiring book features stylish 
and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of 
the great musician’s life. Little People, BIG DREAMS is a bestselling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of 
outstanding people, from designers and artists to scientists and activists. All of them achieved incredible things, yet each began life 
as a child with a dream. This empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages, in a range of formats.

441. Lovely Beasts (Kate Gardner and Heidi Smith)  $16.99   $15.30
A stunning debut picture book that encourages kids to look beyond first impressions by sharing unexpected details about 
seemingly scary wild animals like gorillas, rhinoceroses, and more. This nonfiction picture book is an excellent choice to share 
during homeschooling, in particular for children ages 4 to 6. It’s a fun way to learn to read and as a supplement for activity books for 
children. Spiders are creepy. Porcupines are scary. Bats are ugly. Or are they... This captivating book invites you to learn more about 
awe-inspiring animals in the wild. After all, it’s best not to judge a beast until you understand its full, lovely life. Includes backmatter 
with additional reading suggestions.

442. Marvellous Machines: A Magic Lens Book (Jane Wilsher and Andre Lozano)  $29.99   $27.00
Reveal the inner workings of the incredible machines all around us. From mundane objects such as toasters and bicycles, to cutting 
edge technologies such as pill-sized medical robots and super-fast maglev trains. Readers use the see-through ‘invention analyser’ 
to reveal elements hidden within – everything from wires and pipes to the magnetic and gravitational forces at work. Accompanying 
text explains how these machines function, how they affect our daily lives, and the physical and chemical phenomena that enable 
them to work. Machines-Technology-Inventions

443. Molly And The Mathematical Mystery (Eugenia Cheng and Aleksandra Artymowska)  $32.99   $29.70
Join Molly as she ventures into a curious world where nothing is quite as it seems... A trail of clues lead from scene to scene, 
presenting Molly with a number of challenges. But who is leaving the clues and where will they lead? This interactive mystery 
shows maths isn’t just about numbers and sums - its about imagination! An explorative and creative approach to the sometimes 
daunting topic of maths.

444. Music And How It Works (Dorling Kindersley)  $24.99   $19.99 
Discover musical geniuses of every era, from Mozart and classical music to Bowie and pop, as well as finding out how music is 
created and what links it all together. The book explains how music is made using rhythm and melody. It covers genres from 
folk and classical to the modern music phenomena of hip hop and electronica. Instruments and music from across the world are 
featured, with “playlists” of key pieces encouraging kids to look up the music to hear for themselves. STEAM spreads delve into the 
psychology and maths behind music, from how it affects our mood to how it can improve our minds. Covering Jamaica’s reggae, 
the USA’s country, Korea’s K pop, and more. Music - The Arts Music Years 3 and 4

445. My Book Of Dinosaurs and Prehistoric Life (Dorling Kindersley)  $24.99   $22.50
Travel back in time to find out about the fantastical wildlife that lived on Earth before we did. From the first living cells to fearsome 
dinosaurs and giant mammals, take a journey through prehistory to find out about the supersized, the scary, and the downright 
bizarre animals and plants that inhabited Earth in ancient times. Broken down by plant or animal type, there are profiles on 50 key 
species, with famous favourites such as mighty Tyrannosaurus and huge woolly mammoths, as well as lesser-known organisms, 
including sail-backed Dimetrodon and aeroplane-sized pterosaur Quetzalcoatlus. Learn about the primeval world itself and how 
the Earth has changed over time, how fossils form, and the arrival of early humans. Detailed artworks bring the past to life, while 
pronunciation guides help with tricky names, and a visual index provides a quick overview of all the key species in the book.
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446. No-Cook Cookbook, The (Dorling Kindersley)  $24.99   $22.50
 If you can’t stand the heat, get into the kitchen! This cookbook helps children learn about making food by themselves - a skill 
that will last them a lifetime. The recipes in this “no-cook” cookbook will help children to gain independence in the kitchen 
and understand how to make healthy, yet very tasty meals with simple ingredients and no heat.The No-Cook Cookbook is a 
photographic cookbook with recipes that kids can make all by themselves. No cooking means that kids can use this recipe book 
to learn the basic skills needed to be successful in the kitchen by themselves. This book teaches children how to use tools such as 
a grater, sharp knife, peeler, and zester safely, and will explain kitchen safety rules. Kids will also find out how to grow their own 
herbs and vegetables at home, and then use these to prepare delicious meals. Helping young food lovers turn into budding chefs!

447. North And South (Sandra Morris)  $27.99   $25.20
A beautiful non-fiction picture book about animals around the world. This nonfiction picture book takes readers around the world 
through the months of the year, looking at seasons in both the northern and southern hemisphere. It focuses on a species in each 
hemisphere for that month, e.g. March in the northern hemisphere is polar bear cubs in the Canadian Arctic and also saltwater 
crocodiles in Australia. There will be a range of countries, habitats, species and animal activities. Potential for more in-depth facts 
at the end of the book for older readers.

448. Show Me The Money (Sue Lawson)  $24.99   $19.99 
The next time you hand over your money, take a moment to really look at that coin or note. Why is there a clear strip on each note? 
Who are those people and what’s their story? And what’s the deal with the Queen? Learn about who and what is on Australian 
money in Show Me The Money. Australian History-Money-Currency

449. Story Of Climate Change, The (Catherine Barr and Amy Husband)  $24.99   $22.50
The Story of Climate Change is a wonderful way to introduce young readers to one of the most important issues facing our world 
today. Combining history with science, this book charts the changes in our Earth’s climate, from the beginnings of the planet and 
its atmosphere, to the Industrial revolution and the dawn of machinery. Kids will learn all about the causes of climate change, 
such as factory farming and pollution, and the effects that climate change has on humans and animals across the world. As well 
as discovering the causes and effects of global warming, readers will discover practical ways we can work together to solve it, 
from using renewable energy to swapping meat for vegetables in our diet. With fact-packed text by Catherine Barr and vibrant 
illustrations by Amy Husband and Mike Love, The Story of Climate Change will give kids the information they need and inspire 
them to do their part to fight the climate emergency!

450. Story of Mars, The (Ben Hubbard)  $26.99   $24.30
Over the coming years, Mars is set to be at the centre of space exploration. With many manned and unmanned missions planned 
over the next ten years, our distant neighbour now seems closer than ever. THE STORY OF MARS takes a fascinating look at the 
history, geography, astronomy and science of the red planet. Natural wonders and extreme phenomena, such as the solar system’s 
tallest mountain, its smallest moon, dust devils and supervolcanoes are all explored, as well as the possibility of life. Solar System-
Space-Astronomy-Mars-Exploration

451. Talking About Relationships (Louise Spilsbury)  $19.99   $18.00
There’s two sides to every story. In Relationships, you will read two sides to the dilemmas, sticky situations or issues that children 
sometimes have to face when interacting with others. Encouraging you to put yourself in someone else’s shoes to see why they 
have reacted in a certain way or said certain things, will help you to understand why different point of view arise in the first place 
and why your perspective might cloud your judgement or stop other seeing your point of view. It will help you to find ways to 
positively and proactively resolve situations, deal with your emotions and maybe even change your mind. Relationships tackles 
situations including: parents not trusting you, sibling conflicts, stepfamilies, evolving friendships, peer pressure and frenemies.

452. Talking About Social Media (Louise Spilsbury)  $19.99   $18.00
There’s two sides to every story. In Social Media, you will read two sides to the dilemmas, sticky situations or issues that children 
sometimes have to face when using various social media platforms. Encouraging you to put yourself in someone else’s shoes to see 
why they have reacted in a certain way or said certain things will help you to understand why different point of view arise in the 
first place and why your perspective might cloud your judgement or stop other seeing your point of view. It will help you to find 
ways to positively and proactively resolve situations, deal with your emotions and maybe even change your mind. Social Media 
tackles situations including: being left out, spending too much time online, comparing yourself to ‘perfect’ lives, cyber security and 
online grooming.

453. Tell Me Why For Young Adults (Archie Roach)  $19.99   $18.00
‘There are many Australian stories, and mine is just one about what happened to me and other First Peoples of this country. It’s 
important for me to tell my story - because it’s not just part of my healing but of this country’s as well. We all have a story and as you 
read this book I would like you to think of your own story, what that means and who is also a part of your story.’ In his inspirational, 
highly acclaimed memoir - and including reflections from First Nations Elders and young people - Archie Roach tells the story of 
his life and his music. Only two when he was forcibly removed from his family, and brought up by a series of foster parents until 
his early teens, Archie’s world imploded when he received a letter that spoke of a life he had no memory of. It took him almost 
a lifetime to find out who he really was. Tell Me Why is an unforgettable story of resilience, strength of spirit and hope. Age 14+ 
Aboriginal Studies-Autobiography-Memoir-Stolen Generation-First Nations-Musician-Culture-Hope
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454. This Book Will (Help) Make You Happy: 50 Ways To Find Some Calm, Build Your Confidence And Make 
Yourself Smile   
(Suzy Reading and Alex Paterson)  $15.99   $14.40
Discover how you can cut the stress, catch up on sleep and breathe a little easier with 50 practical tips to really make you feel 
happier! The world is a pretty stressful place, and we all need some help reminding us to take care of ourselves. But the good news 
is that there are loads of easy tips and tricks to keep yourself feeling happy, from customising your own bedtime ritual to how to 
resolve arguments with your parents. Complete with simple breathing exercises, yoga poses and even advice on the best food to 
eat when you’re feeling down, this is a one-stop guide to transform worried kids into happy, confident ones.

455. Trucks! And Other Things With Wheels (Bryony Davies and Maria Brzozowska)  $19.99   $18.00
A fun, visual miscellany for younger children who love anything related to cars and wheels! Each double-page spread features a 
different group of fascinating vehicles to pore over, such as trains, race cars, emergency vehicles, and even a junk yard. Filled with 
hundreds of different trucks and other vehicles from around the world, even the most avid young transport fanatic will discover 
surprising new machines they haven’t seen before!

456. True Stories Of Animal Heroes: Fluffles (Vita Murrow and Rachel Qiuqi)  $19.99   $18.00
A debut picture book for the series Creatures Great and Small, the story of Fluffles is based on the real-life antics and behaviours of 
the koalas in the Australian outback. One day, Fluffles and friends noticed bush fires starting in the outback. There was nowhere to 
escape so they rose up, up, up into the trees to wait it out until the ashes cooled. But when they climbed down, the hot trees burned 
their tiny paws. While they healed, they found one another and snuggled up, as the big hugs reminded them of their trees. Their 
care for one another helped make the whole outback feel better. Their hugs were an act of heroism! Adorable illustrations from 
Rachel Qiuqi will make you want to hug the page. Creatures Great and Small is a series of picture books based on real-life animal 
antics in which children discover that all creatures have important stories to tell us - no matter how great or small. These true stories 
feature animals as models of positive qualities like compassion, justice and using ones power for good. As children grow, they too 
will value and seek these qualities in their own stories and in the world around them. Also debuting for the series is Onyx, based on 
the wolves of Yellowstone Park - with even more heartwarming stories to come.

457. True Stories Of Animal Heroes: Onyx (Vita Murrow and Anneli Bray)  $19.99   $18.00
A debut picture book for the series Creatures Great and Small, the story of Onyx is based on the real-life antics and behaviours of 
the wolves of Yellowstone National Park. When Onyx was a young pup in Yellowstone National Park, he was the runt of the litter. 
Although he was bullied by his siblings for being the smallest, Onyx knew that he could lead a pack better than anyone. As he grew 
up, he learned to resolve conflict, becoming a step-dad to another family of wolves who had lost their alpha. But it all changed 
when the toughest pup of the family partnered with a rival pack. One day, the elder wolf and his wild-card stepson met on a ridge. 
Normally, this would lead to violence, but instead, they met in a graceful and powerful bow. The wolves of Yellowstone flourished. 
Moving illustrations from Anneli Bray will make you want to hug the page. Creatures Great and Small is a series of picture books 
based on real-life animal antics in which children discover that all creatures have important stories to tell us - no matter how great 
or small. These true stories feature animals as models of positive qualities like compassion, justice and using ones power for good. 
As children grow, they too will value and seek these qualities in their own stories and in the world around them. Also debuting for 
the series is Fluffles, based on the koalas of the Australian outback - with even more heartwarming stories to come.

458. Ultimate Animal Alphabet Book, The (Jennifer Cossins)  $29.99   $23.99 
From the Adelie penguin to the zigzag heron, this A-Z book is jam-packed with over 400 animal species and all kinds of interesting 
animal facts. Discover why the American flamingo is pink, how emerald tree boas hunt their food, what a baby echidna is called 
and whether the dusky leaf money really has four stomachs. Alphabet-Animals

459. Ultimate Football Heroes: Alexander Arnold (Matt Oldfield)  $11.99   $10.80
Meet Trent Alexander-Arnold - Ultimate Football Hero Born and bred on Merseyside, Alexander-Arnold is Livepool FC’s wonder kid, 
already promising big things despite the fact he was only born in 1998. He got his big break in an unusual way when his name was 
drawn from a hat to attend a camp with Liverpool FC and he’s been there ever since. He’s made an impact at moments that matter 
such a during Liverpool’s successful 2019 Champions League campaign. It seems like there’s nothing he can’t do! Ultimate Football 
Heroes is a series of biographies telling the life stories of the biggest and best footballers in the world and their incredible journeys 
from childhood fan to superstar professional player. Written in fast-paced, action-packed style these books are perfect for all the 
family to collect and share.

460. Ultimate Football Heroes: Firmino (Matt Oldfield)  $11.99   $10.80
Meet Roberto Firmino - Ultimate Football Hero This is the story of Roberto Firmino, star of both Liverpool F.C and the Brazilian 
national team. Follow his exciting journey from his early days at Figueirense and Hoffenheim all the way to the bright lights of 
Anfield, where he has become a key part of Liverpool’s Premier League success. Known for his energy, control and speed, Firmino 
has proven himself to be a real team player, always there to use his skills to help his team on the road to glory. Ultimate Football 
Heroes is a series of biographies telling the life stories of the biggest and best footballers in the world and their incredible journeys 
from childhood fan to superstar professional player. Written in fast-paced, action-packed style these books are perfect for all the 
family to collect and share.

461. Usborne Book Of The Brain And How It Works (Bettina Ip and Mia Nilsson)  $24.99   $22.50
A fully illustrated explanation of how the brain works in a picture book style. This visually astonishing story takes children on a 
journey into and through the brain. Simple but beautifully illustrated metaphors explain the different jobs that our brains do, and 
how they use brain cells to accomplish them. From the senses to sleep, memories to making decisions, this book brings the wonder 
of brains and brain science to life. Lift the Flap
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462. Usborne Lift-The-Flap First Questions And Answers What Is A Virus? (Katie Daynes)  $19.99   $18.00
Our lives have been taken over by a tiny germ we can’t even see. It’s time to explain to young children (and their parents and 
carers) what’s really going on. What IS a virus? How do viruses spread? Why should everyone keep washing their hands? How does 
a vaccine work? And what can we do to STAY WELL? All these questions and more are answered in a friendly and helpful way, with 
quirky illustrations and of course lots of flaps to lift. Age 5+ BOARD BOOK

463. Usborne Lift-The-Flap Questions And Answers About Music   
(Lara Bryan and Elisa Paganelli)  $19.99   $18.00
How do you write a song? Who are the best-selling musicians of all time? Can you play music in space? Perfect for curious kids with 
a love of music, this book answers all these questions and more. Lift the flaps to discover genres and instruments from around the 
world, and hear them come to life by listening to the book’s playlist on Usborne Quicklinks. BOARD BOOK

464. Usborne Peep Inside: How a Recycling Truck Works (Lara Bryan and Giovana Medeiros)  $14.99   
$13.50
Lift the flaps and peep through the holes to find out how a rumbly recycling truck works. Beep, Beep! The recycling truck has 
arrived! Peep under flaps and through holes to find out how it works, as it zooms around town collecting recycling and taking it 
to the sorting factory. This hands-on introduction to the topic of recycling is perfect for little fingers and curious minds. Age 4+ 
BOARD BOOK

465. What Is Home? (Liz Lennon and Hanane Kai)  $26.99   $24.30
The perfect book for introducing large issues like protecting the environment and homelessness to a young readership. The book 
explores the places we call home, building up from our houses, streets, cities and countries to our ultimate home - the Earth. Prize-
winning illustrator Hanane Kai sensitively shows how it’s important to care for the people we share the planet with and to protect 
the planet itself.

466. Where’s The Golden Egg? (Bill Hope)  $17.99   $16.20
Tragedy has befallen the Great Easter Bunny. The wondrous Golden Egg has disappeared! Without it, there will be no chocolate for 
Easter. But Tabatha Hopkins is on the case. Help her find the Golden Egg and save Easter!

467. Where’s Wally? Holiday Handbook, The (Martin Handford)  $17.99   $16.20
A terrific travel-sized Where’s Wally? activity book, with searches, mazes, puzzles, spot-the-differences and travel games - the 
ultimate holiday companion. Wally and the gang are heading off on their holidays! Wally wants to clown around, Woof heads off on 
a safari adventure, Wenda explores the sights, Wizard Whitebeard travels through magical lands and Odlaw sneaks around spying. 
Includes instructions for travel games to play with your friends and family at the end of each character-led section, plus game cards 
and an awesome poster! Whether you’re adventuring near or far, this is the ultimate holiday companion.

468. Women’s Football Superstars (Kevin Pettman)  $19.99   $18.00
From the world-beating U.S. women’s team and the biggest women’s football tournaments around the world to individual 
superstars such as Lucy Bronze, Sam Kerr and Vivianne Miedema, this book is an essential purchase for every young fan of women’s 
football. Written by Kevin Pettman, Women’s Football Superstars is packed with all-action photos of the game’s most popular 
players, plus hundreds of easy-to-digest, memorable facts, and records: goal-scoring feats in leagues around the world, record 
winning (and losing) streaks, record-breaking matches and much more.

469. Wow! Forests (Camilla De La Bedoyere)  $16.99   $15.30
Which tree is as tall as a skyscraper? Is there really a kangaroo that lives in a tree? Who lives up high and who lives on the ground? 
Find out the answers to these questions and more in Wow! Forests. Fascinating text takes you to forests all over the world, where 
you can discover mind-blowing facts about the trees, bears, birds and bees that inhabit them. Ecosystems-Forests-Trees

470. Wow! Robots (Camilla De La Bedoyere)  $16.99   $15.30
Discover an amazing world of technology and machinery in Wow! Robots. Learn about science’s best helpers, the tasks they do, 
and if robots will really take over the world! Written by Andrea Mills with fun, interactive illustrations by Ste Johnson, each page 
is filled with surprising facts about robots, guaranteed to make your head spin - robotically, of course! STEAM-Robots-Technology

471. Year Full Of Celebrations And Festivals, A (Christopher Corr and Claire Grace)  $24.99   $22.50
Countless different festivals are celebrated all over the world throughout the year. Some are national holidays, celebrated for 
religious and cultural reasons or to mark an important date in history, while others are just for fun. Dance your way through the 
streets of Brazil at Carnival, get caught up in a messy tomato fight in Spain at La Tomatina or add a splash of colour to your day at 
the Holi festival of colours. With fact filled text accompanied by beautifully bright illustrations from the wonderfully talented Chris 
Corr, prepare yourself for a journey as we travel around the world celebrating and uncovering a visual feast of culture. History Year 
3 Community and Remembrance, History Foundation Personal and Family Histories 

National Simultaneous Storytime 2021
Wednesday 27th May 2021

472. Give Me Some Space (Philip Bunting)  $19.99   $15.99 
Una dreams of a life in Space. Life on Earth is just so so-so. But how will she get there? And will she complete her mission to discover 
life in Space? And did she remember to feed Neil the goldfish? STEAM-Science-Space-Space Exploration-Determination
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